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Notes from Lime City

The Power of Life

In Conversation with Karin Spitfire
by Becca Shaw Glaser
“We’re currently in the fight for the planet
and life itself on the planet, and everything’s
connected to that. It’s a spiritual issue, it’s
an emotional issue, it’s an intellectual issue,
and the patriarchal paradigm is: control,
have power, by the threat of death, and if
you can’t control by the threat of death, kill.
And it’s the exact opposite of what we want;
we want to encourage life. Matriarchal cultures were about life-giving. It’s basic, it’s
down to that kind of power struggle. It’s
about power over, or the power of life.”
— Karin Spitfire, “Good Morning,
Belfast!” March 2021

A

woman made of ocean who wears the
wardrobe of hospitals and tends to sick
people, who lives in a home of burnt orange
walls and living paintings, who performs her
poems with a voice powerful, clear and shaky,
plunges body into water of fish and seaweed
who, year after year, grips signs calling for a
more caring, equal world. When I asked Karin
Spitfire what brought her to Belfast in 1987,
it rolled right off her tongue: “I moved from
Sedgwick to Belfast for the dance studio, the
food co-op, the laundromat and the movie theater.” Since then, she’s been deeply involved
in the Belfast community. One of the things
she is most proud of is “For the Love of Herring: The Sardine Extravaganza,” a multifaceted community/art/writing/activist/fishery
workers event she organized, along with Gary
Lawless, in 2010; both whimsical and serious,
the Sardine Extravaganza led to improved sustainability regulations for herring in Maine. A
poet, artist, feminist, activist and more, Karin
spoke with me about her opposition to Nordic
Aquafarms’ proposed land-based salmon
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“farm” in Belfast, her work as an occupational therapist in the modern health care system, human insanity. So I came with my girlfriend
being a lifelong feminist, and the struggle for in 1980. And we stayed.
legal recognition of Penobscot sovereignty.
Becca: You’re an outspoken critic of Janet
Becca Shaw Glaser: You lived your first Mills.
years in Connecticut. What originally brought
Karin: Lots of people are saying she did a
you to Maine?
great job during the pandemic. But I feel like
Karin Spitfire: When I was 16, I wait- any of the Democratic candidates that we had
ressed at The Fisherman’s Friend in Booth- — and all of them were better than Janet Mills
bay Harbor, and I said, “When I’m ready to — would have done just as good a job, if not
settle down, I’m coming to Maine.” The rea- better. So that is not a reason to go, “Rah rah,
son I came here was because of the beauty; Janet Mills.” She continues to be obstructive
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there’s enough nature here to temper my
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Two Debacles
by Michael G. Roskin

O

ur scramble from Kabul resembles the surprise and panic of our 1975 rush out of Saigon. In many ways.
Both debacles were set up in advance, in Vietnam by the
1973 Nixon-Kissinger deal with Hanoi and in Afghanistan
by the February 2020 Trump-Pompeo deal with the Taliban.
As Trump cut U.S. forces from 15,500 to 2,500, Afghan
provincial chiefs saw what was coming and quietly cut their
own deals with the Taliban, allowing them to quickly grab
the country.
It should not have been so surprising. Intel warned that
Vietnam and Afghanistan could rapidly collapse, but presidents, commanders and ambassadors had to voice optimism
because speaking blunt truths would trigger regime collapse.
We could have gotten people out earlier, but that would signal that we’d given up, unleashing panic and chaos. Under
such circumstances, any evacuation must appear bungled.
Both wars had vague, infeasible goals, respectively, to
make Hanoi and the Taliban desist in trying to take over the
country. They were civil wars over sovereignty, which are
never settled in compromise but when one side thoroughly
beats the other. In both wars, U.S. soldiers muttered that they
weren’t sure what they were fighting for — except not losing and staying alive. No positive strategic goals.
We knew nothing of the histories, politics, languages, religions and geography of either country, which led to series
of misappraisals. Both wars were conceived in anger — Vietnam in Kennedy’s Bay of Pigs humiliation and Khrushchev’s
sneers, Afghanistan in rage over 9/11 that had to vent somewhere. Congress approved both wars in haste and nearly
unanimously, but neither were vital U.S. interests.
U.S. trainers used to say of the South Vietnamese army:
“You can’t transplant backbone.” On paper, the Vietnamese
and Afghan armies were well trained and equipped and outnumbered their adversaries. It was illusory. Troops deserted while commanders took the pay of “ghost soldiers.” A
South Vietnamese rifle “had never been fired and only
dropped once.” The same plagued Afghanistan. Napoleon:
“In war, the moral is to the physical as three is to one.”
Generals rarely admit that interventions are failing. They
demand more troops, money and time and persuade most
presidents with sunk-costs arguments: We have spent too
much blood and treasure to leave the job undone. They could
not foresee or warn of rapid collapse.
Pervasive corruption crippled Vietnam and Afghanistan.
Billions were stolen, but we couldn’t accuse crooked host
regimes because that would undermine the whole war effort,
especially public and congressional support. When I was
being trained to serve (with USIA) in Vietnam, we were told
that officials routinely got 10% to 15% kickbacks on contracts and were not worth fussing about.
Washington sent big crates of bundled $100 bills to
Afghanistan to fund our activities. Rumors say some crates
were not even opened but shipped to the United Arab Emirates, where Afghans built luxury homes. President Ashraf
Ghani fled to the UAE. ($100 bills sustain crime and we
should get rid of them altogether, but our national-security
establishment protests that they’re necessary for overseas
operations. North Korea counterfeits them.)
In both wars, brilliant Harvard-educated officeholders tailored their facts to hide reality (McNamara). Many subordinates knew they dissembled but few openly contradicted
them because they liked their jobs. Those who did were isolated and bypassed (George Ball). Some conscientious ones
leaked to the media (Ellsberg).
In both wars we stumbled into the double bind of nationbuilding: You must do it, but you can’t. A sense of nationhood underlies successful resistance to takeover. But nationbuilding attempts by outsiders build no patriotism or
legitimacy. Beware of fake nations.
The Afghan fiasco may bring fresh realism. We may cease
playing globocop. For a generation after Vietnam we avoided war. Now we will avoid new Persian Gulf wars. This may
prevent conflict with Iran or rescuing shaky sheikhdoms.
Some will denounce this as “neo-isolationism,” but it’s really just hard-earned caution.
Won’t this undermine U.S. credibility? Maybe, but that
started when Trump took office. Would continuing the
Afghan war rebuild U.S. credibility? The “loss” of Vietnam
mattered not at all. Communism collapsed on its own a few
years later, and the world rallied to U.S. leadership. Few
countries will pay much attention to Afghanistan; most will
continue as before, pursuing their national interests.
Washington lobbyists and think tanks overwhelmingly
favor overseas intervention. Much of their funding is from
those with stakes in U.S. involvement abroad, including
defense contractors. A few church and antiwar groups caution against new adventures but are largely ignored.
A positive response to the Afghan debacle would be to
shift U.S. priorities from far to near. For a fraction of the $2
trillion we squandered in Afghanistan we could pull Central
America into economic growth and stability and away from
poverty, crime and emigration.
Mike Roskin is a retired professor of political science.
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Megunticook Restoration—

I’ve been intimately involved in dam removal in one Maine
river (the Penobscot, with two removals and one natural bypass) and installing hydropower in another (Sandy Stream
in Freedom). Every river needs to be individually examined
to determine what it can best do to contribute to the resilience
of our environment.
I believe Camden now has an exciting opportunity,
thoughtfully developed by the hard work of the town manager and the select board, who have thankfully focused on
the long-term health of our community, to enhance Camden’s safety, beauty and environment while reducing our
municipal expenses.
The discussion of the broader opportunity has been
hijacked by a few business owners who do not want to see
any change in the Montgomery Dam. (One simply stated
in an open forum: “I am against change.”) They have been
heard, but their views alone should not determine the future
of the entire Megunticook watershed.
Restoration can be accomplished with the help of significant outside resources with no impact on the water levels
of Megunticook Lake or at Shirt Tail Point. However, the
whole project will fail if the Montgomery Dam is not
removed so as to allow natural fish passage.
The benefits of river restoration are significant:
• Flood control: critical protection of properties along
the river’s entire course at a time when climate change is
causing more frequent and severe flooding events;
• Species restoration: the return of alewives and other
native species to the watershed;
• Reduction in the town’s costs for continual maintenance;
• Recreation opportunities along the river;
• Beautification of Camden Harbor, with a return to natural waterfalls over granite ledges (most people find that a
natural waterfall is far more beautiful than a man-made
one over a concrete barrier); and
• Coordinating river restoration with a long-term solution
to the issues presented by sea-level rise in the harbor.
I anxiously await the completion of a study (by InterFluve)
of the Megunticook commissioned by the town and paid for
by grants from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
and NOAA. That study will lay out the details surrounding
each dam site and the costs of alternatives for restoring the
Megunticook. The majority of the costs for restoration can
be obtained from outside sources with an interest in river
restoration. The costs incurred from not restoring the natural flows will be borne by Camden taxpayers.
I support restoration of the Megunticook River (including
removal of the Montgomery Dam) and urge Camden residents to get engaged and understand the issues.
Tony Grassi, Camden

Up Is Not Down—

I’m glad I was sitting down when I read Mr. Robinson’s
letter in the August 17 issue. As it was, I nearly fell off the
couch. Had I been standing, I would have suffered serious
injuries from falling down in disbelief.
He writes that Trump “tried to return us to a moral path.”
It is a strange morality indeed when the moral path includes
paying off a porn star.
Robinson also believes that Trump was a defender of truth.
Now, I realize that we are living in an upside-down world, but
the Washington Post notes that “This astonishing jump in falsehoods is the story of Trump’s tumultuous reign. By the end
of his term, Trump had accumulated 30,573 untruths during
his presidency — averaging about 21 erroneous claims a day.”
I realize it is difficult for true believers to admit that they
were duped by a false prophet. It can be psychologically
painful to realize that one’s faith was based on their hero’s
deception, prevarication and self-aggrandizement.
But one must live in reality. Up is not down, day is not
night and Trump was not the president Mr. Robinson vainly hopes he was.
Larry Abbott, Belmont

Save the Family Dam—

Are we okay with our town officials deciding to destroy
a treasured property that belongs to the people of Camden?
No. As voting citizens of Camden, we need to open our eyes
and educate ourselves about what’s going on around us. Our
town officials have decided to destroy the Montgomery Dam
and waterfall at the head of beautiful Camden Harbor. They
tell us there is no other option!
My family gifted the Montgomery Dam to the citizens of
the Town of Camden 30 years ago with the expectation that
the Town of Camden would maintain, preserve and respect
this historic gem. Your town officials want to tear it down!
Your voice needs to be heard, whether it’s a phone call to
one of our Select Board members or a letter to the editor or
attending a Select Board meeting or joining the “Save the
Dam Falls” group. We are trying to get the word out to all
Camden voters to oppose the removal of Montgomery Dam.
The Montgomery Dam and Harbor Park are treasures and
legacies that deserve to be preserved, not destroyed!
Lee Montgomery, Camden

The Colloid Problem—

While admittedly unfamiliar with the environmental permits obtained by Nordic [Aquafarms], it will be interesting
to see what provisions are included in them regarding actual construction details when installing underground pipelines
in silty ocean floors. Recent news articles seem to imply that
all permitting has been approved.
As a former MDOT highway and bridge construction engineer, I am familiar with what happens when a backhoe digs
into underwater soils. Highway contracts include strict guidelines when waterways are involved. Best management practices include channel diversions, floating silt curtains and
similar devices designed to prevent, or at least mitigate, soil
pollution being carried downstream. My experience has only
been in freshwater streams and runoffs, so I will be fascinated to see what mitigation requirements will be required in the
actual construction phase of the proposed pipeline project.
Because the proposed pipeline route will be mainly seaward
beyond the low tide mark, and because a minimum three-foot
deep trench will be required to install the pipeline below the harbor bottom, it is clear that this section needs to be done underwater. Mainers know about mud, and this seems like a great
opportunity to create a situation that could thwart the efforts of
any contractor to contain siltation. This is why extreme containment measures should be included in any permit, as well as proper disposition of the muddy excavation, which needs to be hauled
off because it will not be suitable for trench backfill. Unless, of
course, no containment is required and it is permissible to allow
tidal flushing of unrestrained silty water.
Mudflat soils are composed of fine particles, some of
which must be colloidal in nature. Colloids do not settle out.
A definition of a soil particle that I found describes colloidal
particles as being two microns or less. So it would be quite
possible that excavating a trench in an underwater mudflat
would cause a colloidal situation which would not settle out,
even if within the confines of a buoyed siltation net, and
most likely would pass through the netting anyway. This all
happening during our 10-foot tide cycles.
Colloidal pollution is dangerous to sea life because the suspended particles will coat the intertidal surface area at low
tide, causing stress to critters that live there. And this does
not even address what other contaminants may be present
in our previously jeopardized harbor sea floor. Soil samples
taken to determine levels of mercury and other contaminants
may prove negative, but how necessary will it be to solve the
lcolloid problem. This looks like an environmental issue that
T
should be addressed before any mudflat excavation begins.
Ernie Gallant, Belmont
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How did the Congress of the United States of America
become one driven by who can stand and talk longest, to
an empty chamber, about literally nothing, without wetting
themselves with no more purpose than to prevent a piece
of legislation from being deliberated by the very body elected to deliberate on our behalf. And to think that the next time
this childish obstruction will be employed will be in the name
of preventing a bill that grants unfettered access to voting
and representation to every American citizen! I implore
Senators Collins and King to treat the pervasive farce of filibuster for what is. Get rid of it. And to vote in favor of unfettered democratic opportunity for us all.
Phil Crossman, Vinalhaven

A Consequence of Our Laws—

As a woman who’s been homeless on and off for more
than a decade, I read with great curiosity the August 13 Notes
from Lime City article on Maine’s Housing Emergency,
which was poignantly illustrated with the story of a wealthy
vacationer offering a landlord 40% more than the advertised
rent, resulting in a local family becoming homeless. Many
of us are already intimately aware of how few housing
options there are relative to the number of humans who
currently exist on our planet, but how many are aware that
this is an intentional but entirely unnecessary outcome of an
outdated approach to organizing society? Normal business
practices and governmental laws incentivize lowering a
resource’s supply to increase demand, so that more profits
can be extracted from a given asset. Resources are hoarded
by a few, while the majority compete for what is required to
… well, to simply exist. But, before we charge into intellectual war against the hoarders, assaulting them with authoritarian regulations such as price control, higher taxes, and
other aggressive, micromanaging laws, we can consider that
such a competitive approach is exactly how we got here in
the first place.
The resilient, pro-social solution is to abolish all laws that
make it illegal to simply exist as a healthy, creative, intelligent human, while creating local conflict resolution organizations for creative mediation.
For most of our species’ history there was no central, nonconsensual authority — especially not one so heavily directed by monetary competition — with the power to dictate
where we wander, what kinds of buildings we build, and
how we do the fundamental work of taking excellent care of
the people and places we love. And now, we humans are finishing up the brief, two-millennia experiment of a centralized set of one-size-fits-all laws that govern our relationships with one another and our planet. We are learning that
such an authoritarian approach utterly fails for a large segment of our planet's species (even when the central rules are
democratically decided).
So, now it’s time to recalibrate our approach with the
knowledge we’ve gained from our experiment. Now, when
it comes to all the various land use laws, we can return to
focusing on a more decentralized, consensual, collaborative
approach, allowing our intrinsically social species to more
naturally serve the basic functions of a healthy life where
we are free to travel, camp, build, farm, harvest, enjoy, and
occasionally fully settle onto a location as long as no other
humans or other large beasties are physically using it already.
Turil Cronburg, Belfast

Free Expression—

Growing up, I listened to WAIF 88.3 FM in Cincinnati,
where the station ID included the phrase “dedicated to airing responsible, divergent points of view.” A free exchange
of ideas is a wonderful thing, but the person(s) espousing
them must take responsibility for them. The Maine Stands
Up/Arise USA event was not a “free expression of different
ideas,” as Sen. Miramant described it, rather it was a forum
for irresponsible pseudoscience featuring an avowed antiSemite.
Spreading disinformation, lies and political hate about
COVID can and does lead to more sickness, infections and
death, not to mention overwhelmed hospitals and burnedout staff. Do R. D. Steele and Dr. Northrop plan to minister to those of their followers who may become ill or die
from following their advice? Condemning such ideas — condemning an anti-Semite! — Sen. Miramant, should not be
hard, need not be shouty and, by the way, does not amount
to censorship, which is generally considered to be an act of
the state prohibiting certain speech, images, etc.
All that said, I get why people are looking to those who
promise deliverance from this thing by exposing some dark
cabal or promoting some miracle cure. I get why, in a time
of great uncertainty and upheaval and loneliness, some of
us are refusing to get a vaccine: it may be one of the few
things people feel they still have control over.
We are all tired of wearing masks and distancing and all
of it. But friends: it ain’t over. There’s no instant cure. And
that simple cloth mask is gonna save lives.
Andrew Donaldson, Round Pond
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Sink the Filibuster—

Tuesday, August 24, 2021

Is This Who We Are?—

We had a City Council meeting here in Belfast; some people were “in person” and some were on Zoom. The pretext
was to allow us citizens to have a say about what we felt
about a proposed dry-land fish farm that’s been percolating for a few years. Most of the commentators were against
building it, but the supporters showed up, too. The supporters cited jobs and taxes and water infrastructure as the
biggest benefits to our community. The detractors cited the
environmental harm that will be done by building and operating the farm, the jobs may not be that many and will mostly be low-wage, the tax break will be too small to notice and
the water improvements could be funded in other ways. Our
city councilors inserted the city lawyer for the first hour, then
we had our say, and then they had the last word.
And, this is what they said: These issues have been carefully considered for three years and we, the councilors, have
decided that the issues raised have very little merit, and that
we know what is best for Belfast.
They topped off the evening by stating that they listen to
the people who live in the trailer parks and the man at the gas
station, and that the anti-fish farm folks are mostly lawyers
and scientists and they would be just fine if the rest of us all
moved out of Belfast. (Yes, I know, politicians these days
like to treat their supporters with condescension and contempt
and their detractors with hostility; but this is Belfast, Maine,
our beautiful little city by the bay that we all love.)
So I guess the fish farm will get built; we are going back
to the old Maine of mega mills and factories that trash our
environment. We will annihilate 60 acres of our forest, convert millions of tons of carbon, dump bad stuff into our bay,
and rip the nutrition out of some third-world country (some
modern politicians call these places “shithole countries”) to
feed our upscale fish, which will enrich our investors, who
will then use these profits to go to some other innocent
little town and run the same game.
I am so ashamed of us; we elected folks who refer to us
as trailer park people and lawyers and scientists and the man
down at the gas station. We are going to allow ourselves to
flip off the entire world population by saying the planet’s
carbon problem is not our problem; it’s yours; we’re going
to grow 30,000 metric tons of fish every year for rich people and the rest of you can go screw with your forest fires
and your food insecurity.
Please; let’s don’t do this. We are Belfast, we are Maine,
we are Americans; we don’t treat our planet like this, we don’t
treat our brothers and sisters like this; please stand strong. In
Maine we have land farmers and sea farmers who treat the
earth as a precious thing; we have business people finding
new ways to reach customers on an equal footing; we have
thousands of fellow citizens asking the right questions about
our future; let’s stand up for, and with, the real Maine.
Mark Salwasser, Belfast

Knox Night Thanks—

On behalf of the General Henry Knox Museum, a sincere thank you to all who supported the museum’s major
fundraising event of the year — our 19th Annual Knox Night
— held on August 12th at the Samoset Resort.
Dr. Lindsay Chervinsky, noted historian and author of
“The Cabinet” (available at the museum’s Elias Adams and
Lougee Family Library), spoke to the event attendees. Her
lecture, delivered live and livestreamed across the country,
focused on Henry Knox and his importance to the founding of our republic, specifically, as a confidant to General
Washington and as a member of Washington’s first cabinet.
Of course, no volunteer event can succeed without a village of help, both professional and volunteer. We are indebted to our dedicated and energetic volunteers, board members, staff, interns, auction donors — and buyers, friends,
the wonderful staff of the Samoset, and even Mother Nature,
who provided the perfect evening.
Our event goal, a crucial part of the museum’s operational
budget, was met. In addition, as part of the auction, the museum launched a campaign to restore the museum’s 98-yearold windows. Installed in 1929, every window in the museum desperately needs restoration, and this event provided
one quarter of the needed funding. We are humbled and
grateful for this generous support. Thank you, thank you.
The museum has been open to the public Tuesday through
Saturday all summer for guided tours. From September 1
until mid-October, the museum will be open Friday and Saturday only. Please visit knoxmuseum.org for hours and
upcoming events. We look forward to welcoming you to
explore this community treasure.
Ethan Yankura, executive director
General Henry Knox Museum
LETTERS continue page 23

The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.

by Eva Murray

“Write about doughnuts,”
the guy says

M

y recipe for doughnuts is supposedly
my mother’s, because she taught me
how to make them, but mine are still
different from hers. Her recipe is supposedly my
grandmother’s — she needless to say taught
my mom — but both of ours come out unlike
Mabel’s. My grandmother Mabel’s recipe was
supposedly the same as her friend Marion’s
recipe, but it isn’t. Recipes are like that.

Besides, with doughnuts, the recipe doesn’t matter all
that much. It’s all about the physical handling. If you mess
with the dough too much, if you incorporate too much
flour or you treat it like modeling clay, you are going to
get rocks. For best results one should manipulate the dough
not one bit more than necessary. I’m talking baking powder
doughnuts, of course, or what some people call “cake”
doughnuts. Find any recipe and try it; use as much cinnamon as you like, just don’t manhandle the dough. Raised
yeast doughnuts are a whole other project and absolutely
worth the time. Those will require several hours to make and
fifteen seconds to eat.
It’s all just fried bread, and most cultures have some version of fried bread, because most everybody likes it. I did
considerable research on this a few years ago for an article
in Maine Boats, Homes & Harbors and have spent enough
time in the stacks to earn, if not quite a fried-dough Ph.D.,
at least a graduate certificate. Each of Maine’s islands seems
to have at least one old-timey doughnut maker and on Matinicus, I am one of them. I use a couple of black cast iron Dutchoven pots on gas flame, rather than an electric fryer gadget. It’s less precise, just like me.
Frying doughnuts — or donuts, because only the editors
care which way one spells it, I certainly do not — is one
of those skills like finding your way around with a map
and compass. A few of us do it as a hobby, but too many
people these days think it either difficult or “quaint.”
I’ll argue that it is neither. It’s just cooking, and no more
difficult than making a decent hamburger or a kale
smoothie. So I’ve heard; I have never actually made a kale
smoothie.
Driving in Boston is much, much more difficult than making homemade doughnuts, and loads of people do that all
the time. I have used the same argument against the people
who insist that making pie crust is hard. This complaint is
inexplicable. Navigating Storrow Drive without getting
rammed is hard. Making a pie crust — or frying doughnuts
— only requires doing it a couple times.
I might take this opportunity to add that “baked” doughnuts are in no way even close to the same thing. It’s the
deep frying in grease that makes a doughnut so appealing
— not the hole in the middle. Doughnuts get a bad name
in the press as the epitome, the very poster child, of poor
dietary choices. Maybe if we ate more homemade ones and
fewer of those Technicolor monstrosities bedecked with
neon sprinkles and what looks like buoy paint we might be
better off.
There are two things I mean to try in the arena of doughnut manufacture. First, at some point I am going to get my
hands on some good-quality fresh-rendered lard from a
butcher shop, rather than the industrial processed commercial stuff I use. We’ll see what sort of doughnuts that yields;
I imagine it’ll be like going back in time.
The second project is a little snarky. I have read of a shop
in the Northwest somewhere that sells “voodoo doughnuts.”
Rather than being round with a hole, the pastries are cut
out with a gingerbread man cookie cutter, and then filled
with bright red raspberry jam. They are served with two or
three of those small, thin pretzel sticks. You get the idea.
I haven’t actually been to the Voodoo Doughnuts place
but I do try and patronize any local doughnut establishment I find when traveling, and if they have a T-shirt, I’ll
buy it and wear it in my own kitchen. I work in a Dam
Donuts shirt from Pennsylvania (yeah, the shop was right
beside a dam, but I don’t think it’s there anymore) and in a
Top Pot shirt from Seattle which promises “hand-forged”
doughnuts. I recently got an “Only Doughnut” shirt from
right up the road in Belfast.
We did print up some shirts out here a few years back that
made a little fun of Matinicus Island’s only-sometimesdeserved reputation for lawlessness and anarchy. I also like
the idea of defying any tofu-loving busybody who’s going
to tell us what to eat. Stealing fair-and-square from the funny papers, the legend reads, “When they outlaw donuts, only
outlaws will have donuts.”
Credit is due whoever thought of that first.
Eva Murray lives, works and writes
on Matinicus Island.
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NOTES FROM LIME CITY C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1
to every single aspect of the Penobscots’ gaining [legal] sovereignty. Two years ago there was a fabulous bill, LD 2094,
that addressed all the issues that have been brought up over
the forty years since the Maine Indian Land Claims Act. Mills
obstructed that bill. And she was in charge of the case against
the Penobscots and the river as attorney general. She could
have killed that suit any time. But she did not.

of feminism has mostly been ignored.
My feminism is not about women being able to join the
army and go to war. It’s anti-war, it’s anti-imperialism, it’s
anti-racist. It’s Pro: pro-nature, pro-whatever you want to
call life. I feel like my work now is in relationship to the
environment and to racism. And that the feminist pedagogy I understand stands me well. One of the big failings of
the feminist movement, I feel, has been the lack of continuity, the lack of being able to bring young people up into
— the generation gaps.

Becca: Tomorrow (August 1) you are going to a “Rally
for the Penobscot River and Wabanaki Sovereignty.” What
are some of the issues?

Becca: Why do you think sexism is still so prevalent and
patriarchy so strong despite generations of women (and others) working to transform it?

Karin: The state doesn’t recognize the Penobscots’ sovereignty. They don’t want the Penobscots to have control
over the water in their river because their standards for ecological safety are higher than the state’s, and the state is
dumping leachate into the river from Juniper Ridge. But the
Legislature can fix this.

Karin: Because men benefit. And even if men don’t actually benefit — because it damages them too — they are not
willing to give up the privilege that comes with it that many
of them don’t even know they have. So the lesson for me
in that has been, as a White person, to say, “OK, so everything I think that men should be doing in relationship to tackling their sexism and their privilege and being proactive
for women’s issues is something I have to do as a White person in relationship to anti-racism.”

Becca: In a “Good Morning, Belfast!” interview in March,
you mentioned the importance of “not stealing Native American spirituality or practices.” How do you personally navigate this?

Karin: My position in relationship to working with any
of the tribes is that when they call, I come; when they ask
for something, I respond. And to try to be mindful and
respectful of the fact that they have many, many things to
do, and they have a limited amount of energy to educate and
take care of White people. In terms of spirituality, all of
the tribal nations have specific ceremonies, and that’s none
of my business. I know that all of us have an ancient history, in our genetics of pre-patriarchy, and that all cultures
worshipped in some manner with the drum and circles and
singing and dancing. And that’s universal, but their way of
doing it is not what I can do.

Becca: You currently work as an occupational therapist.
What can you say about working at the hospital, or in general about what is happening in health care now?

Karin: Well, health care pretends it’s nonprofit, but that’s
not true. All the services health care provides that take
machines and drugs make money for the system. And the
only thing that is not for profit is the labor. It’s corporate
health care now. And they became corporate to deal with the
insurance companies who control health care. One of the
things that’s true now, that may not have been true before,
is that doctors and occupational therapists, we have productivity that we have to meet. So you’re working with old sick
people in a hospital, and you have to meet a productivity
standard. Doctors are allowed 15 minutes by Medicare.
Medicare For All would be a good thing, but Medicare needs
to be revamped completely.
Becca: How has the pandemic affected your work?

Karin: Stress is off the charts. It’s like — we’re not in a
triage situation in Maine, but we acted like we were in a triage
situation. There’s a shortage of nurses and CNAs. The nurses fortunately have a union, so they can’t have a caseload of
more than five patients. But the CNAs can have a caseload of
13 patients, and it’s impossible. Maine Health just raised their
bottom-line pay to $17/hour. Northern Light has not done that,
as far as I know. I don’t know how much the CNAs get paid,
but they do not get paid a lot, and the CNAs have the hardest
job. We know that the hospital got tons of money from the
state, tons of money from the feds, but we did not get hazard
pay. What they gave us was that if we got sick with COVID,
they wouldn’t take our PTO. But now that’s done.
Becca: Why does Belfast, with its progressive reputation,
have a City Council which seems to unrepentantly support
Nordic Aquafarms’ plans?

Karin: Well, LePage, King, and I don’t know if it was
Poliquin and Pingree, they came to town and brought it to the
council first and the council supported it. [Belfast City Councilor] Mike Hurley said something about how it was going
to take down our tax rate. Big, big number. And I asked,
“When Front Street [Shipyard] came in, did it take down our
tax number?” and I don’t think it did. [Becca researched.
Front Street Shipyard opened in Belfast in 2011; since then,
Belfast’s property tax rate has continued to rise, with only a
small dip in 2017 and another in 2020.] And there’s not going
to be a lot of jobs. So I don’t know why people are for it.
Becca: Why do you oppose it?

Karin: All you have to do is say “fish in a tank” to me,
and I’m like, A) Salmon should be free, B) How many people do you know who’ve been able to keep fish in a tank alive?,
C) When they paraded it out in town the first time, the first
thing they paraded out was the problem of protein for the world
as if their product was going to help protein for the world —
but the people who are really in need of protein are not going
to be able to afford their salmon. Their numbers are all really pretty, like the [amount] that’s going to go into the bay from
their treatment was like 2% or something; they’ve probably
changed that to 5%. But the actual numbers of what that is in
terms of tonnage and water is enormous. Primarily, it’s an
environmental issue of water, the taking of the water from the

Becca: You’ve been mentioning capitalism. How do you
define it?
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aquifer and the pollution of the bay. Water is life. And people really need to get that. Also, this is going to be in everybody’s backyard, with 24/7 generators, it’s gonna be next to
the water — water carries sound; we’re gonna hear it.
Becca: Why do people support it?

Karin: [Nordic] came in with a pretty picture. And people bought the pretty picture, and anybody who says they
have different facts than what Nordic has presented is called
crazy and other names. It’s divided the town, because there’s
a whole group of people who believe what a corporation is
going to tell you. And we know that every corporation on
the planet has in their budgets a line item to pay the fines for
breaking environmental laws.
Becca: Would it be ethical for me to say, “I like eating
salmon, but I don’t want this salmon infrastructure in my
backyard”?

Karin: Farm-raised salmon is fatty and polluted. It’s one
of the worst foods for you. Farm-raised salmon is full of toxins, and shit. They eat their own shit. Taste the difference
between natural Alaskan salmon and farm-raised salmon,
and you’ll know that farm-raised salmon is fatty and doesn’t have any flavor. So it’s not a good solution.

Becca: You’ve identified as a feminist since you were 16.
How do you feel about feminism now?

Karin: It’s really complicated. Because capitalism co-opts
everything. The way that it co-opted the non-radical, White
feminist women’s movement was to have us go to work (and
working-class Black women worked plenty before that).
Feminism, as portrayed by capitalism, was for women to
become like men; it was not portrayed as all of the good qualities that women have and all of the good work that women
have done historically — women take care of the relations
in their families, in their communities, the whole undercurrent of relational — that isn’t institutionalized — none of
that has been brought up as “that’s what we want.” We want
these things, we want this nurturing, we want the qualities
that have been called maternal qualities, we want those things
to be in our culture; those things have to be raised up equal
to what men do, and what they shouldn’t be doing. That part

All Heart Disease
Is Psychosomatic

by Karin Spitfire
the beating
a heart takes

coral bruise of
another dawn

not enough air
to catch the breath

oil seeping
where salt marsh once filtered
ash and poisoned rivers,
fire in the faucet
the cracked heart
beating itself

chronic choice
bitter fist or soft pulp

Karin: I think we have to say corporate capitalism, because,
you know, I believe in small businesses. The impulse to have
a small business is a great thing, and provides lots of community things for local people, and usually it has to respond
to the local community. But corporate capitalism does not.
Their bottom line is money. And you know, Jeff Benzo?
Bezos? Whatever the hell his name is, he thanked his workers [for giving him the money to blast into space]. And that’s
what happens in capitalism. The labor produces the profit.
Black people who were enslaved by White people made this
country rich, created the money that this country is built on.
That, and the labor of working-class people, all the nurses,
the teachers, the coal miners. And the other important thing
about capitalism is that it is not a political system; it’s an economic system; democracy, socialism, social democracy, are
political systems. We can have democracy and not have rampant corporate capitalism that is raping the earth.
Becca: Something I relate to with you is the constant internal struggle, knowing that we should be doing more to
change all the injustices.

Karin: We’re not in a crisis; we’re in an emergency. If
you’re in a fire zone, if you’re in 120-degree weather, if you’re
in a hurricane, you respond because you’re in an emergency.
But when all of that’s going on in the world globally, and I’m
sitting on my deck here in the beauty of this perfect moment
in July, how do I respond? I don’t have a good answer for
that. And I’m really sorry I don’t, and that is the question that
drives me crazy. Not only how do I respond, but what do
I do differently? The personal solution of electric cars, solar
panels, all those things are good. But they’re personal solutions. And they don’t move the whole big problem.
Becca: You wanted to talk about anger as love.

Karin: In this emergency state we’re in, rage is what’s
appropriate. Rage keeps you from despair; it propels you
to take action. That’s what the appropriate use of anger is,
to help change something that is not right, and it sets boundaries. I feel like anger fuels my energy to make changes and
to be active and to find creative solutions for things. I do that
out of love; I don’t do that out of hate. I love myself, I love
the planet, I love the beauty, I love the water. I love freedom; I love real freedom — which means that people get
to express themselves from their inner self and culture, and
I want everybody to have that, not just White men.
And the problem with that is you have to balance it with the
life force and beauty. I make art, I make raspberry pie, I go strawberry pickin’ and I go swimming. And I sleep and eat good food
and enjoy my friends and sing and dance when I can.

Becca: Yes, how to not let all the horrors bring you to constant despair?

Karin: I have to make sure I say yes to enough things!
And to really know that we have life. Something that
I learned from the Penobscots, from the Native American
people that I’ve been privileged to listen to, is that the gift
is life. The rest of it is the details. Life is the thing. We
have it. So why are we making such a mess? Why does money mean more than the fact that you’re alive?
One of the things I loved about [self-described “chicana
dyke-feminist, tejana patlache poet, writer, and cultural theorist”] Gloria Anzaldúa was that she said, “You have to have
a wide mind” — you have to have a wide mind that can hold
the contradictions of the fact that yes, I am upset and emotionally impacted in every way by these devastating things
that are happening. And I have the gift of life, and I can be
really grateful for this beautiful day, and these blue skies,
and that I can sing, that I can sit next to you, that I can move.
You have to do that. Because if we don’t appreciate the life
force, then what are we doing it for?
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‘Contemporary Realism’
at Maine Art Gallery

In Belfast—
Tribal Representatives Bless
the Bay at Nordic Protest

“Over the Moon” by
Daphne Pulsifer
“Contemporary Realism,”
the upcoming show of painting and sculpture at the
Maine Art Gallery, 15 Warren Street in Wiscasset, will
be on view through September 18. An opening reception will be held on Saturday, August 28, from 4 to
7 p.m.; singer-songwriter
Kat Logan will perform.
Visit maineartgallery
wiscasset.org or Facebook at Maine Art Gallery Wiscasset
for more information.

Dancing in the Streets
at Wiscasset Art Walk

Penobscot Elder Kathy Paul, center, leads a song at at the Belfast protest.

A

by Ethan Andrews
small Wabanaki delegation joined about 70 opponents
of the proposed Nordic Aquafarms land-based salmon
farm in Belfast on August 20 for a quiet protest of a development they say threatens the health of local waters.
Penobscot elder Kathy Paul led a welcoming song to tribal ancestors, accompanied by Natalie Michelle, Michelle’s
daughter, Ana Rapp, and granddaughter, Teaghan Cavanaugh.
Several attendees held signs. A large banner read, “Stop the
Pillage & Destruction of ME’s Water.”
The tribal delegation and some attendees climbed down
rough stone steps to the beach and performed a “blessing for
the waters” that involved sprinkling tobacco on the rocks,
drinking fresh water that they had brought in a copper kettle, and pouring the remaining water into the bay.
“I just think it’s really important, not only for Native People, to acknowledge and honor the waters we’re given because
it’s an important part of our health as well as the health of the
life that lives within it,” Ana Rapp said after the blessing.
“We’re acknowledging that connectedness,” Natalie
Michelle said.
Teaghan Cavanaugh, Rapp’s daughter, offered, “I’m going
to become the president someday, and I’m going to demolish a building.”
Which building?
“Probably Chik-fil-A,” she said.
The protest was held at the waterfront property of Jeffrey Mabee and Judith Grace, who, along with two local
environmental groups, Upstream Watch and Friends of Harriet L. Hartley Conservation Area, have filed multiple lawsuits seeking to block a pipeline to Penobscot Bay that Nordic
needs for the salmon farm. One of the lawsuits contends that
Mabee and Grace own a strip of the intertidal land that would
be crossed by the pipeline.
Nordic Aquafarms announced recently that it had received
its final permit for the project, from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Seeking a way around the land dispute, the city,
which has publicly supported the development from the time
it was announced in January 2018, acquired a contiguous
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piece of waterfront land and condemned the mudflats to take
them by eminent domain and grant Nordic an easement for
the pipeline. City officials have argued that the move is in
the public interest because the lawsuit had delayed the closing of a land deal between the city, Nordic Aquafarms and
the Belfast Water District that would give the city ownership of a walking trail and release money to the Water District for needed repairs to an old public water system. Additionally, the city has argued for the public benefit of tax
revenue that would come from the anticipated $500 million investment by Nordic Aquafarms.
At the August 20 protest, Andrew Stevenson of Upstream
Watch spoke with a cluster of reporters from television, radio
and newspapers and answered questions about the ongoing
court case and the city’s bid to use eminent domain. Asked
if Nordic could run the pipeline by another route, Stevenson
said it might be possible but he guessed it would set the company back “many, many more millions of dollars.”
“Frankly, I don’t know if Nordic has the money to do
it,” he said.
Nordic has made similar claims about opponents. In a
recent Facebook post, Nordic President Erik Heim wrote:
“We are dug in and will bite back stronger than ever with all
permits in hand. Not going anywhere if that’s what they’re
telling their bleeding donors.”
Both sides recently fortified their positions with highertier attorneys. Upstream Watch has asked Waldo County
Superior Court to allow Connecticut attorney Wesley Horton to argue on its behalf in a lawsuit seeking to stop the
city’s use of eminent domain. Horton argued successfully in
front of the Supreme Court for the use of eminent domain
in Kelo v. New London (2005) and has told The Free Press
that case was different than this one. The city of Belfast
has enlisted three attorneys from the law firm Preti Flaherty, including Kristin Collins, a former partner of current
Belfast City Attorney William Kelly.
A third lawsuit, in which opponents are appealing the
Maine Board of Environmental Protection’s issuing of four
permits to Nordic Aquafarms, is ongoing.

Dove duo stilt walkers
Wiscasset Art Walk will be held on Thursday, August 26,
from 5 to 8 p.m. The group Dancemaineia will appear, as
will stilt walkers from Mortal Beasts and Deities. Participating galleries and shops will have walking maps for visitors
and streamers at their doorways.
Also featured will be bouquets from Garden Club of Wiscasset members, community tables, artisan vendors and artmaking projects. Sarah’s Café and Mammy’s Bakery will
offer picnics-to-go for advance order and evening pick-up.
For more information, visit wiscassetartwalk.org or restaurant websites.

Novel Jazz Septet in
Boothbay Harbor Concert

Lincoln Arts Festival will host a concert by Maine-based
Novel Jazz Septet on Saturday, August 28, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Congregational Church of Boothbay Harbor, located
at 125 Townsend Avenue. The program will feature the
music of Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn.
Admission is $25. Tickets are available at the door 30 minutes prior to the performance and at lincolnartsfestival.org.
Seating is limited and wearing masks will be required.
For more information, call 633-3913 or send an email to
lincolnartsfestivalbbh@gmail.com.

Marine Model Making
Presentation in Union

Andy Stevenson of Upstream Watch answers questions from reporters.
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Professional marine model maker Jerome Morris of Union
will discuss his craft at Union Historical Society, located in
the Old Town House on Town House Road on Wednesday,
September 1, at 7 p.m. The wearing of masks will be required.
He will show 60 photos of small to large models of ships
dating from the 17th century to the present, including the
USS Estocin, a guided missile frigate built in Bath; the Liberty Ship S.S. John Brown; a Pan Am Clipper off Midway
Island; and the S.S. Polias, which wrecked off Port Clyde
and the model of which is on display at the Marshall Point
Lighthouse Museum.
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New Schedule for August

5 DAYS PER WEEK – CLOSED TUES. & WED.
Our team is working harder than ever
to bring you delicious, high quality
food and great service.

ORDER ONLINE! www.MaineMeat.com
310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)
WESKEAG FARMS
Featuring
Gifford’s Ice Cream

WESKEAG FARMS

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston, 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1

OPEN NOON - 8PM 7 DAYS
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hink of a cottage garden, with its herbs, flowers and veg- overwinter and then produce their flowers, fruit, and seeds
etables jumbled together in happy chaos, and the one during their second season. Many garden vegetables, such as
plant that, in my mind’s eye, stands out is hollyhock. Noth- beets, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, carrots, cauliflower, celery,
ing I’ve planted this year has made me happier than the hol- chard, kale, leek, onion, parsley and turnips, are biennials,
lyhock plants I bought at a nursery in June. One of the three but we harvest the vegetative structures before they flower.
sturdy rosettes in the flat had the beginnings of a flower stalk Left to their own devices, they would send up seed stalks in
and I hardly dared hope they would bloom this season, but their second year. Common biennial flowers, in addition to
they have, in shades of salmon and shell
hollyhocks, include forget-me-nots, foxpink, stretching ever taller against the
gloves, stock and Sweet William. Most
wall of the house that forms the back
often, we think of these plants as perenenclosure of the strange mix of squashes
nials because, thanks to constant selfand rudbeckia, tomatoes and day lilies,
seeding, they bloom every year —
nasturtiums and cucumbers, parsley,
until they don’t. I’ve had foxgloves that
chives and marigolds that I’m calling a
made me happy for three seasons, then discottage garden because it sounds better
appeared forever, while my sister, who
by Georgeanne Davis
than “hot mess.” I love seeing them as
lives and gardens on Cape Cod, has a yard
I go in and out of the house, their bell-shaped
full of yellow foxgloves every year, so proflowers on six-foot stalks presiding over all,
lific they could be considered weeds.
but my joy is somewhat tempered by the niggling reminder
So what is the status of my new hollyhocks? I have to
that, being a biennial plant, the sweet blossoms won’t make assume they are in their second year of growth and will be
an appearance next year.
making seeds to drop for self-sowing, but the plants themAh yes: the conundrum of the biennial. Almost every gar- selves will die and rise no more. If the seeds survive, they
dener is familiar with the life cycles of annuals and peren- will make rosettes of leaves next summer but no blossoms.
nials, but I find the biennial a bit more difficult to wrap my Then, providing the roots survive, they will bloom the folmind around. Annuals are described as going from seed to lowing summer.
seed in one growing season. During this period, they grow,
This is unacceptable. I want hollyhocks next summer. But
mature, bloom, produce seeds, and die. Perennial plants live if I want blooms next year, I should have started seedlings
more than two years and are grouped into two categories: this year. To be clear, if you want to get started with some
herbaceous perennials and woody perennials. Herbaceous of these biennials, here’s a basic schedule: Year one: start
perennials have soft, nonwoody stems that generally die back seeds or seedlings. Year two: last year’s biennials will bloom,
to the ground each winter. New stems grow from the plant’s then go to seed. Start more seeds or seedlings to bloom next
crown each spring. Trees and shrubs, on the other hand, have year.
woody stems that withstand cold winter temperatures. These
Year three: Seeds from the first planting of biennials will
are referred to as woody perennials.
sprout and just grow foliage. The second planting will bloom,
But those darn biennials! They require all or part of two then go to seed. Year four: From here on, some plants will
years to complete their life cycle. During its first season, a be going to seed and others flowering, every year.
biennial produces vegetative structures (leaves) and food storFallback option: If you can’t wait four years, find a good
age organs (a deep taproot in the case of hollyhocks). They nursery with plants that are ready to bloom, as I did this year.

Hollyhocks

Farm Coaching Webinar from UMaine Extension

Lani’s Pick …

Prime Grade

NY STRIPS & RIBEYE

GREAT ON THE GRILL!

University of Maine Cooperative Extension will offer an
online workshop for agricultural service providers and farmers interested in offering a farm coaching program from 11 a.m.
to noon on Wednesday, September 15.
“Supporting Farms with Farm Coaching” will introduce
the farm coaching model using the guide “Farm Coaching to
Support Farm-Team Communication.” Resources found on
the program website, “Farm Coaching: Supporting Relationships for Farm Success,” also will be used.
Presenters will include Leslie Forstadt, a UMaine Extension human development specialist; Tori Jackson, an Extension professor of agriculture and natural resources; Polly

For Pre-ordering go to:
www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org

Shyka, co-owner of Villageside Farm in Freedom; Abby
Sadauckas, co-owner of Apple Creek Farm in Bowdoinham;
and Karen Groat, a mediator and board member of the Maine
Association of Mediators.
The $10 fee includes a copy of the guide; financial aid is
available. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to
Wabanaki REACH.
Visit extension.umaine.edu/register/shop to register. For
more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, phone 581-3487 or email leslie.forstadt@maine.edu.

Merryspring Fundraiser
Features Flower Bulbs
for Fall Planting
“Perfect Partner”
mix of Muscari,
chionodoxa and
puschkinia bluetiful

SUMMER HOURS:
Open Daily: Sun 8-6, Mon to Sat 7-8 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram

9am-1pm

HARBOR PARK, Thursdays (RAin

rocklandfarmersmarket.org
F resh • L ocaL • t aste

the

OR

SHine)

Follow
us on

d iFFerence

Every Friday, All Year
9am - 1pm
Outside at Waterfall Arts
256 High St, Downtown Belfast

Merryspring Nature
Center, at 30 Conway
Road in Camden, is
holding a flower bulb
sale for fall planting
through September 30. Pickup will be September 22 through
October 9 during regular office hours, Tuesday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. All proceeds will benefit
Merryspring.
A variety of daffodils, hybrid lilies, allium, hyacinth,
camassia, crocus and two varieties of garlic will be available, among other plants. Visit merryspring.org to view a
list of bulbs for sale with height and price noted.
Merryspring members will receive a 10% discount; nonmembers can receive the discount by becoming members.

www.BelfastFarmersMarket.org

HUGE
4:30 PM TO CLOSE | WED TO SAT
HAPPY HOUR 4:30 TO 5:30 PM
HALF PRICE DRINKS

207-593-9110

Beer & Wine
Selection
GREAT PRICES

Dairy, Snacks, Steaks, Soft Drinks, Frozen Foods,
Paper Goods and so much more!

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
415 MAIN STREET | ROCKLAND, ME
INGOODCOMPANYMAINE.COM

No Membership
Card
Required
195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443
M-F 9am-5pm, Sat 9am-4pm

See Us On

FRIDAY
3-6PM
27 COMMON ROAD
JUST OFF RT 17

unionfarmersmarket.org

WHILE THEY LAST!!!

Our own Farm Fresh Chicken!
9AM - 6PM 7 DAYS

WESKEAG
FARMS

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston, 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1 • 594-7555
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J O H N S O N ’ S A R B O R I C U LT U R E

Celebrating twenty-five years!
Since 1994 — preserving & protecting
Maine’s beautiful trees & treescapes
T REE C ARE & C ONSULTING
Specializing in Preser vation
Aesthetic, health, & safety pruning
Planting Cabling/ bracing Removals
Privacy screens Fertilization/aeration
Woodland improvement Vistas Shoreland zones
Paths/trails Fruit trees
Tree protection during construction
Consultations Tree inventories & appraisals
Organic insect & disease controls
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

ESTABLISHED 1994
ISA Certified Arborists
Landscape & Utility Arborists
Maine-licensed ◆ Insured

Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist
Nancy Caudle-Johnson, Arborist

Above, Wales Park. At left, pollinator plants ring the garden
at Wales Park

Tour Community, School Gardens in Garden Club’s
Open Gardens Series
out with their extensive garden and learning more in-depth

The Belfast Garden Club’s Open Gardens series will continue on Friday, August 27, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
community garden space at Wales Park, 10 Lincolnville
Avenue, along with the gardens at Troy Howard Middle
School, 173 Lincolnville Avenue, and at BCOPE, a community-based alternative education program located at 19 Merriam Road. The gardens are within a five-minute drive of
one another.
This is the community garden’s first full season at Wales
Park. Aleta McKeage, a conservation biologist with the Waldo County Soil and Water Conservation District who specializes in planning and care of gardens, worked with the Belfast
Garden Club to design a community space that was accessible
and could be used to teach people how to garden. Pollinator
plants wrap the outside of the garden, each with its own identifying sign, while a lottery system assigns all 11 plots to neighbors interested in growing vegetables. A large apple tree screens
the garden from the road, along with several pollinator shrubs.
The summer apprenticeship program at Troy Howard Middle School currently has five high school students helping

agricultural practices and philosophies. They also serve as
mentors for the middle school gardening program. A seedsaving program is an important part of their operation. Students have also been making bouquets for the hospital and
people in local nursing homes. Seed garlic will be for sale
during the open garden day.
The gardening program at BCOPE alternative school
employs two student interns for five weeks during the summer, funded by the Belfast Garden Club, and vegetable sales
at a school-sponsored farmstand.
A $5 donation to visit all three gardens is requested to help
sustain club operations, with any additional support welcomed. For more information, visit belfastgardenclub.org.
ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

Midcoast Conservancy will hold an advanced chainsaw
course on Saturday, November 6, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Hidden Valley Nature Center, located at 131 Egypt Road in
Jefferson. Completion of level one training or a considerable amount of previous experience with a chainsaw is
strongly recommended. The course is appropriate for those
who intend to manage their woodlot and process firewood.
Much of the material from the beginners’ course will be
reviewed, such as the use of personal protective equipment
and safe handling. Attention will be paid to saw maintenance;
primary focus will be on cutting techniques for bucking and
directional tree felling. The goal of the course is for participants to leave prepared to do a significant amount of work
with their saw.
Anyone with questions about their suitability for the course
may email Tim Libby at tim@midcoastconservancy.org. To
register, visit midcoastconservancy.org/events.
Hawkes Tree Service 08-08, 2x3,PROOF, AdMaker
For more information, visit midcoastconservancy.org or
call 389-5150.
Hawkes Tree Service 08-08, 2x3,PROOF, AdMaker

Browntail Moth
Browntail
Moth
Treatments
Browntail
Moth
Treatments
Now accepting NEW clients

Treatments

Now
Providing
Falltreatments
Treatments
organic
& synthetic
Now
Providing
Fall Treatments
for all
tree and landscape
pests

207-236-6855
877-TREEKPR

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

ANTIQUES
ETCETERA
ECLECTIC
TREASURES &
FURNITURE

OPEN EVERY DAY 10:00-5:00

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Double
Mulch
60Ground
th Year
in
business
Buy 5 Yds. Get 6th FREE

Advanced Chainsaw Class
at Hidden Valley

MEMBER:
Maine Arborist Association
International Society of Arboriculture - ISA
Society of Commercial Arborists
Society of Municipal Arborists
Tree Care Industry Association
Maine Landscape & Nursery Association
Maine Organic Farmers & Gardeners - MOFGA

RENEWAL
ARBORICULTURE
Conscientious Care for your Trees
From Apple to Spruce
New Plantings & Corrective Pruning
Complex and Difficult Removals
Clearing and Log Harvesting
Serving Midcoast Maine
renewalarboriculture.com
Peter Brady (207) 801-1642

DECKS

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

renewalarboriculture@gmail.com
Maine Licensed #FCL3285 & Insured

UNION MASONS
PORK LOIN
SUPPER
Saturday, August 28th, 4:30-5:30pm
Rain or Shine (or while supplies last)

FREE TO THE PUBLIC
Donations Accepted for Lodge Improvements
Dinner includes Pork, Mashed Potato, Vegetable, Salad, Roll & Butter.
CDC rules followed with drive through the parking lot Curbside Service and Socially Distanced picnic tables.

Fully
Insured
Fully Licensed
Licensed &&Insured
Free
Breakthe
theCycle
Cycle
FreeEstimates
Estimates -- Break
www.hawkestreeservice.com
www.hawkestreeservice.com
www.hawkestreeservice.com

Dinners may be ordered in advance by calling Gary at 749-1846.
Dinners will be available the day of the event on a first-come, first served basis.

Union Masonic Lodge #31 is located at 149 Sennebec Road in Union
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Community invited—

Morris Farm Plans Annual
Meeting and Bean Supper

The Morris Farm, at 156 Gardiner Road in Wiscasset, will
hold its annual meeting on Saturday, August 28, with a social
hour, tours and a locally filmed and produced documentary
about local farms at 5 p.m. A bean supper will be held at 6:00
and the meeting will be called to order at 7:00.
Cost for the bean supper is $8; two dinners, $15. A selection of beans, cold salads, ham, dessert and more will be
available. The event is BYOB.
Members and the community are all welcome; only members will receive a voting card. Longtime sponsors will be
honored with a presentation.
Visit tinyurl.com/4ac27vye to sign up, and for more information.

#38

The Sketchbook. A builder’s journal

Wrapped
by Jim Bahoosh
ere are two items that have been in the forefront this past
week. I’m immersed in exterior repairs and painting.
Working on one side of the house at a time, I set scaffolding
and work top down. Since the interior is gutted and will
be completely rebuilt, I’m able to access the scaffold by
stepping out through a window opening. At the moment
I can step out onto a tier of scaffold one level down from where
I’m working, and climb the scaffold up to the working platform. This means I have cross braces in front of the window
opening. It makes the climb out a bit gymnastic. Stepping out
is easy compared to climbing back in. The climb in is more
like a yoga class than a jobsite.
Some folding of the body is
required, as is a bit of an assist
to get the foot to make the
angle in. I was struggling with
this when images of home
movies filled my head. In particular, scenes of my sisters
jumping off the diving board
into the town pool. When I
was a kid, my sisters and
I would frequently alter two
items for increased enjoyment.
We’d break our kites to
encourage erratic flight patterns, and we’d watch home
movies backwards. Watching
each other miraculously leap
from the pool to the diving
board dissolved us to fits of
laughter every time. What I
realized this week was, since
I could step out the window

H

Our Clean Energy Commitment

Alvin, Aaron and the team at Eastern Tire continue
their commitment to clean energy. The array powers their
facility entirely and the EV gets them to customers
and errands with zero emissions
(and it's a blast to drive!)

USDA Offers Organic Certification
Assistance
made between October 1, 2020 and September

Organic producers and handlers can now
apply for U.S. Department of Agriculture
funds to assist with the cost of receiving or
maintaining organic certification. Applications for the Organic Certification Cost Share
Program are due November 1. Organic farmers and ranchers may apply through a USDA
Farm Service Agency county office or a participating state agency.
OCCSP provides cost-share assistance under
the USDA’s National Organic Program. Eligible producers include any certified producers
or handlers who have paid organic certification
fees to a USDA-accredited certifying agent during 2021 and any subsequent program year.
Producers can
be reimbursed
for expenses

That’s where we come in.
Ask Allen.

(800) 439-4311 | AllenIF.com/Medicare
Offices in Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Southwest Harbor and Waterville.

Jim Bahoosh has been a solo house builder and
designer since 1984. He lives in Unity.

Accepting applications—

Medicare is so complicated.
I want to talk to someone
I know & trust.
Call Anna Moorman
Licensed Medicare Sales
Representative #PRR115378

onto the scaffold without a problem, all I needed to do was run
the tape backwards to get in. Instead of twisting myself in
forward, I backed in. It worked like a charm. I love a simple
solution.
Another simple solution involves the overhead electric
service. You absolutely do not want your scaffolding, ladders, tape measure, or any other tools in contact with the
wires. You always need to be vigilant when working in close
proximity to the service drop. To increase the safety of working around the wires, call your utility company and ask to
have the service wrapped. They’ll slide a hard plastic sleeve
over the lines near the house and tape plastic over the wires
that make up the service drip loop. The utility company is
happy to do it, there’s no cost to you, and it dramatically
increases the safety of working around the wires (shown in
photo). Don’t let the wrap encourage foolish behavior. You
still need to be extremely cautious. Once you’re done working around the wires, another phone call will bring the utility company back to remove the wrap.

Call Jo-Ann Neal
Licensed Medicare Sales
Representative #PRR225788

30, 2021 including application fees, inspection
costs, fees related to equivalency agreement and
arrangement requirements, travel expenses for
inspectors, user fees, sales assessments and
postage.
For 2021, OCCSP will reimburse 50% of
a certified operation’s allowable certification
costs, up to a maximum of $500 for each of
the following categories (or “scopes”): crops,
wild crops, livestock, processing/handling
and state organic program fees.
An additional $20 million for organic and
transitioning producers through the Pandemic Assistance for Producers initiative will also
be available in the coming weeks.
To learn more about organic certification cost
sharing,visitfsa.usda.govor usda.gov/organic,
or contact a local USDA Service Center.

Maine DOL Offers
SafetyWorks! Courses

Maine Department of Labor will offer SafetyWorks! sessions to help prevent work-related injuries, illnesses and
deaths and reduce related costs. Safety and health consultations and trainings are available at no charge and are
confidential — personnel do not issue fines or citations.
All courses are given at SafetyWorks! Training Institute,
45 Commerce Drive, Augusta. Scheduled trainings include:
Work Zone Safety Thursday, September 2, from 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Private companies and public agencies that
work on public roads must follow the traffic control standards of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
This hands-on workshop covers the MUTCD standards and
use of cones, signs, flags and paddles.
10-Hour Construction Standards Friday, September 10,
from 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The course offers basic information on a variety of construction industry safety/health
standards(29 CFR 1926). Attendees who complete the
course will receive an OSHA 10-hour course completion
certificate.
Lockout/Tagout Procedures Friday, September 17, from
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.The session covers the OSHA requirements and procedures to be used in the lockout/tagout process
to ensure safety and protection during repair and maintenance of equipment.
Forklift Operator Safety Tuesday, September 21, from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Designed for new operators. Training will include performing a forklift inspection and using
a forklift simulator. Does not meet requirements for becoming a “qualified operator.” Only the employer can provide
such certification.
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In Rockport—

Megunticook Race
Festival

Kites & Ice Cream Offered at Beech Hill Preserve

Coastal Mountains
Land Trust will host Kites
& Ice Cream on Saturday,
September 18, from 1 to
3 p.m. at Beech Hill Preserve,locatedat316Beech
Hill Road in Rockport.
The event is free and open
to the public; preregistrationisrequired.Eachchild
registered will be provided with a free kite and a
coupon for a complimentary ice cream cone (ice
cream will be on sale for
grownups). Pets are not
permitted. The rain date is
Sunday, September 19.
Toregister,visitcoastal
mountains.org. An adult
must accompany participatingchildrenatalltimes.

Saturday, September 4th, 9am
Kid’s Race, Youth Duathlon, Sprint Triathlon,
Olympic Triathlon, Olympic Relay Triathlon,
5K Run/Walk

Barrett’s Cove Public Beach
104 Beaucaire Ave Camden, ME

Proceeds support Penobscot Bay YMCA & One Community Many Voices
FMI & Register - megunticookracefestival.racewire.com

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

293 investment grade acres on Maine’s largest lake. 1.1 miles of bold
shoreline with protected cove and peninsula. $2.3M

www.wildernessrealty.com

PHOTO: ADRIAN FUSSELL

207-947-7957

Sears Island Scavenger Hunt for Families

Friends of Sears Island is offering a
self-guided nature bingo scavenger hunt
for families through the end of August.
Participantswill be entered into a raffle
for a prize that includes a nature book,
journal and critter catcher habitat kit.The
whole family may participate in the
hunt; the raffle prizewinner must be
between the ages of 5 and 12.

New Ventures Maine—

Players take photos of each item they
find and email them to outreach@friendsofsearsisland.org to be entered into the
raffle.
To participate, download a printable
PDF by visiting bit.ly/FOSI-Bingo or
find a copy at the kiosk at the island
entrance.
Sears Island is located off Route 1 just east of Searsport.
Visit friendsofsearsisland.org to learn more.

In Lincoln County—
‘Next Steps: Work and
Life Beyond the Pandemic’ Help Offered for College
New Ventures Maine will offer a free, interactive online Advising, Career Planning

workshop series this fall to help women explore the impacts
of the pandemic on their work and home lives and to develop an action plan for making progress toward future goals.
The series will begin with an orientation on either Wednesday, September 15, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. or Thursday, September 16, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
New Ventures is conducting a survey to help determine workshop topics. Visit tinyurl.com/4hefz5za to complete the survey
and to indicate interest in taking part in the workshop series.
For more information about upcoming New Ventures
Maine classes, visit newventuresmaine.org.

Donations Sought for
Caron Scholarship

Lincoln County College Connection, also known as TLC3,
offers help for individuals age 19 and over who want to go to
college but aren’t sure where to start. TLC3 provides one-onone counseling and mentoring and offers free academic courses that prepare participants for college placement tests (Accuplacers), free career counseling and college visits and tours, and
follow up and support once participants are enrolled in college.
Both morning and evening courses and learning center times
are offered in Damariscotta, Waldoboro, Wiscasset and Boothbay Harbor, with ongoing personalized advising and support.
A college coach will assist with filling out financial aid forms
and with each step of the college admissions process.
To learn more and to register, visit clc.maineadulted.org,
call 563-2811 or visit the office in Pine Grove Plaza in
Damariscotta. Students are currently being registered for the
fall 2021 semester. Classes begin the week of September 20.

NATIVE TOMATOES,

SWEET CORN & BLUEBERRIES
9AM - 6PM 7 DAYS

WESKEAG
FARMS

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston, 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1 • 594-7555

The AmericAn Legion
War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310
From left, Sandra Caron, Michelle Caron, Piet Lammert, Heather Caron Van Buskirk, Necole Dabrio
Janczura and Alan Leo
First National Bank recently donated $500 to the Dr. Jeffrey S. Caron Memorial Scholarship at Oceanside High
School. Caron began his lifetime of service as a 15-year-old
ambulance attendant for Thomaston EMS and went on to
earn his M.D. at the University of Vermont Medical School.
He specialized in emergency medicine and worked in emergent care until his death in 2011 at the age of 45.
The family established the scholarship to support Oceanside High School students pursuing careers in the medical
field. Two $1,000 scholarships are awarded each year; over
$20,000 has been granted to date.
The family is still seeking donations for the scholarship
fund; see the Facebook page “Dr Jeffrey S Caron Memorial
Scholarship Fund” for more information. Checks may be
mailed to Sandra Caron, 36 Elm Street, Thomaston, 04861.
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207-691-2270

2021

Membership Drive
Veterans - be a part of
the largest vet organization.
Meetings are the 1st Thursday
of the month at 7pm
Stop by 91 Pearl St., Camden
and join your fellow vets and enjoy
the comradery

Jeff’s Vacuum
SALES AND SERVICE
New vacuums with
FREE annual service
Authorized Dealer of
Sebo and Miele Vacuums
Vacuum Repair and Estimates

Come in and visit Max & Tucker

WE beat Amazon’s prices every day, and WE find you the right machine - every time!
Mon. – Thurs. 8:00 – 4:00, Fri. 8 –12 • 207-230-1100 • Jeff Hall, owner
451 West St. (Rt. 90), Rockport

WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY
BAKERY
CATERING
AGENCY LIQUOR STORE
1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME • 342-5697
Non-Ethanol Gas • Off Road Diesel • K1
weaversroadsidevariety@gmail.com
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THE ABC’S OF BACK-TO-SCHOOL SAFETY
I
O
f You Get Lost

bey Teachers & Parents

Find a policeman or go to closest store

Just Say No
Stay away from drugs & cigarettes
Keep Away from Buses
Don’t play near buses
Loose Hanging Clothing
Be careful with clothing that touches the ground
Memorize
Learn your phone number & address
Never Cross

Listen to what adults tell you

Plan a Route
Plan the safest & quickest route to school
Avoid Empty Places
Quiet Time
Don’t cut through empty lots
When on the bus talk quietly
Be Alert
Riding To/From School
Watch what’s going on around you
Listen to your car or bus driver
Crossing the Street
Strangers
Look both ways
Don’t talk to strangers
Doors
Ten Steps
Don’t answer the door when alone
Don’t cross street between cars
Take 10 steps away from parked bus
Exit Plan
Understand Traffic Signals
Get off bus calmly
Practice the WWWs of Covid-19 Safety Know what traffic signs, lights & signals mean
Find a Good Backpack
Valuable Friends
Find one that fits closely
Walking to school with friends is safer
WEAR Your Mask
Guard Belongings
Walk Away
Take care of books, lunch & other items
WATCH Your Distance
If someone tries to start a fight
Hands & Arms
X Marks the Spot
WASH Your Hands
Keep hands, arms & head inside cars
Stand in the right place when waiting for bus
ell Out!
These Back-to-School Safety Messages Are Brought to You by the Following Sponsors: Y
If a stranger bothers you
Z ero In On Safety
Consumers Fuel Co.
Follow these tips to a safer
school year!

12 Main Street, Belfast
“Home Heating Since 1911”
338-2000

Congratulations to
the 2020 Graduates!

280 Atlantic Highway in Waldoboro | 1-800-244-6950 • 207-832-6363
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

www.dowfurniture.com

Congratulations to
the 2020 Graduates!

125

Congratulations to
fun and
“Where
fun fashion
the 2020“Where
Graduates!
areand
always
store.”
fashionin are
400 Main St., Rockland
always
store”
27
E. MaininSt.,
Searsport

~EstablishEd

in

National Bank
National
Bank
A Division of The First Bancorp • 800.564.3195 • www.TheFirst.com • Member FDIC

1975~

A Division of The First Bancorp • 800.564.3195 • www.TheFirst.com • Member FDIC

Hillside Collision Center

Celebrating our 46th Anniversary

INTERSTATE SEPTIC SYSTEMS, INC.
LIQUID WASTE PLUMBING • PIPELINES VIDEOED
HIGH PRESSURE DRAIN CLEANING • COMPOST FOR LANDSCAPING

55 Years In Business!

~E
~EstablishEd
stablishEdin
in 1919~
1919~
Making
MakingHomes
Homes
Beautiful
Beautiful
800.333.4489
for
for102
102Years!
Years!
w w w. m a r i t i m e e n e r g y. c o m

~EstablishEd in 1919~
Making Homes
Beautiful
for 102 Years!

Belfast

Rockland

Bucksport

Ellsworth

Rte. 1, Waldoboro
832-5141

338-2930 596-6554

207-596-5646
10 GORDON DRIVE
400
Main ME
Street
800-596-5646
ROCKLAND,
04841 27 E. Main Street
Rockland
Searsport

Route 90, Rockland

425 Main Street,
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-4300
Fax 207-594-2607

2019

Lakeside Burner Service

469-4903 667-5322

24-Hour Service • Free Estimates
Cleanings

Owned and Operated by a Maine Family who Cares

David Bowen, Master • 338-4265

800.333.4489

w w w. m a r i t i m e e n e r g y. c o m

Linscott’s Inc.

594-3000

Route90,
90,Rockland
Rockland 594-3000
594-3000
Route

Farm • Garden • Pet Supplies
Rte. 17 • Washington
845-2480

Sherris Schl Dance_EdOp 08-30, 2x2, PROOF, AdMaker

SHEPARD

FALL REGISTRATION

FALL REGISTRATION

* TAP * BALLET * JAZZ
* HIP-HOP * TUMBLING

Tap • Ballet • Jazz • Hip-Hop
Tumbling • Country Line Dance
Girls & Boys

* COUNTRY LINE DANCE

FAMILY DEALERSHIPS

toBOYS
Adult AGES 3 TO ADULT
GIRLS3 &
* Ages

Call
NowtotoRegister 596-6576
Call
Now

Rockland, Maine 207-594-9565 • WWW.PROCKMARINECOMPANY.COM

Register

596-6576
HO US E

Clark Auto Parts Co.
Business Rte. 1 • Damariscotta
563-8128 • 1-800-427-8128
Open 7 days a week
67 South Main St.
Rockland
596-7321

“Always on the right side of Route 1 Thomaston”
www.shepardcars.com

594-8424 594-2154

Colburn Shoe Store
nd
Famous Bra
Shoes for the
ily
Entire Fam
rne
Ho
A.
an
Bri
Owner

79 Main Street
BELFAST
207-338-1934

America’s Oldest Shoe Store

EN
D
Call for
AM Delivery
C

OF P
IZ
ZA

Fresh Dough Made Daily

Camden, ME • 230-2464

Homemade Sauce

12 Mechanic St.

Community Fuels, Inc.
Belfast

338-4328
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Maine Author Mac Smith to Discuss ‘Peyton Place’
Author Mac Smith and his book

Fete for Gibbs Library
at Sweetgrass Winery

Gibbs Library will host a fundraiser called BiblioFete, a
Jazzy Celebration, at Sweetgrass Farm Winery and Distillery, located at 347 Carroll Road in Union, on Saturday, September 11, from 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Featured will be cocktails, snacks, music by Phil Clement
and Lincoln Blake, and a silent auction.
Tickets, $20, include a cocktail and door prize chance. Tickets are available at the library, the winery, and by visiting
gibbslibrary.brownpapertickets.com.

Rockland Public Library will host a free, in-person presentation by Maine author Mac Smith on his recent book “Peyton Place Comes Home to Maine,” about the making of the
film “Peyton Place,” on Thursday, September 2, at 6:30 p.m.
“Peyton Place,” a blockbuster considered scandalous and
controversial at the time of its release, was filmed in Camden and surrounding towns in 1957. Smith will discuss how
the movie came to be filmed in Maine, who was involved in
getting it here and what locals thought about 20th Century
Fox shooting a big-budget film in their front yards.
Beginning with the arrival of Hollywood executives intent
on choosing a location in the state, Smith traces the making of the movie, what happened after the crews left and the
premiere of the film, which was held in Camden.
For more information, email elewis@rocklandmaine.gov.

Megunticook Race
Festival
Saturday, September 4th, 9am
Kid’s Race, Youth Duathlon, Sprint Triathlon,
Olympic Triathlon, Olympic Relay Triathlon,
5K Run/Walk

Maine Authors Publishing to Host Book Festival
Maine Authors Publishing will host a free book festival
on Saturday, August 28, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., at 12 High
Street in Thomaston. A percentage of the proceeds from book
sales will be donated to support the Maine Humanities Council’s Harriet P. Henry Center for the Book.
Forty-nine Maine Authors Publishing authors will be in
attendance to sign and sell their books. The event will also
include a children’s area hosted by the Coastal Children’s
Museum, presentations, raffles, live music by Owen Marshall and Alden Robinson, and sandwiches for sale from the
Jersey Plate food truck.
Author, birder and photographer Don Reimer will share

11

photos and discuss his latest book “Seen Anything Good?” –
spanning six decades of personal memories and observations
and featuring a broad array of bird-related topics – from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Jean Flahive and Donald Soctomah will talk about their book
“The Canoe Maker” in a presententation called “The Life and
Works of David Moses Bridges: I’ve Known the Canoe Since
It Was Still on the Tree.” Bridges, who sought to revive and
reinvent traditional Passamaquoddy arts, was the tribe’s most
celebrated birch bark canoe maker. The illustrated book depicts
Bridges and his young son as they build a traditional canoe.
Visit maineauthorspublishing.com for more information.

Barrett’s Cove Public Beach
104 Beaucaire Ave Camden, ME

Proceeds support Penobscot Bay YMCA & One Community Many Voices
FMI & Register - megunticookracefestival.racewire.com

SHOW CAR STYLE
2016 Hyundai Elantra

Memoirist to Speak at Jackson Memorial Library
Elizabeth Jacks Scott, a lifelong summer resident of Tenants Harbor, will speak about her newly published book
“Journey to Safe Harbor: Memoir of Three Generations” at
the Eleanor Jackson Memorial Library in Tenants Harbor
on Wednesday, August 25, at 5:30 p.m.
In 1975, the author was a young mother in New York with
a husband and two small children when her father gave her the
Sail Loft Building on the shore in Tenants Harbor. The building was filled with generations of memories and history, including conflicted memories of her recently deceased mother.
Scott’s narrative draws from her great-great-grandfather’s
19th-century shipbuilding records found in the Sail Loft; her
grandmother Elizabeth Bickmore Long’s letters from India

to her mother in Tenants Harbor, written between 1894 and
1922; an oral history she recorded of her father, Judge Robert
L. Hunter of Chicago; and her own recollections and experiences. Tenants Harbor represents the thread of the memoir.
Scott has taught American and world history, practiced psychotherapy and family therapy in New York City for more than
two decades, and has run grief groups at St. Bartholomew’s
Church in New York City. She is an ordained interfaith minister and a clinical social worker who currently works with
families with estranged adult children.
To attend in person or via Zoom, phone 372-8961 or email
administrator@jacksonmemoriallibrary.org.

Skidompha Library Book Groups
Meeting on Zoom
ical Compassion” by Tara Brach.

For more information about either group,
or to sign up, email Jeannette at jeaton@
skidompha.org.
Leigh Anne Keichline, a Skidompha
patron and educator trained in racial equity
and diversity work, will again offer the AntiRacism Book Group for Skidompha patrons.
The first meeting will be held on Wednesday, September 15, at 5:30 p.m. and will meet
one Wednesday evening mid-month, discussing one text or film using guided questions and supplemental materials. Participants
will discuss “High on the Hog,” a short series
on African American culinary history. To
join, email Keichline at paperandshells@
gmail.com and put Skidompha Book Club in
the subject line.

Challenging Conversations Series

Explore Aging and Dying from Cultural
Perspectives
approaches and after one dies.

Inn Along the Way will hold the third in
a free series of conversations at the barn on
the inn’s Chapman Farm campus, located at
741 Main Street in Damariscotta, at 3 p.m.
on Sunday, August 29. All participants —
vaccinated and unvaccinated — will be asked
to wear a mask.
Facilitator Carolyn Lukensmeyer will lead
a conversation on “Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Aging and Dying,” about Wabanaki, Judaic and Muslim traditions and beliefs,
with panelists Lisa Sockabasin, director of
Wabanaki Public Health and interim director of Wabanaki Healing and Recovery
Departments, Wabaniki Health and Wellness;
Minda Gold, physician at Full Circle Direct
Primary Care; and Rifat A. Zaide, orthopedic surgeon with LincolnHealth.
Various cultures apply different meanings
and values to the concept of aging. Eastern
cultures tend to value age and wisdom while
Western cultures tend to value youth. Each
culture has its own beliefs about the purpose
of life, aging, what happens when death

The program will be followed with light
refreshments and time for conversation.
Inn Along the Way’s fourth conversation
circle, titled “Embracing Your Season of Life
and Journey No Matter Your Age,” will be
held on Sunday, September 19, at 3 p.m.
Inn Along the Way is a nonprofit working
to create a collaborative community for
older adults and those seeking temporary
relief from the responsibilities of caregiving.
For more information, including volunteer
opportunities, visit innalongtheway.org, call
Sherry Flint at 751-6261, or email info@
innalongtheway.org.

Mid-Knight Used Cars

304 Old County Road, Rockland • 596-6915

Michael Good Gallery
and

Midcoast Maine Book Arts
Present

STRUCTURE & NARRATIVE II
21 August - 30 September, 2021

S

tructure & Narrative
An invitational
exhibition of exceptional
artists, curated by
Midcoast Maine Book
Arts in which makers
explore both the
structural form that books
can take as well as the
story contained within.

Meet The Artists!

Jewelry
Sculpture
Fine Craft
Fine Art

26 August
Thursday
4-7pm

207.236.9619

M
GALLERY

WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

OPENING
RECEPTION

G O O D michaelgood.com

MICHAEL

Skidompha Public Library will hold several book groups via Zoom in the coming weeks.
The monthly Virtual Book Discussion
Group for Adults will resume on Monday,
September 13, at 10 a.m. and continue to
meet every second Monday of the month.
“Braiding Sweetgrass” by Robin Wall Kimmerer will be the first selection.
A new Virtual Mindfulness Meditation
Book Discussion Group will launch on Monday, September 27, at 10 a.m. to extend and
complement a meditation group that has been
meeting and practicing together weekly since
April 2020. All are welcome; it is not necessary to participate in the meditation group to
join this book group. The group will meet
quarterly. The September focus will be “Rad-

10,995

$

ichael Good Gallery
325 Commercial St
Rockport, Maine 04856
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Chris Newell Will Address
Reconnecting Indigenous
Cultural Knowledge

A RT

The Center for Maine Contemporary Art, at 21 Winter Street
in Rockland, will hold its 2021 Distinguished Lecture, presented by Chris Newell, executive director of the Abbe Museum
and senior partner to the Wabanaki Nations, on Friday, September 10, from 5 to 7 p.m., in the main gallery. Capacity is
limited to 80 seats and a reception will follow the lecture.
Newell will speak about the need to reconnect Indigenous
knowledge with historic conservation and collection spaces,
including museums and national parks. The topic addresses
the growing acknowledgment that divorcing Indigenous
intellectual and cultural property, knowledge and context
from collections has created a gap in knowledge about the
collections themselves.
Newell is a museum professional and an educator helping
lead the charge in decolonizing museum practice. He was born
and raised in Motahkmikuhk (Indian Township) and is a citizen
of the Passamaquoddy Tribe. He serves on the boards of trustees
for the New England Museum Association and the Tides Institute and is a current member of the Maine Arts Commission. A
longtime singer with the Mystic River singers, he has traveled
throughout the U.S. and Canada, participating in cultural celebrations, pow wows and live stage performances. A cofounder
of the Akomawt Educational Initiative, he works with schools,
universities and museums to incorporate Native perspectives.
Tickets are $20 for members, $25 for nonmembers. To purchase,visit cmcanow.org.Formoreinformation,call701-5005.

T H E

C O A S T

From left, Katherine Bradford and Cig Harvey

‘Women Artists at Work’—

Maine Authors

BOOK FESTIVAL
Sat., Aug. 28 • 11am–3pm • 12 High Street, Thomaston
Author Signings
Children’s Area
Books for Sale
Browse Our Stacks

O N

Free

Admission!
Live Music
Food Truck & Refreshments
Presentations
Raffle
www.mainebookfestival.com

A percentage of the day’s sales will go to support the Maine
Humanities Council’s Harriet P. Henry Center for the Book

7th Annual Ragged

Mountain Scuttle

Farnsworth Will Host Women of Vision
in Online Conversation Program

The Farnsworth Art Museum will host a
free webinar called “Women Artists at Work:
A Conversation with Cig Harvey and Katherine Bradford” on Thursday, August 26, at
5:30 p.m. Harvey and Bradford are two of
the museum’s 2021 Women of Vision. The
program will be moderated by independent
curator and former Center for Maine Contemporary Art director Suzette McAvoy.
Harvey’s work has been reviewed and featured in the New York Times, BBC, Vogue, the
Wall Street Journal, the Independent and New
YorkMagazine.Sheistheauthorofthree books,
and her work is in the collections of the Farnsworth Art Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts
Boston and the Museum of Fine Arts Houston.
Bradford began painting while living in

Maine in the 1970s. She moved to New York
City in the 1980s, and she returns each summer to her home on the coast of Maine. She
was a founding member of the Union of Maine
Visual Artists and has been a resident faculty
member at the Skowhegan School of Painting
and Sculpture, a senior critic at the Yale School
of Art, and a recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Joan Mitchell Foundation Award,
a Pollock Krasner Grant, and two awards from
the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
Bradford has had solo shows in New York,
London, Paris, and Berlin, with upcoming
shows planned in Milan, Belgium, New York,
Tokyo and Harvard’s Carpenter Center.
Registration is required; visit farnsworthmuesum.org.

Farnsworth Art Museum to Offer
Painters’ Forum
management and color-mixing exercises and

The Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland
will offer a class called “Painters’ Forum with
Rob Pollien” via Zoom on Fridays, September 10, October 8, November 12 and December 10, from 1 to 3 p.m. The course is for
experienced painters wishing to improve their
control and understanding of form, composition, structure, color and color mixing.
Participants will work on four oil or acrylic
painting projects; sessions will include demonstrations, lectures, an online forum, discussion
andcritiques.Theprojectswillbeginwithpalette

progress through a series of color-related paintingproblems.TheworkofAlbers,IttenandZorn
will be referenced, examined and incorporated.
Pollien earned an MFA from the University of Pennsylvania and attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture. In 2019,
he was one of Acadia National Park’s resident
artists. His paintings are in numerous corporate, public and private collections and he
teaches at the University of Maine in Orono.
The cost is $180; $144 for members. To
register, visit farnsworthmuseum.org.

Outdoor Watercolor Workshop in Rockland

Sunday, September 19th, 8:30am
Event - OCR 20+ obstacles on the Kuller Trail
of Ragged Mountain

Reason to Tackle the Course?
• GET OUTSIDE!

Aren’t you as tired as us of being cooped up?

• GET FIT!

Set the Scuttle as your goal to train and lose that
COVID weight we all added

Finally cross that obstacle course
race off your bucket list!
Supporting
Sponsors

CAMDEN SNOW BOWL | 20 BARNSTOWN ROAD
Proceeds support Camden Snow Bowl Learn To Ski Program
& One Community Many Voices
FMI & Register - raggedmountainscuttle.racewire.com

Pamela Fenwick and Audrey McGlashan
will lead a watercolor workshop on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, August 30 and 31
and September 1, from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
at outdoor locations in the Rockland area.
Classes will include a daily demonstration,

painting, a lunch break and a critique.
The cost is $325. A supply list will be provided upon registration. Email fenwickdesign@gmail.com, phone Audrey at 701-7576
or email amcglashan1@roadrunner.com to
sign up, or for more information.

Luthier to Exhibit and Play at Wiscasset
Art Walk
Massachusetts, and has exhibitJonathan Waldo playing an
oud of his own design and
making PHOTO: ROXANNE ROLLINS
Jonathan Waldo, a musician and
maker of stringed instruments, will
have a solo retrospective exhibit
from his 42-year career making
instruments, furniture, and art duringtheWiscassetArtWalkonThursday,August
26, from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Hasenfus Gallery,
located at 64 Main Street in Wiscasset. Waldo
will be on hand to demonstrate the instruments,
including the oud, and talk with visitors.
As well as having his own workshop making
musical instruments and furniture, Waldo works
with the Von Huene Workshop in Brookline,

ed at the Corcoran School of Art,
Boston Early Music Festival
exhibitions and the Amherst Early Music Festival Exhibition.
Waldo builds the instruments
from scratch, creating each component from his own designs.
“Each step in the custom musical
instrument making process is
critical to creating a fine world class instrument,” he said in a news release. “I make only
one to two instruments at a time so that I can
give my full attention to each step in the process.
My intent is that each instrument be an extension of the musician and a beauty in itself.”
Visit wiscassetartwalk.org for more information,oremailwiscassetartwalk@verizon.net.
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At left, “Luty,” and at right, “Ash,” both 2021, by Reggie Burrows Hodges

Part II

Moons and Angels Over Thomaston

Paintings by Reggie Burrows Hodges and Ann Craven

I

by Christopher Crosman
n Craven’s new “church” gallery, her glowing, hopeful,
life-affirming paintings are joined by paintings of angels
by fellow Maine-based (Lewiston) artist Reggie Burrows
Hodges. The figures, anonymous in their black bodies and
silhouetted profiles, emerge from different backgrounds.
They exist in varying or simply open-ended regions of location and size, abstraction and representation, race and gender. One angel, Luty, is small, set along a riverbank with a
large tree screening a dusky pink moon. The figure, discrete
wings notwithstanding, could be anyone, incidental to a setting where any of us might find an angel on a warm summer
evening, surveying a gently flowing river. Hodges’ contemplative “Luty” seems a tip of the artist’s hat to Craven’s adjacent river-washed moon paintings.
Others, though, present over life-size figures carved from
indeterminate depths. The artist is reluctant to talk about
where these angels come from; their familiar first-name titles
suggest family or friends. But Hodges’ angels’ identities are
private, hidden, disguised — and universal. They silently

emerge from places we will never know. Black Angels with
white wings are metaphorically charged — the power of a
cliché is that it is often deeply meaningful and revelatory.
Here, just when they are most needed, angels rise up from
fraught times in America. There is a heaviness and sense
of exhaustion among several but also absolute bravery. It
takes guts and passion to paint angels in a world where too
many already exist — 600,000 and counting during the current pandemic — more than were lost on both sides of the
Civil War.
Other angels by Hodges are buoyant, joyful, dancing in the
dark with a lightness to lift heavy hearts. For these reasons
alone, the presence of Hodges’ Angels strike us as miraculous. If there are Black Angels among us, we can only hope
and imagine that they beckon, guard and reside within
us, that they are our own better angels, too. Darkness can
be a form of light in artworks
so exquisitely expressive,

‘Robert Indiana: The Hartley Elegies’
From the Hartley Elegy Series:
via Zoom

The Farnsworth Art
Museum will present a
virtual talk by its chief
curator, Michael K.
Komanecky, who will
discuss a group of 10
silkscreen prints by
Robert Indiana called
“The Hartley Elegies”
on Thursday, September 2, from 4 to 5 p.m.
The talk is free for
museum members, $10
for others.
Created between 1989 and 1994, along with
18 related paintings, the prints were inspired
by a 1915 painting the American modernist
Marsden Hartley made in Berlin in memory
of his fallen friend and presumed lover, Karl
von Freyburg, a German soldier who was

The Berlin Series, KvF IX,
by Robert Indiana
killed in 1914 shortly
after World War I
broke out in Europe.
A few years after Indiana moved to the island
of Vinalhaven, he discovered that Hartley
had spent a summer
there. Indiana created
his Elegy paintings and
prints as an homage to
Hartley, with whom he
felt a strong artistic and personal connection.
Visit
farnsworthmuseum.org
to register.

Mosaics on Display at Saltwater
Artists
Gallery—

Saltwater Artists
Gallery, located at
3056 Bristol Road
(Route 130) in
New Harbor, is
spotlighting
mosaics by Pat
Higgins. For more
information, visit
saltwaterartists.
com. Shown here,
“Tree of Life”
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where the touch of a talented artist’s
hand seen in soft, rhythmic brushstrokes
reminds us of his and our continuing
presence in the world after an immensely dark, enervating and dangerous past
few years.
Hodges does allow that his angels
are, in part, meant to be guardians. They
bear witness to a fraught culture defined
by what the artist calls our social determinants — health care, the environment, gender and racial equity, and
safety, among so much else. In an
uncanny alignment of the stars,
Hodges’ paintings echo and expand
upon many of the themes found in the
work of an earlier African-American
master, Bob Thompson, whose paintings are currently featured in a major
retrospective exhibition at the Colby
College Museum of Art in Waterville.
Like Thompson, Hodges repurposes
Modernism’s emphasis on abstraction
— outline, shape, color and painterly
gesture — into narratives of deeply personal expressiveness. His softly laid
down figures and subtly blurred edges
speak volumes about the technical
processes and age-old traditions of
painting from Rembrandt to de Kooning. But these paintings
are also undeniably rooted in personal experience — from
his youth growing up in Compton, California, to personal
touchstones found in a heritage of African and African-American art; to the canon of Western art history (including angels);
to a rising awareness that Black lives include Black artists
who matter very much and who are responsible for much of
the most inventive, provocative and important work being
produced today. Hodges’ process begins with laying down a
ground of black paint that underlies his deep, rich colors and
ambiguous, weighty forms. His black ground, the very underpainting with which he shapes each angel, is the literal and
metaphoric ground for images that are hearts-on-sleeves sincere, authentic and profoundly moving.
“Moons and Angels” is on view and open to the public
at Craven’s gallery, 70 Main Street (next the Thomaston
Academy building on Route 1), Thomaston, Saturdays and
Sundays, 1 to 6 p.m., through September 19.
All images are copyrighted by the artists, courtesy of Karma Gallery, in New York City, karmakarma.org. Email
info@karmakarma.org, or call (212) 390-8290.

Complete Your Dining Room

Pedestal Dining Table and Chair set features a
self storing leaf. Chairs available separately.
Bar Stools and Cross Back chairs available in stock
76 Main St. Newcastle

563-3535

www.sproulsfurniture.net

Always Check
with with Chuck

2017 HYUNDAI SANTA 2015 FORD ESCAPE
TITANIUM
FE SPORT
• AWD
• 70,000
Miles

• AWD
• 89,000
Miles

2013 MINI COOPER
HARDTOP

$18,985

$18,485

$

• 6-Speed
• Loads of Fun

8,485

70 Rockville St., Rockport • 236-8006

herricksgarage.com
AUTO SALES AND SERVICE
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Camden Food Pantry Hosts Volunteer Luncheon
Volunteers at the luncheon, from left, Faith Vautour,
Sandy Shaw, Cindy Fraser, Pauline Johnstone and
Chris Sargent
The Camden Area Christian Food Pantry board of directors recently hosted a thank-you luncheon for volunteers at
the home of volunteer coordinator Debbie Milliken. Managed by five local churches, CACFP is staffed completely
by volunteers.
The pantry is a nonprofit serving residents of Appleton,
Camden, Hope, Islesboro, Lincolnville, Rockport, Searsmont,
Union, Washington and others in need.
To learn more, visit camdenareachristianfoodpantry.org

or find the group’s Facebook page.

Church to Host Fundraiser with Crafts and Vendors

St. Giles’ Episcopal Church, located at 72 Gardiner Road
in Jefferson, will host an outdoor sale on Saturday, September 18, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to raise money for the church
and its outreach programs. The rain date is September 19.
Up to 40 craft and vendor tables are available for $20 each.
Sellers will keep all the proceeds from their sales.
An auction will be held for several items, including a threenight stay for up to five people on a fully equipped house-

MCH Meals on Wheels Seeks Volunteer Drivers

VISIT OUR HERD

WESKEAG FARMS

Alpaca Shop
Hats • Gloves • Scarves
Shawls • Socks • Blankets
Sweaters • Yarns & more!

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston
• 594-7555 • 1⁄ 2 Mile from Rte. 1 •

Megunticook Race
Festival

MCH Meals on Wheels is looking for additional volunteers to help the nonprofit return to a five-day weekly delivery schedule. Since the pandemic began, MCH Meals on
Wheels reduced its delivery schedule for the safety of both
recipients and volunteers.
In addition to existing recipients, others have needed meals
delivered during the pandemic. MCH Meals on Wheels now
serves 40% more meals than before the pandemic, and numbers generally increase in the winter.
MCH Meals on Wheels delivers meals to people who are
homebound and have difficulty preparing food for them-

Union Masons Host Free
Pork Loin Dinner

Union Masonic Lodge 31, located at 149 Sennebec Road,
will hold a free public pork loin dinner on Saturday, August 28,
with curbside pickup available from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. The
menu will include pork, mashed potatoes, a vegetable, salad,
a roll and butter.
Donations will be accepted for the Masonic Lodge building fund. Reservations are preferred and can be made by
calling Gary at 749-1846.

Saturday, September 4th, 9am
Kid’s Race, Youth Duathlon, Sprint Triathlon,
Olympic Triathlon, Olympic Relay Triathlon,
5K Run/Walk

Barrett’s Cove Public Beach
104 Beaucaire Ave Camden, ME

Proceeds support Penobscot Bay YMCA & One Community Many Voices
FMI & Register - megunticookracefestival.racewire.com

Wish your friends, loved ones
(and yes your fur loves ❤)

a Happy Birthday
or Happy Anniversary
in
The Free Press
The Courier-Gazette
& The Camden Herald
or The Republican Journal

Contact Jody at
594-4407, Ext. 110
or email

jmckee@villagesoup.com
LUMBER & HARDWARE

E.L. SPEAR, INC.
SINCE 1900

The Original
Wood Pellet Grill

100%
Natural Pellets

boat in Robinhood Cove. Other items will be raffled, at a
cost of $5 per ticket or six tickets for $20, including pizzas
for a year, ski passes to the Camden Snow Bowl, preventive
dental care, and visits to local hair salons.
The Lunchbox Food Truck will provide food and drinks,
and St. Giles’ parishioners will host a homemade pie sale
and book sale.
For more information, or to reserve a table, call 549-7872.

World's #1 Wood-Fired Grill.
We stock flavored wood pellets,
rubs and sauces.

Buy online at www.acehardware.com • Pick up at store
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00 • Sat. 8:00-2:00 • Closed Sun.

selves, and also serves people who need short-term help,
such as after surgery or recovering from an illness. As many
seniors have been isolated during the pandemic, the need for
volunteers is particularly great. Many meal recipients say
the volunteers are the people they see most, and are sometimes the only people they see all day.
To inquire about volunteering, or to refer someone in need
anywhere in Knox County, call Katie Tarbox at 701-9641
or email ktarbox@mchinc.org.

CHRHS to Produce
‘Spamalot: School Edition’

Camden Hills Regional High School will produce a fall
musical, Monty Python’s “Spamalot: School Edition,” in
November. Auditions will be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings, September 7, 8 and 9. Interested students can find audition information on the school’s
Schoology website, under “groups.” Those who cannot find
the information should email kim.murphy@fivetowns.net.
The production will be directed by Kim Murphy. There
are tentative plans to stream the show if COVID-19 protocols change.

Back-to-School Supper-to-Go in South
Thomaston
cheese, buttered carrots, garlic bread and a

People’s United Methodist Church, located at 13 Chapel Street in South Thomaston,
will offer a back-to-school supper-to-go on
Sunday, September 12, from 5 to 5:30 p.m.,
by preorder only. The price is $10. The meal
will include Elsie Brown’s famous mac and

West Bay Rotary—

brownie. To order, call Priscilla at 593-8698
or (571) 227-5184 by 9 p.m. on Thursday,
September 9.
Payment may be made with a check made
out to PUMC or with exact change. Proceeds
will be used to support church programs.

Donations Sought for Backpack Program

Barbara Heard launched the West Bay Rotary
Backpack Program in 2012 and continues to
lead the effort to fill backpacks with age-appropriate school supplies for children who need
them. In 2015, Heard approached L.L. Bean and
the companydonated 50 new backpacks, which
it has continued to do every year since; this year,
they increased the number of backpacks donated to 90. For the third year in a row, Walmart
has donated gift cards for the purchase of supplies, and Reny’s also supported the program
this year with a donation of gift cards. Shawn
Caron, general manager of Staples in Rockland,
donated 90 “pencil boxes” filled with supplies.

Heard contacts schools in the five-town
area and the Knox County Homeless Coalition to gauge the need for supplies. Last year,
West Bay Rotary was able to also donate
filled backpacks to New Hope for Women
and The Landing Place in Rockland. Ninety
backpacks are not sufficient; the club is soliciting donations toward the purchase of additional backpacks and supplies.
To support the program, send a check to
West Bay Rotary, P.O. Box 1033, Camden,
ME 04843, with a note that the donation is for
the backpack program. Donations can also be
made by visiting westbayrotaryofmaine.org.

Free COVID-19
Vaccination at Union Fair

Union Fair, the Union Ambulance Service, Knox County
Emergency Management Agency and the Maine CDC Division of Public Health Nursing will offer a free COVID-19 vaccination clinic in the restaurant building near the racetrack at
the Union Fair, located at 110 Fairgrounds Lane, on Thursday,
August 26, from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. No appointment is needed.
Everyone age 12 and older may get Pfizer shots; those age
18 and older may receive Johnson & Johnson — the “one
and done.” Children under age 18 must have a parent or
guardian present to receive a vaccine.
Anyone receiving a shot who paid admission to the fair
that day will receive a free one-day pass to the fair good
for Friday, August 27, or Saturday, August 28.
Those who would like the vaccine shot but do not wish to
attend the fair should tell the person at the front gate that they are
there for the clinic only; the attendant will arrange for someone
to accompany them to the clinic and then back to their vehicle.
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Fernwood

O U T D O O R S

Maine’s “Shadiest” Nursery

Extensive selection
of ferns, hosta,
native plants & other perennials for
shade and woodland
Now Open! Visit us at:

www.instagram.com/fernwood
FERNWOODNURSERY@FAIRPOINT.NET

fernwoodnursery.wordpress.com
58 NORTh RIDgE RD. • MONTvIllE • 207-589-4726

Closed Monday & Tuesday • Open Wed.-Sun. 9 - 5

Time for
Storage Reservations
Specializing in Marine Electrical Systems

A Full-Service Boatyard

• Restorations • Carpentry • Painting • Awlgrip
• Engines • Mechanical • Refrigeration • Storage

Still from “Free as Can Be,” a film about free climbing El Capitan

Free Maine Outdoor Film Festival Show in Camden

The town of Camden and the Camden Public Library will
host a free screening of outdoor adventure and conservation
films on Thursday, September 2, at 7:45 p.m. in the Camden Amphitheatre. Donations will be accepted, with proceeds benefiting the library and Teens to Trails. Attendees

are encouraged to bring lawn chairs or blankets to sit on.
A selection of approximately eight short films will be
shown. More information, the complete list of films and a
preview reel can be found on the events calendar at
librarycamden.org. The rain date is Tuesday, September 7.

A ramble on Zoom—

Coastal Mountains Land Trust and
Camden Public Library will host a Zoom
presentation titled “From the Neck
Down: A Geologic Ramble Around the
Fernald’s Neck Preserve” at 6 p.m. on
Thursday, September 9.
D. Brooks McKinney, emeritus professor of geoscience at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges, will discuss the
geology of Fernald’s Neck Preserve in
Lincolnville. This introductory presentation will give participants a checklist
of geologic observations they can make
during their own visits to the preserve
and explain how the features they see

Rockland Area Tides
August 24 to August 31

High AM High PM

Explore the Geology of Fernald’s Neck Preserve
A vintage photo of Balance Rock on
Fernald’s Neck

75 Front Street • Rockland, Maine 04841 (207) 596-7357 • Fax 207-596-9944
www.oceanpursuits.com

connect to the 500-million-year-old geologic history of midcoast Maine. No prior knowledge of geology is necessary;
there will be time for questions after the
presentation.
A resident of Belfast, McKinney got
interested in rocks and minerals in 1968
after discovering a book in his local public library called “Your Future in Geology.”
Visit the “What’s Happening” adult
events calendar at librarycamden.org to
register for a Zoom link to attend.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

12:44
1:29
2:13
2:57
3:41
4:30
5:24
6:23

1:16
1:58
2:39
3:20
4:02
4:47
5:38
6:34

Low AM

Low PM

6:59 7:13
7:42 7:58
8:23 8:42
9:04 9:28
9:46 10:16
10:31 11:07
11:20 --12:03 12:14

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Midcoast Conservancy—

Marley to Teach TwoPart Wild Mushroom
Workshop

Maine mushroom expert Greg Marley will lead a two-part
mushroom identification and collecting workshop in early
October. The workshop will include a webinar on Friday,
October 1, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., and a hike at Hidden Valley Nature Center, located at 131 Egypt Road in Jefferson,
on Saturday, October 2, from 1 to 4 p.m.
Participants will learn to identify common edible and
medicinal mushrooms as well as common poisonous ones
and will build skills for ongoing identification. Participants
are invited to bring fresh specimens of mushrooms from their
own property. Maine is home to a number of world-class
edible mushrooms that can be found on a walk through the
woods and fields.
Workshop leader Marley has been collecting, studying,
eating, growing and teaching about mushrooms for over
45 years. He is the author of “Mushrooms for Health: Medicinal Secrets of Northeastern Fungi” and the awardwinning “Chanterelle Dreams, Amanita Nightmares: The
Love, Lore, and Mystique of Mushrooms.” As a volunteer
mushroom identification consultant to poison centers across
New England, Marley provides expertise in mushroom
poisoning cases.
Resource materials will be emailed to participants prior
to the Friday night online presentation.
The cost is $60, $50 for Midcoast Conservancy members.
Visit midcoastconservancy.org/events to sign up, and to view
a detailed course agenda. Physical distancing protocols will
be followed; everyone is asked to bring a mask and observe
distancing.

August 13
Magothy, a tug with fuel barge, arrived in Searsport from
New York and delivered 40,000 barrels of No. 6 oil. It sailed
later that day, returning to New York.
August 14
Argyroula GS, a 580-foot general cargo ship, arrived in
Searsport from New York and loaded 5,000 tons of scrap
metal. It sailed later that day for Izmir, Turkey.
August 19
Great Eastern, a 600-foot Irving Oil tanker, arrived in
Searsport from Saint John, N.B., and delivered 85,000 barrels of gasoline, 20,000 barrels of heating oil and 70,000 barrels of diesel. On August 20, it continued to Bucksport and
delivered 45,000 barrels of jet fuel, then sailed August 21
returning to Saint John.
August 20
Marguerita, a 606-foot bulk carrier, arrived in Searsport
from Vila do Conde, Brazil, and delivered kaolin clay slurry, a glossy paper coating. It sailed August 21 for Port
Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia.
Shipping news is compiled by Ethan Andrews using
automatic identification system (AIS) data
from marinetraffic.com, local sources
and direct observation at ports.

• American Glass • Papers • Portable Devices
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items
95 Main Street
Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
(Waterfront Side)
Closed Sunday
Damariscotta, ME
www.seasmokeshop.com
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County
Tuesday Night Mostly clear, with a low around 66. Calm wind.
Wednesday Sunny, with a high near 84. Northwest wind
around 5 mph becoming southwest in the afternoon.
Wednesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 66.
Thursday Mostly sunny, with a high near 81.
Thursday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 64.
Friday Partly sunny, with a high near 79.
Friday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 58.
Saturday Mostly sunny, with a high near 70.
Saturday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 58.
Sunday Partly sunny, with a high near 72.
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Larksgrove to Play at Camden Opera House

Camden Opera House, located at 29 Elm Street, will host
a one-set performance in the SoundCheck series on Friday,
August 27, with a 7:30 p.m. concert by Larksgrove — Peter
Zay and EmmaLee Holmes-Hicks. Doors will open at 7 p.m.
Equally at home in the concert hall and the dance hall, Larksgrove offers their own interpretations of classical music and
novel arrangements of traditional fiddle tunes. Zay, who plays
cello and guitar, and Holmes-Hicks, who plays violin, enjoy the
challenge of playing new styles of music and difficult repertoire.
The opera house is using choose-your-own ticketing software

that creates every-other-row distancing as well as inserting a
couple of seats on either side of each party’s reservation. Wearing a mask in the building is required.
Visit camdenoperahouse.com for more information and for
tickets, $10, or call 236-3154. Advance purchase is encouraged,
as is wearing a face covering while in the building. SoundCheck
is livestreamed on the Camden Opera House Facebook page.
For more information, and to donate to the Community
Arts Fund that supports SoundCheck performances, visit
camdenoperahouse.com.

Camden Library Hosts Free Concert by Wind Ensemble

The Bay Winds North Wind Ensemble in Camden Amphitheatre in 2018
Camden Public Library will host a free public concert by the musicians from high school age to retirees. They perform
Bay Winds North Wind Ensemble in Camden Amphitheatre on throughout the year and in summer participate in several parades.
Sunday, August 29, at 2 p.m.
Attendees are encouraged to bring a lawn chair or blanThe Rockland-based ensemble is comprised of midcoast ket. For more information, visit librarycamden.org.
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‘Reckoning in Boston’ to
Screen at Strand Theatre

Still images from “A Reckoning in Boston” and,
bottom right, director James Rutenbeck
A new documentary film about White privilege and racial
and economic inequalities in cities, called “A Reckoning
in Boston,” will be shown at the Strand Theatre on Main
Street in Rockland on Thursday, September 2, at 7 p.m.
Director James Rutenbeck will be present to answer questions and lead a discussion following the film.
A White, suburban filmmaker, Rutenbeck went into a Black
community in the Boston neighborhood of Dorchester to document low-income adult students’ engagement with a rigorous night course in the humanities offered at their community center. The Clemente Course is offered at 34 sites across
the U.S. for those who have experienced homelessness, transitioned out of incarceration or faced barriers to a college
education. The Clemente mission is to foster critical thinking through deep engagement with history, literature, philosophy and art history. Clemente students, its proponents assert,
become fuller and freer citizens.
As Rutenbeck spends time with two students, Carl and
Kafi, he’s awakened to the violence, racism and gentrification that threaten their very place in the city and is moved to
come to terms with a flawed film premise and his own complicity in racist structures.
Troubled by his failure to bring the film together, he spends
more time listening than filming and eventually enlists Kafi and
Carl as collaborators and producers with a share in the film revenues. Five years later, despite many obstacles, Kafi and Carl
arrive at surprising new places in their lives, as does Rutenbeck.
Forthehealthandsafetyofvisitorsandstaff,eachshow’sattendance will be capped at 30% of auditorium capacity. Due to the
uncertainty associated with the new Delta variant of COVID-19,
all patrons, regardless of vaccination status, are expected to wear
a mask upon entering the theater and to remain masked throughouttheirtimethere,exceptwhileeatinganddrinking.Theseguidelines may be revised as local conditions change.
Call 594-0070, email info@rocklandstrand.com or visit
rocklandstrand.com for schedules, COVID-19 protocol
updates and more information.
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Waldoboro Plans FamilyFriendly Oktoberfest

E N T E RTA I N M E N T

Waldoboro’s Oktoberfest will be held on Saturday, October 2, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m at Cider Hill Farm, located at
785 Main Street. The rain date is October 3. Admission is
free.
The family-friendly event will feature games and activities for children and adults, including a puppet show with
Sir Douglas and His Puppets, giant Jenga, cornhole, sack
races, pumpkin decorating and more. Morse’s Sauerkraut
will offer German fare and Odd Alewives will provide craft
beer. Live music will be provided by the Betty Junes and
Phog.
The Waldoborough Historical Society will be open from
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. and will auction a variety of lobster buoys
painted by local artists both in person and via Facebook
Live at 4:30. For more information about the auction, call
790-1307.
Those interested in volunteering to help with Oktoberfest
are encouraged to call 832-4484 or 790-0806. COVID-19
protocols that are in place at the time of the event will be
observed.

Belfast Co-op Common Cents
Program Benefits Maine AllCare—

Live Edge Music Festival Tickets Now on Sale

Midcoast Conservancy will hold the 9th annual Live Edge
music festival at Hidden Valley Nature Center in Jefferson on
Sunday, September 19. Performers, all from Maine, will include
Primo Cubano, 12/OC, the Jamie Saft New Zion Trio, and
singer-songwriters Katie Daggett and Ed DesJardins. Local
food and beer will be available from 11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Advance tickets, $20, will include a voucher good for a
second entrée at 11 local restaurants. As part of the Midcoast

Conservancy Giving Back effort, restaurants will be reimbursed for every voucher they honor so that there is no cost
to them. To purchase, visit bit.ly/liveedgemusic or buy at
Mexicali Blues, Sheepscot General Store or Alna General
Store.
For more information, including a list of participating
restaurants, visit midcoastconservancy.org, call 389-5150
or visit the Midcoast Conservancy Facebook page.

Lincoln Theater Will Hold Auditions August 31
The set of Lincoln County Community
Theater’s recent production of
“Women in Jeopardy!”

Belfast Co-op recently contributed $4,753.27 to Maine
AllCare through its Common Cents program. Co-op shoppers are invited to round-up the cost of their purchases to
the nearest dollar to benefit a different local nonprofit
each month. Maine AllCare received the second highest
monthly donation given through the program. Shown here
holding check, from left, community member Valerie
Dornan and Maine AllCare Board member Lynn Cheney,
surrounded by co-op staffers. PHOTO: BELFAST CO-OP

Lincoln County Community Theater, the resident theater company of Damariscotta’s Lincoln Theater, will hold general auditions for
the 2021–22 season on Tuesday, August 31,
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at the theater, located at
2 Theater Street.
The season will include a fully staged play
with production dates planned for November 12,
13, 18, 19 and 20; a semi-staged musical with
production dates planned for April 8, 9 and
10; and a second play with production dates
in June.
Plays currently under consideration are
Joshua Harmon’s “Admissions,” “Fox on the
Fairway” and “The Miss Firecracker Contest.”
Possible musicals include “Bright Star,” the
recent Broadway version of
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
“Cinderella,” and “Beauty and
the Beast.”
Cold reading sides will be

Megunticook Race Festival

provided for those auditioning for a play. Monologues are
welcome, but not required. Those auditioning for the musical are asked to bring sheet music for one or two songs; the
music does not have to be from one of the titles under consideration. An accompanist will be provided.
Questions may be emailed to info@lincolntheater.net.

Theater Fund Seeks Grant Proposals
from Nonprofits

Saturday, September 4th, 9am

Kid’s Race, Youth Duathlon, Sprint Triathlon, Olympic Triathlon,
Olympic Relay Triathlon, 5K Run/Walk

Supporting
Sponsors

Why Participate in the 41st MRF?

Tradition • Beautiful YET Challenging course • Fun & Friendly Atmosphere
Limited Registration | Only 200 spots in the triathlon

Barrett’s Cove Public Beach
104 Beaucaire Ave Camden, ME

Proceeds support Penobscot Bay YMCA & One Community Many Voices
FMI & Register - megunticookracefestival.racewire.com

Rehearsal for “Almost, Maine” at the Waldo Theatre
The Maine Community Foundation’s
Maine Theater Fund is accepting grant proposals from local, regional and statewide nonprofit theaters or theater groups in Maine. The
deadline for applications is September 15.
Funds will be awarded for programmatic,
capacity-building, operating and capital support. Awards typically are between $2,500
and $5,000, although larger awards may be

PHOTO: ANNA FINOCCHIARO

considered.
Local grantees last year were Midcoast
Actors Studio in Belfast and the Waldo Theatre in Waldoboro. The application, guidelines and a list of recent grants are available
at mainecf.org.
For more information, call Senior Program
Officer Leslie Goode at 412-2002 or email
lgoode@mainecf.org.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions
to the Calendar of Events must be made
by noon Wednesday before the Tuesday
publication day. Send them, along with
your contact information, to calendar@
freepressonline.com or The Free Press,
P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.

NOTEWORTHY
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24:
➤ Student Reading of “Renascence,”
Celebrating 2021 Woman of Vision Edna
St. Vincent Millay, noon at the top of Mt.
Battie, in Camden. Jennifer Munson, an
English teacher at Camden Hills Regional
High School, talks about Millay’s life in
Camden, and students recite “Renascence.”
A wealthy arts patron who heard Millay
reciting the poem at the Whitehall Inn in
Camden was so impressed she offered to pay
for Millay’s education at Vassar College.
There’s no charge for the event. Registration
is not required, but park admission is. Details
are at farnsworthmuseum.org.
➤ Searsport Sailing Families Tour at
Penobscot Marine Museum, Searsport,
with time slots from 5 to 8 p.m. In the
late 1800s, local sea captains sailed the
world delivering goods to Europe, Asia
and South America. Often, wives and
children accompanied them. Guides will
tell their tales as they lead guests around
campus. $25 per family (up to 10 people):
penobscotmarinemuseum.org. It will be
offered again Tuesday, August 31.
➤ Jackson Memorial Library Wraps Up
Sustainable Saltwater Harvesting Series, to
let the public meet harvesters, processors and
distributors and learn the risks and rewards of
a living surrounding seafood. This Tuesday,
meet offshore tuna fishers for Port Clyde
Fresh Catch. It starts at 6 p.m. outside the
library in Tenants Harbor. A Zoom link is
also available by emailing the library.
➤ Author of “Margreete’s Harbor” in
Virtual Conversation, 6 p.m, Eleanor
Morse discusses her creative process
with George Witte, editor in chief at St.
Martin’s Publishing Group. Her newly
released novel, set on the coast of Maine
during the 1960s, begins when Margreete
forgets a hot pan on the stove and nearly
burns down her isolated home. Her
daughter moves in, with her family. The
free event is cohosted by Left Bank Books
in Belfast and The Bangor Daily News.
Register at leftbankbookshop.com.
➤ “An Overview of Thomaston
Shipyards (1800–2020),” 7 p.m. at Watts
Hall, 174 Main Street, Thomaston. Historian
Peggy McCrea gives the talk as part of
Thomaston Historical Society’s celebration
of the town’s shipbuilding history.
➤ Panel Talk on “The Little Locksmith”
Author, 7 p.m. via Zoom.The town of
Castine inspired Katharine Butler Hathaway’s
1943 work “The Little Locksmith,” a memoir
about her disability and transformation after
she bought a large historic house there and
welcomed in friends, family and lovers.
Lisa Botshon, UMA professor of English,
moderates the discussion, which will include
memories and slides by Chris Austin,
Hathaway’s great nephew, and insights
from Dr. Abby Clouse-Radigan, who’s
writing a biography of the author. Register at
CastineHistoricalSociety.org.
➤ Union Fair Continues, on Union
Fairgrounds through August 28. The fair
takes place annually for a week in August
and celebrates agriculture in Maine. With
activities and entertainment for all age
groups: 4-H exhibits, livestock shows
and auctions, demolition derbies, harness
racing, fireworks, live music, and an art
fair. Also this year, there will be a free
walk-in Covid Vaccination Clinic on
Thursday, August 26, from 11 a.m. to
6 p.m. Details and the full schedule are

at unionfair.org. Fair admission is $10 for
adults, free for kids 10 and under.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25:
➤ “eBird: Birding in a Data-Driven
Age,” at 6:30 p.m. via Zoom. Doug
Hitchcox, Maine Audubon’s staff naturalist
and one of Maine Regional eBird’s
reviewers, offers ways to contribute to bird
research through the eBird app. Hitchcox
also will show the top tools to use to
enhance birding skills. Register at bit.
ly/3iAH8Hj or mainecoastislands.org.
➤ Talk by Author Elizabeth Jacks Scott,
5:30 p.m. at Jackson Memorial Library,
Tenants Harbor. She’ll discuss her new
book, “Journey to Safe Harbor: Memoir
of Three Generations.” In 1975, the author
lived in New York with a husband and two
small children when her father gave her the
Sail Loft Building on the shore in Tenants
Harbor. It held a trove of family records
and letters that inspired her work.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26:
➤ “Thousands of Voices: Seeking the
Vote for Maine Women,” via Zoom at
6:30 p.m. Cushing Public Library hosts
Candance Kanes on how Maine women
won the right to vote after decades of intense
organizing and frustrating effort, beginning
in the mid-1800s. Kanes will highlight
Ann F. Jarvis Greeley of Ellsworth, whose
1855 lecture series featured Susan B.
Anthony, and Rockland’s Snow sisters, who
started Maine’s first Equal Rights group in
Rockland in 1866. To register, call 691-0833
or email wrobertsmaine63@gmail.com.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ “do not move stones” at the
Settlement Quarry on Deer Isle, this
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, August 27,
28 and 29, at 5:30 p.m. Produced by
ANNA + MARVIN, the Reach Performing
Arts Center, and in partnership with Island
Heritage Trust. Registration required. For
more information and free tickets, go to
DNMS2021.com.

per person. Be on the dock by 5:45 p.m.
Snacks provided. BYOB. Rain date:
September 1. Register at herringgut.org.
COMING UP:
➤ Mac Smith Discusses “Peyton Place”
at Rockland Public Library, Thursday,
September 2, at 6:30 p.m. The blockbuster
film, considered scandalous at its release,
was filmed in Camden and nearby towns
in 1957. Smith will discuss how the movie
came to Maine, who was involved in
bringing it, and how local people reacted
to having 20th Century Fox shooting a
big-budget film in their front yards. The
talk is free and open to all.

MUSIC
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24:
➤ Harpist Bridget Kibbey in Salt
Bay Chamberfest at Lincoln Theater,
Damariscotta. She plays at 4 p.m. (masks
required) and again at 7:30 p.m. (masks
requested): Bach’s Toccata and Fugue
in D minor, BWV 565, trans; Benjamin
Britten’s Suite for Harp, Op. 83; Gabriel
Fauré’s “Une châtelaine en sa tour,”
Op. 110; Isaac Albéniz’s “Grenada”;
Paquito D’Rivera’s “Bandoneon”; and
Samuel Torres’s “Taken.” Tickets are $22
(students free) at lincolntheater.net.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25:
➤ The Rogues in Free Concert at
Rockport Masonic Center, 361 Main
Street, 6 to 7 p.m. Hat passed for the band.
Burger and hot dog plates with sides and
ice cream for $10. Rain moves it indoors.
Bring a lawn chair or blanket. For more
info, call 691-2270.
➤ Music Behind the Block Series in
Thomaston, 6 to 7:30 p.m. on the front lawn
of Thomaston Municipal Building (Watts
Hall if it rains). This week it’s The Blind
Albert Duo, a subset of the band that has been
playing music in the midcoast for years. The
duo is known for blues, rock and reggae. Free.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 29:
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26:
➤ Perspectives on Aging and Dying,
➤ Songwriter Sessions on Zoom, hosted
from different cultures and religions, is the by Camden Public Library, 6 to 8 p.m. A
focus of Inn Along the Way’s third in its
supportive online meeting for songwriting,
Challenging Conversation Circles series,
performance practice, and collaborating.
3 p.m. at Chapman Farm, 741 Main Street For a link to participate, email Ken Gross
in Damariscotta. Join facilitator Carolyn
at kgross@librarycamden.org.
Lukensmeyer and meet people from the
➤ Sonja Florman and Friends in Camden
Wabanaki Nation and the Jewish and
Amphitheatre, 6 to 7:30 p.m. Camden
Muslim communities to hear their stories, Public Library welcomes back Florman of
perspectives, values and beliefs on aging
the Blue Fuse Gypsy Swing band. This free
and dying. With refreshments. The fourth
show will feature a performance with another
conversation, “Embracing Your Season of one of her bands, Sonja Florman and Friends,
Life & Journey No Matter Your Age,” is
a five-piece group of Portland jazz musicians
set for Sunday, September 19, at 3 p.m.
playing the Top 40 of 20th-century jazz, soul,
Latin, and pop. Bring a chair or blanket.
➤ STRAND ON THE AIR Back to Cool
Edition, 5 p.m. The
downtown Rockland
A year round venue featuring
radio variety show
offers an hour of
an eclectic collection of work by local artists
music and laughs
in a new edition
broadcast on WRFR
(93.3 Rockland and
99.3 Camden) and
streamed on wrfr.
org, then available
as a podcast.
Details are at
rocklandstrand.com.
TUESDAY,
AUGUST 31:
➤ Sunset Cruise
on the Laura B,
from 6 to 8 p.m.
Meet Herring Gut
Learning Center’s
new executive
director, Tom
Mullin, as he guides
passengers through
Muscongus Bay. $40
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
➤ Katahdin Valley Boys Bluegrass Band at
Rockland Public Library, 6 p.m. on the lawn.
The concert is free and open to all.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ Hawk Henries in Salt Bay Chamberfest
at Lincoln Theater, Damariscotta. He plays
traditional Native American flute music and
original works in shows at 4 p.m. with distanced
seating and masks required and at 7:30 p.m. with
general seating and masks requested. Tickets are
$22 (students free) at lincolntheater.net.
➤ Duo Larksgrove in Camden Opera House
SoundCheck Show, 7:30 p.m. Peter Zay (cello
and guitar) and EmmaLee Holmes-Hicks (violin
and fiddle) offer interpretations of classical music
and novel arrangements of traditional fiddle tunes.
Tickets are $10; advance purchase is encouraged via
camdenoperahouse.com and 236-3154. SoundCheck
shows are livestreamed, free to view, on Facebook.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 28:
➤ “Jazz in the Woods: A Benefit Concert
Featuring Jamie Saft,” Midcoast Conservancy
hosts it at Hidden Valley Nature Center, in
Jefferson, 4 to 6 p.m. They’ll play music
from the Great American Songbook including
compositions by Duke Ellington, Thelonious
Monk, Jimi Hendrix and Bob Dylan. Tickets
are $50, with all proceeds going to Midcoast
Conservancy: midcoastconservancy.org.
➤ DaPonte String Quartet at St. Paul’s
Union Chapel, Waldoboro, 5 p.m. They’ll
perform Mozart’s String Quartet in C Major K.
465 (“Dissonance”) and Shostakovich’s String
Quartet No. 8. They’ll also play concerts on
Sunday, September 12, at 7 p.m. at Old Walpole
Meetinghouse; and Saturday, September 25, at
5 p.m. at Ocean View Grange in Port Clyde.
Go to daponte.org for details.
➤ Lincoln Arts Festival presents the Novel
Jazz Septet, 7:30 p.m. at Congregational Church
of Boothbay Harbor. Music of Duke Ellington
and his musical collaborator, Billy Strayhorn. $25
tickets are available at lincolnartsfestival.org or at
the door 30 minutes prior to the show.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 29:
➤ Bay Winds North Wind Ensemble
Concert in Camden Amphitheatre, a free
public concert at 2 p.m. The ensemble, based in
Rockland, features musicians from the midcoast,
high-schoolers to retirees. Bring a lawn chair
or blanket for comfortable seating. For more
information on this and other events in the
amphitheatere, visit librarycamden.org.
➤ Baritone Lester Lynch and Harpist
Bridget Kibbey at Lincoln Theater,
Damariscotta. The duo wraps up the Salt Bay
Chamberfest with a 5 p.m. show featuring
Schumann’s “Dichterliebe,” Op. 48; Fauré’s
“Clair de lune,” Op. 46, No. 2 and “Les
berceaux,” Op. 23, No. 1; Wag-ner’s “O du
mein holder Abendstern” from “Tannhäuser”;
Hageman’s “Music I Heard with You Was
More Than Music”; Keel’s “Trade Winds” from
Salt-Water Ballads; and Getty’s arrangements
of “Deep River” and “Oh Shenandoah.” Tickets
are $22 (students free) at lincolntheater.net.
COMING UP:
➤ Tom Rush and Matt Nakoa at Camden
Opera House, $48 advance tickets at
CamdenOperaHouse.org, $58 door,
➤ The Skatalites Play Ska and Reggae at the
Strand Theatre, Rockland, Friday, September
10, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $30 advance at
RocklandStrand.com, $35 door, general admission.

FILM
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26:
➤ Shotwell Drive-In Summer Season
Continues, with “2001: A Space Odyssey” this
Thursday and “The Green Night” on Saturday,
August 28. Both screenings will start at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $20 at pointsnorthinstitute.org. The
Shotwell is off Route 1 in Rockport.

downtown theater, on Thursday, September 2,
at 7 p.m. Director James Rutenbeck will answer
questions after the film, a documentary about
racial and economic inequalities and white
privilege. Tickets are $9. For more information,
visit rocklandstrand.com.
➤ Free Maine Outdoor Film Festival in
Camden Amphitheatre, 7:45 p.m. Thursday,
September 2. See a selection of short films, with
themes like how humans relate to animals and
the natural world; the rigors of extreme outdoor
sports; and the healing and inspirational power
of the outdoors. The festival is free and open
to the public (donations go to Camden Public
Library and Teens to Trails). Bring a lawn chair
or blanket. More information, the list of short
films, and a preview reel are at librarycamden.
org. The rain date is Tuesday, September 7.
➤ 17th Camden International Film Festival,
a documentary film festival produced by
Points North Institute, set for in-person events
in the midcoast September 16–19 and online
September 16–26. To attend in person, you
must be vaccinated against COVID-19. Details
are at pointsnorthinstitute.org.

ARTS
➤ Registration Open for Down East Singers,
rehearsals start Sunday, September 12, from
1 to 3 p.m., under a tent at St. John’s Episcopal
Church, Thomaston, and run to October 10 as
the ensemble prepares a concert of all-American
music on Sunday, October 17, at 2 p.m. at
Camden Amphitheatre. Learn more: 619-0423
or downeastsingers.org.
➤ Call for Crafts Vendors, from St. Giles’
Episcopal Church in Jefferson, set for Saturday,
September 18, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Up to 40 craft
and vendor tables available for $20 per table. For
more information and to reserve, call 549-7872.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 24:
➤ Camden Public Library’s Tuesday Book
Club, meets1 to 2 p.m. For August, the group will
be gathering on
the upper lawn
of the library
to discuss
the novel
Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
“Anxious
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
People”
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
by Fredrik
Backman.
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
Bring a lawn
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or
chair. For
visit wrfr.org for more information.
more info,
email jpierce@
librarycamden.
org.
➤ Art Time
LIVE with
★
Waterfall
★
Arts of
WITH ANANUR
Belfast, join
Bridget Matros
and a guest
AUGUST 25 TO AUGUST 31
artist for the
art adventure
Wednesday, August 25 — Go out to socialize with
Sunday, August 29 — This is a stimulating day, with
every Tuesday,
friends from 10 a.m. until noon while the Moon is oppo- the Moon in a fine aspect to Mercury in Virgo from 9 until
streaming to its
site Venus. Mercury is aspecting Pluto and Jupiter. Your 11 a.m. You should be making plans to create a structure.
Facebook page
COMING UP:
➤ Screening of “A Reckoning in Boston”
and Director Q&A at Strand, Rockland’s

WRFR FM,

Rockland

★ASTROlogically★
★

insights are correct. It is not the time to speak out. Get more
information. Agitation arises between 9:35 and 11:35 p.m.
while the Moon is awkwardly aspecting Mars.
Thursday, August 26 — Mercury remains aspecting Pluto and Jupiter until tomorrow. You are like a detective getting to the truth. There is opposition to your personal opinion. Scuffed-up energies swirl from noon until
2:30 p.m. while Mercury is aspecting Jupiter and Pluto.
Words come out you wish you hadn’t said. Inspiration
comes while the Moon in Aries is aspecting Jupiter from
3:15 until 5:15 p.m.
Friday, August 27 — Mercury ends its aspects to Pluto
and Jupiter at 5 a.m. You’ve gathered enough information
to back up your opinion. Venus is awkwardly aspecting
Uranus until tomorrow. This indicates a relationship that
might end abruptly. The Moon in Taurus will awkwardly
aspect Saturn in Aquarius from 3 until 5 p.m. There are
more people in your orbit with different opinions. This is
unsettling.
Saturday, August 28 — The aspect between Venus and
Uranus will be complete at 5 a.m. The Moon will be in a
potent aspect with Mars from 12:15 until 2:15 p.m., blessing
you with confidence. The energy shifts, as it always does,
and you’ll find yourself relaxed and feeling emotionally
calm when the Moon nicely aspects Neptune from 7 until
9 p.m. Realizations come about your past between 11:50
p.m. and 1:50 a.m. You see why you did what you did and
the deeper underlying motivations. Regrets you may have
carried with you can be released.

Ideas keep coming. The Moon slips into Gemini at 12:45 p.m.
until early Wednesday. You’re probably laughing to yourself out loud.
Monday, August 30 — Mercury will enter romantically
focused Libra at 1:10 a.m., until November 5, which is
a long time. That’s because Mercury will be retrograde
in Libra from September 27 until October 18. Communication skills need improving. The cosmos demands
that this take place. This goes for personal relationships
and also diplomatic agreements between countries. The Sun
is in a challenging aspect with Saturn, signifying obstacles and delays. Mars is opposite Neptune until Thursday evening. You might be suspicious that you’ve been
tricked.
Tuesday, August 31 — Don’t be careless regarding your
health, says Saturn in relation to the Sun. This began yesterday and ends at 8 a.m. Venus is in an awkward aspect
with Neptune. The idealistic dreamer in you is looking for
something that cannot be found in the external material
realms. You’re looking for a quick fix. Mars remains in
opposition to Neptune until Thursday. Remember, your
energy is lower. You may need a break. A fine time is from
2:45 until 4:45 p.m. while the Moon nicely aspects the
planet of inspiration, Jupiter.
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for
a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at
207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.

and YouTube channel 4 to 5 p.m. To be a guest,
email bridget@waterfallarts.org.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25:
➤ Art at City Park at Belfast City Park,
Wednesdays, 10 a.m. to noon. Waterfall Arts
hosts the weekly event. Pick up supplies and
take part in a different activity every week. Art
at City Park is free, but donations are accepted.
Details: waterfallarts.org.
➤ Art & Journaling Meetings on Zoom, 4 to
5 p.m. Join Camden Public Library’s creative
group for a different project every Wednesday.
Email alhand@libarycamden.org if you would
like to be emailed project ideas and a link to the
Zoom meeting.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26:
➤ Wiscasset Art Walk, 5 to 8 p.m. With views
of the Sheepscot River, galleries offering demos
and new art, hip-hop dancers and stilt walkers,
community art making, picnics to go, and more.
Details are at WiscassetArtwalk.org.
➤ Zoom Conversation with Cig Harvey and
Katherine Bradford, 5:30 p.m. Rockland’s
Farnsworth Art Museum hosts the talk,
moderated by curator and former CMCA
director Suzette McAvoy. Harvey’s work has
been featured in the New York Times, BBC,
Vogue, the Wall Street Journal, and New York
Magazine and is in major American museums.
Bradford was a founding member of the Union
of Maine Visual Artists and has been a resident
faculty member at the Skowhegan School of
Painting and Sculpture. She has upcoming shows
in Milan, Belgium, New York, Tokyo, and
Harvard’s Carpenter Center. The talk is free and
open to all. Register at farnsworthmuseum.org.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ Explorations Read-Aloud for Adults,
Fridays at 11 a.m. on Camden Public Library’s
Facebook page and YouTube channel. Local
thespian Joseph Coté will read aloud from Donna
Tartt’s Pulitzer Prize-winning “The Goldfinch.”
SATURDAY, AUGUST 28:
➤ Arts and Crafts Fair in Good Neighbor
Park, 45 River Road in Cushing, from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Fine artists and crafters will set up
their booths along a mowed path that follows
the water’s edge, weather permitting. For more
info, email cushingaitb@gmail.com.
➤ 2nd Maine Authors Book Festival in
Thomaston, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Maine Authors
Publishing, 12 High Street. Forty-nine of the
company’s authors will be in attendance to sign
and sell their books. The free public festival
will include a children’s area, raffles, music
by Owen Marshall & Alden Robinson, and
sandwiches for sale from Jersey Plate food
truck. With slideshows at 11:30 a.m. by author,
birder, photographer Don Reimer on his book
“Seen Anything Good?” spanning six decades
of his memories and observations and at
1:30 p.m., by Jean Flahive and Donald
Soctomah, coauthors of “The Canoe Maker,”
about David Moses Bridges and his young son
building a Passamaquoddy canoe.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 31:
➤ LCCT to Hold Auditions, from 5:30 to
8 p.m. at Lincoln Theater, 2 Theater Street in
Damariscotta, for the 2021-22 season, which will
include a fully staged play in November, a semi-
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staged spring musical in April, and a second
play in June. Questions about auditioning
for the theater’s resident company should be
emailed to info@LincolnTheater.net.

HOME & GARDEN
➤ Merryspring Flower Bulb Sale, open
now to September 30. Daffodils, hybrid
lilies, allium, hyacinth, camassia, crocus,
two varieties of garlic. All of the plants are
shown at merryspring.org, with height and
price noted.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24:
➤ Herb Garden Tour at Merryspring
Nature Center, in Camden, at noon. The
first garden planted at the nature center in
the early 1980s, today it showcases over 100
herbs for cooking, dyeing, medicine, and
more. Merryspring Garden Manager Denise
DeSpirito will lead a tour of the herb garden
and speak about some of its unique plants, new
additions, and recent restoration efforts. Part
of the Outdoor Summer Talk series, the cost is
$5, free for members. No need to register.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25:
➤ MOFGA August Gardening Q&A,
from 7 to 8 p.m. Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association offers the free online
session open to everyone from beginners
to experts, covering whatever topics are on
people’s minds. Details are at mofga.org.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ Belfast Garden Club’s Open Garden
Day, at this one see the community garden
space at Wales Park and the working
gardens at Troy Howard Middle School and
BCOPE, a community-based alternative
education program. All three will be open
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., rain or shine. The
gardens are within a five-minute drive, at
10 Lincolnville Avenue, 173 Lincolnville
Avenue, and 19 Merriam Road. A $5
donation admits visitors to all three.
COMING UP:
➤ Midcoast Conservancy Offers
Mushroom Foraging Course, Friday and
Saturday, October 1 and 2. Friday evening’s
webinar will focus on common edible and
medicinal mushrooms and building skills
for identification. On Saturday, attendees
will hike at Hidden Valley Nature Center in
Jefferson. Participants are invited to bring
fresh specimens of mushrooms from their
own property. Workshop leader Greg Marley
has been collecting, studying, eating, growing
and teaching about mushrooms for decades.
Register at midcoastconservancy.org.
➤ Chainsaw Safety 2 Course at Hidden
Valley Nature Center, Jefferson, Saturday,
November 6, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Hidden Valley Nature Center in Jefferson.
Material from the beginner’s course will
be reviewed, such as personal protective
equipment and safe handling. The primary
focus will be on cutting techniques for
bucking and directional tree felling. The
course is designed for people who intend to
manage their woodlot and process firewood.
Completion of Level 1 training or a
considerable amount of previous experience
with a chainsaw is strongly recommended.
Anyone with questions about their suitability
for the course can contact instructor Tim
Libby, at tim@midcoastconservancy.org.
Register at midcoastconservancy.org.

FOOD & DRINK
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ Belfast Farmers Market, outside
Waterfall Arts, 256 High Street, Fridays,
9 a.m. to 1 p.m., rain or shine. SNAP,
Maine Harvest Bucks accepted.
➤ Union Farmers Market, at a new
location, 27 Common Road, just off Route
17, Fridays, 3 to 6 p.m., through October
8. SNAP, Maine Harvest Bucks accepted.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 28:
➤ Pork Loin Dinner at Union Masonic
Lodge 31, with curbside pickup from 4:30
to 5:30 p.m. The menu includes pork,
mashed potato, vegetable, salad, roll and
butter. Donations will be accepted for the
Masonic lodge building fund. Reservations
are preferred and may be made by calling
Gary at 749-1846. The lodge is at 149
Sennebec Road, Union.

event for Knox County Democratic
Committee offers a dinner of lobster, mussels,
corn on the cob and salad (vegetarian options)
to honor John Syrett and Stu Thro, longtime
Democratic activists. Tickets are $40 and
$25 for students 21 and under. Details are at
knoxmainedemocrats.org.

KIDS & PARENTS
➤ Free Meals for Kids All Summer,
from Healthy Lincoln County. Details:
HealthyLincolnCounty.org. And from
Midcoast Maine Community Action:
MidcoastMaineCommunityAction.org.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24:
➤ Family Ecology Walk in Belfast,
10 to 11:30 a.m. at Head of Tide Preserve.
Join Coastal Mountains Land Trust for
the exploration of ecology through games
and nature art. This adventure will be
youth-focused, but everyone is welcome.
Children must be accompanied by an
adult. Details are at coastalmountains.org.
➤ Rockport Public Library In-Person
Storytimes, 10:30 a.m. Aimed at kids
up to age 5. Join Mr. Ben to read picture
books and do a craft.
➤ Outdoor Story Time at Jackson
Memorial Library, Tenants Harbor,
Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
➤ Virtual Breastfeeding Support
Group, Tuesdays from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
The informal group provides interaction
as well as individual assistance. Women
wanting more information are also
welcome. For online access: 301-3950 or
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
➤ LGBTQ+ Online Youth Group, for ages
9 to 13, Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m. Hang out,
try a workshop, play games and connect with
peers. Visit OutMaine.org for details.
➤ Camden Public Library YA Book
Lovers Meeting, 4 to 5 p.m. For August,
the group will be meeting outdoors in the
Children’s Garden to discuss selections
from the North Star YA Book Award list.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25:
➤ Book Time for Babies with Miss Amy
of Camden Public Library, 10 to 11 a.m.
Outdoor story times especially themed for
toddlers and babies on Wednesday mornings.
This Wednesdsay, the group will meet on the
library’s upper lawn. Bring a blanket to sit on.
Weather permitting. For information, email
alhand@librarycamden.org.
➤ Story Time with Chloe Keller of
Vose Library in Union, 10:30 a.m. Email
librarian@voselibrary.org or call the
library, 785-4733, for the password.
➤ LGBTQ+ Teen Group, for ages 13 to 17,
via Zoom on Wednesdays, 4 to 5 p.m. Hang
out, try a workshop, play games and connect
with peers. Go to OutMaine.org for details.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26:
➤ Waldo County Republicans General
Meeting, 6:30 p.m. at Field of Dreams, Route
202, Unity. Guest speaker Sheriff Jeff Trafton.
Bring a lawn chair. Rain location: WCRC
Office, 230 Searsport Avenue, Belfast.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ Preschool Outdoor Story Time with
Miss Amy of
Camden Public
Library, from 10 to
11 a.m. An in-person
story time every
Friday, especially
for preschool-aged
children. This Friday,
it will be held on
the library’s upper
lawn. Bring a blanket
to sit on. Weather
permitting. For
more information,
email alhand@
librarycamden.org.

SATURDAY,
AUGUST 28:
➤ Saturday
Story Time in
Camden Public
Library Children’s
Garden, from
10 to 11 a.m. Miss
Stefanie is back
for three Saturday
SUNDAY, AUGUST 29:
outdoor story times
in August in the
➤ 17th Annual John Syrett and Stu Thro
Memorial Lobster Bake, from 4 to 7 p.m. at Camden Public
a private home in Owls Head. The fundraising Library’s Children’s

Garden. The theme this week is “Back to
School Backpacks.” Programs are free and
all ages are welcome. Weather dependent.
MONDAY, AUGUST 30:
➤ Emerging LGBTQ+ Leaders Online
Meetings, for ages 16 to 22, Mondays
from 3 to 4 p.m. Out Maine hosts the
virtual meet-ups where LGBTQ+ young
adults can share knowledge and increase
their leadership and facilitation skills.
Email leah@outmaine.org for details.

Larksgrove
Classical
and
traditional
string duo

MISCELLANEOUS

Peter Zay
and EmmaLee
Holmes-Hicks

➤ Puppy Raisers and Sitters Wanted,
by the Maine Region of Guiding Eyes for
the Blind, for 14 to 16 months, to teach
them basic skills and socialize them. Puppy
raisers receive ongoing local support and
free veterinary care. For details, email
maineregion@guidingeyes.net.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24:
➤ Yoga in Camden Amphitheatre, on
Tuesdays and Fridays, 9 to 10 a.m. Take
in views of Camden Harbor while being
guided through a sequence of poses with
certified instructor Denyse Robinson. All
levels welcome. Donations accepted, with
a portion going to Camden Public Library.
For more info, and to sign up for weather
notifications: call 975-5325 or email
denyserobinson@gmail.com.
➤ Belfast Senior Center, open to fully
vaccinated people 60 and older, Tuesdays
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Belfast Boathouse.
Table games, puzzles and socializing.
Details: BelfastSenior@gmail.com.
➤ Leer y Charlar on Zoom, 1 to 3 p.m. The
Spanish language reading and conversation
group is now meeting via Zoom. Join in to
practice your Spanish. For more information
and to request a link to attend, email Lynne
Taylor at leerycharlar@gmail.com.
➤ Knox Clinic Men’s Walking Group,
Tuesdays at 5 p.m. through September
28, rain or shine. Meet at the Knox Clinic
parking lot, 22 White Street, Rockland.
More info: 301-6993.
➤ Healthy Lincoln County Weekly
Meditation Group, Tuesdays from 7 to
7:30 p.m. via Zoom. The group is free and
everyone is welcome. For more info and to
register: 622-7566, ext. 236, or lemmons@
healthylincolncounty.org.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25:
➤ Qi Gong Wednesdays in Tenants
Harbor, 10 a.m. at Jackson Memorial
Library. Weather permitting, the group meets
on the lawn; otherwise, it meets via Zoom.
All abilities are welcome. Videos of past
classes are on the library’s YouTube channel.
For the Zoom link, call or email the library.
➤ Black Lives Matter Vigils in
Rockland, Wednesdays at Chapman Park
(corner of Park and Main, by Walgreens)
from noon to 1 p.m. Everyone is invited.
Wear a mask. More info at 385-7452 or
smanning5757@gmail.com.
➤ Mid-Coast Chapter of Maine
Genealogical Society, meets at 6:30 p.m. at
Rockport Public Library. Use the main door
on Limerock Street and take the staircase to
CALENDAR continues page 23

Pick-your-own
$10 reserved,
spaced seats
(in advance
encouraged)
sponsored by 40 Paper

7:30 p.m. Friday, Aug. 27

29 Elm Street, Camden * masks required *

camdenoperahouse.com, 236-3154
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- Featuring current movies and luxury seating CLOSED CAPTION & DESCRIPTIVE AUDIO DEVICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

US. Rt. 1, Thomaston/Rockland line
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New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released August 24—

THE CONJURING: THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT
R/Horror/Dir: Michael Chaves (Vera Farmiga, Patrick
Wilson, Ruairi O’Connor) In this sequel to 2013’s “The
Conjuring,” paranormal investigators Ed and Lorraine
Warren investigate a murder that may be linked to
a demonic possession.

Recent Releases—

DREAM HORSE PG/Comedy/Dir: Euros Lyn (Toni
Collette, Owen Teale, Alan David) Small-town Welsh
bartender Jan Vokes breeds an unlikely racehorse named
Dream Alliance. Despite her inexperience, she convinces
her neighbors to chip in their meager earnings to help
raise the horse in the hope he can compete with the
racing elites.

Dev Patel as Sir Gawain in “The Green Knight” (top)
and a still image from the sci-fi classic “2001:
A Space Odyssey”

Shotwell Will Screen
Fantasies Old and New

The Summer Series at the Shotwell Drive-In, located just
off Route 1 in Rockport, will continue with screenings of
two fantasy films, the classic “2001: A Space Odyssey,”
directed by Stanley Kubrick, on Thursday, August 26, and
an Arthurian legend directed by David Lowery, “The Green
Knight,” on Saturday, August 28. Both screenings will start
at 8 p.m; the venue will open at 7:00. Late entry may not
be permitted.
In “2001: A Space Odyssey,” an adaptation of a short story by Arthur C. Clarke, an imposing black structure provides
a connection between the past and the future. When Dr. Dave
Bowman and other astronauts are sent on a mysterious mission, their ship’s computer system, HAL, begins to display
increasingly strange behavior, leading up to a tense showdown between man and machine that results in a mind-bending trek through space and time.
“The Green Knight,” recently released, tells the story of
Sir Gawain, King Arthur’s reckless and headstrong nephew,
who embarks on a daring quest to confront the eponymous
Green Knight, a gigantic emerald-skinned stranger and tester
of men. Gawain contends with ghosts, giants, thieves and
schemers in what becomes a deeper journey to define his
character and prove his worth in the eyes of his family and
kingdom by facing the ultimate challenger.
Tickets are $20 per vehicle and are only available online.
Visit pointsnorthinstitute.org to purchase, and to see the full
summer schedule. Restrooms are available and food trucks
will be present at some screenings.

CIFF Institutes COVID-19
Vaccination Mandate

Points North Institute has announced that the 17th annual Camden International Film Festival will be an expanded
hybrid festival. Citing public health concerns, organizers
have decided that anyone age 12 or older attending the festival in person this year must be vaccinated against COVID19. Several other protocols have also been designed.
The festival will be held in person September 16–19
throughout the midcoast, and online from September 16 to
26. The institute’s artist programs will be held in person,
leading up to the festival. CIFF’s online festival will include
a collection of nearly 70 feature and short documentaries,
most of them U.S. premieres. Fifty percent of all revenue
from CIFF’s virtual pass and ticket sales will be given to
participating filmmakers through CIFF’s Filmmaker Solidarity Fund.
CIFF will present nearly half its film slate in person,
including the exhibition of over 40 feature and short films
at four venues, including the Shotwell Drive-In and a new
pop-up cinema designed with social distancing in mind.
In addition to the vaccination mandate, all visiting filmmakers and visitors will be required to take a COVID-19
rapid test on the day of their arrival. Masks will be required
for all attendees during all indoor screenings, and indoor
venue capacities will be significantly reduced to ensure proper social distancing. CIFF has also hired a COVID compliance officer to oversee safety protocols and provide on-site
support to all attendees.
Passes to CIFF are still available, but quantities for all inperson screenings are limited due to reduced venue capacities. Ticket holders will need to show proof of vaccination
and will be scanned at the door for each event, enabling contact tracing if necessary.
Visit pointsnorthinstitute.org for more information or to
purchase a pass.

THE FATHER PG-13/Drama/Dir: Florian Zeller (Anthony Hopkins, Olivia Colman, Mark Gatiss) Anthony is 80,
mischievous, living defiantly alone and rejecting the caregivers that his daughter, Anne, introduces. Yet help is also
becoming a necessity for Anne; she hopes to move to
Paris and can’t make daily visits anymore, and Anthony’s
grip on reality is unraveling.

FRENCH EXIT R/Comedy/Dir: Azazel Jacobs (Michelle
Pfeiffer, Lucas Hedges, Tracy Letts) Her husband has
been dead for 12 years and, with his vast inheritance gone,
socialite Frances Price cashes in the last of her possessions and resolves to live out her days in a borrowed
apartment in Paris, accompanied by her directionless son.
GODZILLA VS. KONG PG-13/Thriller/Dir: Adam
Wingard (Alexander Skarsgård, Rebecca Hall, Brian Tyree
Henry) In a time when monsters walk the earth, humanity’s
fight for its future sets Godzilla and Kong on a collision
course that will see the two most powerful forces of nature
on the planet collide in a spectacular battle for the ages.

HERE TODAY PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Billy Crystal (Billy
Crystal, Tiffany Haddish, Sharon Stone) A veteran comedy
writer who is slowly losing his grip on reality befriends a
talented young New York street singer. Together, they form
an unlikely friendship that kicks the generation gap aside
and redefines the meaning of love and trust.

THE HITMAN’S WIFE’S BODYGUARD R/Action/
Dir: Patrick Hughes (Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L. Jackson,
Salma Hayek) Bodyguard Michael Bryce and hitman Darius
Kincaid are back on another life-threatening mission. Still
unlicensed and under scrutiny, Bryce is forced into action
by Darius’s even more volatile wife, the infamous international con artist Sonia Kincaid.
JUDAS AND THE BLACK MESSIAH R/Biography/
Dir: Shaka King (Daniel Kaluuya, LaKeith Stanfield,
Jesse Plemons) FBI informant William O’Neal infiltrates
the Illinois Black Panther Party, tasked with keeping
tabs on their charismatic leader Fred Hampton. A career
thief with some sympathy for their cause, O’Neal must
decide whether to betray the Panthers for his own
advantage.

OUR FRIEND R/Drama/Dir: Gabriela Cowperthwaite
(Casey Affleck, Dakota Johnson, Jason Segel) A journalist’s life is upended when his wife is diagnosed with terminal cancer. The couple’s best friend Dane offers to
come and help; his kindness and support allow the family
to find grace in the midst of despair.

QUEEN BEES PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Michael Lembeck
(Ellen Burstyn, James Caan, Ann-Margret) Helen’s daughter insists she move into a retirement community after she
locks herself out of her house while a fire rages in the
kitchen. At first reluctant to stay there, she is invited into
the social circle of the Queen Bees: a group of women
(and a few men) who rule the social scene like the popular
kids in high school.

A QUIET PLACE, PART 2 PG-13/Horror/Dir: John
Krasinski (Emily Blunt, Cillian Murphy, Millicent Simmonds) Following the deadly events at home, the Abbott
family must now face the terrors of the outside world as
they continue their fight for survival in silence.

THE SPONGEBOB MOVIE: SPONGE ON THE RUN
PG/Animation/Dir: Tim Hill (Tom Kenny, Bill Fagerbakke, Rodger Bumpass) When Spongebob Squarepants
discovers his pet snail Gary has been kidnapped, he teams
up with his best friend, Patrick Starr the starfish, to find
out who has taken Gary and bring him home safely.

THE TRUFFLE HUNTERS PG-13/ Documentary/
Dir: Michael Dweck, Gregory Kershaw (Piero Botto, Sergio
Cauda, Maria Cicciù) In the forests of Piedmont, Italy, a
handful of older men hunt for the rare and expensive Alba
truffle, guided by a secret culture and training passed down
through generations, as well as by the noses of their cherished and expertly trained dogs.

New Movies
Week of August 25–August 31

Short descriptions of new movies

BLACK WIDOW PG-13/Action/Dir: Cate Shortland
(Scarlett Johansson, Florence Pugh, David Harbour)
Natasha Romanoff, aka Black Widow, confronts the darker
parts of her ledger when a dangerous conspiracy with ties to
her past arises. Pursued by a force that will stop at nothing
to bring her down, Natasha must deal with her history as a
spy and the broken relationships left in her wake long
before she became an Avenger.

F9: THE FAST SAGA PG-13/Action/Dir: Justin Lin
(Vin Diesel, Michelle Rodriguez, Jordana Brewster)
Dominic is leading a quiet life off the grid with his family
when a threat will force him to confront the sins of his past
if he’s going to save those he loves. His crew joins to stop
a world-shattering plot led by a skilled assassin: a man
who also happens to be Dom’s forsaken brother, Jakob.
FREE GUY PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Shawn Levy (Jodie
Comer, Ryan Reynolds, Taika Waititi) A bank teller
realizes he is a background character — non-playable —
in a video game called Free City that will soon go offline.
Talk about an existential crisis.

GREEN KNIGHT R/Fantasy/Dir: David Lowery
(Dev Patel, Alicia Vikander, Joel Edgerton) The story
of Sir Gawain, King Arthur’s reckless and headstrong
nephew, who embarks on a daring quest to confront the
Green Knight, a gigantic emerald-skinned stranger
and tester of men.

JUNGLE CRUISE PG-13/Adventure/Dir: Jaume
Collet-Serra (Dwayne Johnson, Emily Blunt, Édgar
Ramírez) Dr. Lily Houghton enlists the aid of wisecracking
skipper Frank Wolff to take her down the Amazon in his
dilapidated boat. Together, they search for an ancient tree
that holds the power to heal — a discovery that will
change the future of medicine.

THE NIGHT HOUSE R/Horror/Dir: David Bruckner
(Rebecca Hall, Sarah Goldberg, Vondie Curtis-Hall)
Reeling from the unexpected death of her husband,
Beth is left alone in the lakeside home he built for her.
Soon she begins to uncover her recently deceased
husband’s disturbing secrets.

OLD PG-13/Drama/Dir: M. Night Shyamalan (Gael García
Bernal, Vicky Krieps) A family on a tropical holiday discovers that the secluded beach where they are staying
is somehow causing them to age rapidly, reducing
their entire lives into a single day.

THE PROTEGE R/Action/Dir: Martin Campbell (Michael
keaton, Maggie Q, Samuel L. Jackson) Rembrandt and
Anna, two assassins who share a mysterious past from
Vietnam, traverse the globe competing for high-profile
contracts. But when Anna’s mentor is murdered, she and
Rembrandt must form an uneasy alliance and return
to Vietnam to track down the killer.
RESPECT PG-13/Biography/Dir: Liesl Tommy (Jennifer
Hudson, Forest Whitaker, Audra McDonald) The rise of
Aretha Franklin’s career, which began in childhood when
she sang in her father’s church’s choir and progressed to
international superstardom.

SPACE JAM: A NEW LEGACY PG/Animation/
Dir: Malcolm D. Lee (LeBron James, Don Cheadle, Cedric
Joe) When LeBron James and his son are trapped in a
digital space, he must get them home by leading Looney
Tunes cartoon characters to victory over a roster of
professional basketball stars. O-kay….

STILLWATER R/Drama/Dir: Tom McCarthy (Matt
Damon, Abigail Breslin, Camille Cottin) An American
oil-rig roughneck travels to Marseille to visit his estranged
daughter who is in prison for a murder she claims she did
not commit. Confronted with language barriers, cultural
differences and a complicated legal system, Bill builds a
new life for himself in France as he makes it his personal
mission to exonerate his daughter.

SUMMER OF SOUL PG-13/Documentary/Dir: Ahmir
“Questlove” Thompson (Lin-Manuel Miranda, Chris Rock,
David Ruffin) Part music film, part historical record. Over
the course of six weeks in 1969, the Harlem Cultural Festival was filmed. The footage was never seen and largely forgotten; it features never-before-shown performances by
Stevie Wonder, Nina Simone, Sly and the Family Stone,
Gladys Knight and the Pips, and more.
THE SUICIDE SQUAD R/Action/Dir: James Gunn
(Margot Robbie, Idris Elba, John Cena) Supervillains
Harley Quinn, Bloodsport, Peacemaker and a collection of
nutty cons at Belle Reve prison join the super-secret, supershady Task Force X as they are dropped off at the remote,
enemy-infused island of Corto Maltese.
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CALENDAR continued from page 21

the lower-level Rockport Room. Jesse Casas will
speak on the search for his father’s biological father.
➤ Tai Chi on the Upper Lawn of Camden
Public Library, 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Mondays
and Wednesdays. Join instructor Anna Dembska
for classes by donation for all levels. A portion
benefits the library. For more info and to signup,
email Anna at camdentaiji@gmail.com. (If you
sign up, you will be notified if class is canceled.)
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26:
➤ Yoga Nidra in Camden Amphitheatre,
8 to 9 a.m. Guided meditation led by health
and wellness coach Hester Kohl Brooks. Bring
something comfortable to lie or sit on. Free,
donations accepted, with a portion going to
Camden Public Library. For more information
and to sign up: hesterkohlwellness@gmail.com.
➤ 2021 Maine Hire-A-Vet Campaign Kick-

Off Event and Hiring Fair, at Augusta Civic
Center, 76 Civic Center. Preceding the hiring
fair, at 10 a.m., there will be a “Kickoff Opening
Ceremony” featuring guest speakers such as
MDOL Commissioner Laura Fortman. The
hiring fair, from noon to 4 p.m., will feature 100
employers and resource providers and is open
to all job seekers, not only veterans.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27:
➤ Online Chess Club, with matches every Friday
from 4 to 6 p.m. Members may also challenge
other members at any time. Join at lichess.org/
team/camden-chess-club. For more info, email
Evan Annis at camdenchessclub@gmail.com.

Church, 89 Pleasant Point Road, Cushing, on
Saturdays from 8 to 10 a.m. through September.
Clothes are $5 a bag.
➤ Lincolnville Center Indoor Flea Market,
8 a.m. to noon, at 18 Searsmont Road
(Route173) in Lincolnville center. Masks
required. Sponsored by United Christian
Church. For more information, call 785-3521.
➤ Ride the Rail to Hike the Trails, Midcoast
Conservancy and Wiscasset, Waterville &
Farmington Railway partner to offer a train ride
that leads to a guided hike in Trout Brook Preserve.
Board the train at Sheepscot Station in Alna at
11 a.m. for the 20-minute trip through the woods to
Top of Mountain, where volunteers from Midcoast
Conservancy will lead a tour of the scenic preserve.
To buy tickets, go to bit.ly/railtotrail.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 28:
➤ Knox Clinic Women’s Walking Group, 8 to
9 a.m., rain or shine. Meet at the Knox Clinic parking SUNDAY, AUGUST 29:
lot, 22 White Street, Rockland. More info: 301-6993. ➤ Rockland Bicycle Club Weekly Ride, meets
at 9 a.m. Sundays at South School, 30 Broadway,
➤ Clothing and Bake Sale at Broad Cove

Rockland. Wear a helmet. Rides continue through
September, ending with the Rockland Classic, a ride
to Marshall Point Lighthouse in Port Clyde. The
Classic is free and open to all. For more information,
visit the Rockland Bicycle Club’s Facebook page.
MONDAY, AUGUST 30:
➤ Camden Public Library’s Walsh History
Center Hour on Zoom, 1 p.m. The Walsh History
Center will try to find an answer to your Camden
history questions. Email kgross@librarycamden.org
for the link.
➤ Sound Bathing and Gong Event, led
by sound therapist Jim Doble in Camden
Amphitheatre at 11 a.m. The public is invited to
bring a chair, blanket, or yoga mat to relax on
as they absorb the sounds of gongs and chimes.
The event is free with an option to make a
donation, a portion of which goes to Camden
Public Library. Register by calling 785-2212 or
emailing jim@elementaldesign.me.

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S continued from page 3
White Willful Ignorance————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
I have a hunch that people like me with
“good intentions,” yet no stomach for self
exposure, are once again sliding predictably
into silence, voicing objection to new voter
suppression laws only when prompted. I
don’t see a robust defense of voting rights
happening here at home or in Washington,
D.C. It seems to just keep getting postponed.
Can someone reassure me that is not the case?
History reveals how quickly we are inclined to
abandon the Black voters who, in 2020, secured
Biden’s victory. While needed to win, they are
rarely the priority once policy is being considered.
We tend to be fair-weather friends only. Is that
such a surprise, given that most of us have
grown up in a world of de-facto segregation? We
have not built emotional stamina to live in the
tension of racial discomfort and remain engaged.
Privilege, which is to say, White primacy as the
norm, has never required it. And now here we

Street Party Thanks—

Monday, August 2, started out with clouds
and rain but turned into a perfect day and night
to host the 12th annual Belfast Summer Street
Party. The city of Belfast makes this event
possible with sponsorship, financial support,
and city services. Thank you to the Belfast
City Council. Thank you Bob Richards and the
Belfast Highway Department. Without Norm
Poirier and Belfast Parks and Recreation we’d
be lost. Thanks to the Belfast Police for their
care and consideration. It takes a village and a
long list of participant supporters: Waterfall Arts,
The Belfast Lions Club, Project Graduation,
Pine State Heroes, Tina Del Santo, The Colonial
Theatre, Nordic Aquafarms, Belfast Fiberarts,
and Hannaford for cake to celebrate Maine’s
201st!, Dairy Queen, The Game Loft, Moore’s
Septic Porta Potties, the Waldo County YMCA,

are, feeling vulnerable with the rise of a White
nationalism that even terrifies us. Our lack of
civic maturity and preparedness on issues of race
have left us poorly equipped or unfit to stand our
ground. Polite privilege that “slides predictably
into silence” has, in part, enabled this resurgent
anti-Black narrative to take hold again.
We need to go to the mat over this issue! It
is not enough to simply exhort Blacks to turn
out in greater numbers to offset discriminatory
barriers raised to discourage them from voting.
Don’t assume they will just wait in those eighthour lines again, especially given how the
Georgia Legislature, in a show of gratuitous
cruelty, flaunted their power by making it illegal
to even offer food or water to a citizen (read:
a Black citizen) in line to vote. If Blacks feel
abandoned and just stay home, the window to
carve out an exception to the filibuster for voting
rights may well be lost for another generation.

we missed the Waldo County Re-entry guys
and hope you’ll join us next year!, Stone Fox
Farm Creamery, Scone Goddess, Colburn Shoe,
Corner Spring Montessori, the Waldo County
Democrats, our esteemed poster designer Bre
Pinkham Bebb, Margie Gormley, Marianne
McKinran, Humans of Belfast photos, Zelia’s
Photgraphy and so many more who helped in
many ways. Thank you to Captain Obvious
and Don Nickerson with Country Mist for
great music! Lastly thank you all who brought
yourselves, your friends, your family, the kids;
we love having you all at the party. We have a
lot of plans for next year and we’ll see you at the
13th Belfast Summer Street Party.
Our best to you all,
Debbi Murphy,
Tom Murphy, Norm Poirier and Mike Hurley

We are once again asking Blacks to do the
heavy lifting. Some of us are not even sure we
want to go to the mat for equality when it’s
equality for Blacks. It’s noteworthy how there is
a very particular and irrational animus reserved
for American Blacks alone that is unique and
longstanding; and I mean long! Toni Morrison
said, “America is a melting pot and Blacks are
the pot.” While they were among the first nonIndigenous people to arrive on this continent in
the early 1600s, Blacks have never been given
legitimate standing as original placeholders.
Having come here against their will, they were
invisible then and even now are not included
in the promise of American assimilation. Tell

me, why is there such a visceral negative charge
directed at Black American citizens in this, the
land of their birth? Could it be that they are an
uncomfortable reminder of a promise not kept;
the living witness of a people treated miserably by
a country that has hardened its heart so as to never
acknowledge the full scope of that injustice?
White willful ignorance allows most of us to
appear contentedly clueless about racial dynamics
playing out just below the surface. We have
carefully trained ourselves not to see them, even
when they are obvious to others. But make no
mistake, in the Black community, our going soft
on our resolve to protect their right to vote is just
as clear as day.
George Mason, Nobleboro

COME JOIN THE PARTY
Owls Head Is Celebrating 100 Years!
Sunday, August 29th. Festivities Noon-3 p.m.
Richard Carver Waterfront Park on Lighthouse Road

8 a.m.- 5K Fun Run/Walk (register today)

LOTS OF FREE FOOD
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Coleslaw, Chips,
Beans, Popcorn, Crabs, Cake
CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES
Bounce House, Games,
Scavenger Hunt, Rock Painting.
BOAT RIDES
Ride in a Lobster Boat.

LIVE MUSIC
Throughout the day.
LOCAL CRAFTS
T SHIRTS
COMMEMORATIVE COINS
And More.

Park & Ride: Shuttle Bus leaves fromTown Hall
Starting at 11 a.m.

FREE to Worship

A weekly feature in The Free Press Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
In Person
Worship
OurSunday
ServicesServices
& Classes
7:30 a.m. & 10:00are
a.m.ONLINE
Sundays,
Holy Communion
9:30 a.m. Wednesdays

7:30
and
9:30*
am
See ourSee
website
forWebsite
schedules
our

andSunday
links School
toand
services
on
details
online
*Nursery for
and
available
Facebook and YouTube.
classes
& programs.

Chestnut Street ● 236-3680 ● www.stthomascamdenme.org
3333Chestnut
Street • 236-3680 • www.stthomascamdenme.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons
Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church
Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ
Join Us for Zoom Worship Sundays at 9:30 am. Sunday School meets by Zoom at 8:45.
To be added to the Zoom lists, call the church office.

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

Sunday Worship: See our
website for online worship.

Shalom

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland
Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

SEE ALL OUR LISTINGS AT WWW.FREEPRESSONLINE.COM (CLICK ON THE CLASSIFIEDS LINK)
FREE ONLINE ADS AVAILABLE. MORE THAN JUST HELP WANTED TOO!
CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.

YARD SALE
YARD SALE
Saturday August 28,
9 a.m.-noon
South Street, Rockland
at the red barn
(8/24)

YARD SALE
Multi-Family: Hope
623 Buzzell Hill Road
(235 North)
Saturday August 28,
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
(8/24)

LINCOLNVILLE CENTER
INDOOR FLEA MARKET
Saturday August 28,
8 a.m.-noon
18 Searsmont Rd. Rte. 173
Lincolnville Center
Masks Required.
Sponsored by the
United Christian Church.
FMI 785-3521

STORE CLERK POSITION
Brooks Trap Mill
FULL TIME W/OVERTIME
(store
clerk)
VACATION & PTO
2 col.
x 3" INSURANCE
HEALTH
DENTAL INSURANCE
PAID HOLIDAYS

Busy lobster trap supply business looking for a dependable
store clerk.Knowledge of lobster trap building and marine
supplies is helpful, but not necessary. Applicants should be
comfortable working with the public and answering phone
inquiries from customers. Some of the other tasks include
checking in inventory, stocking shelves, and operating our
POS system. We are happy to train the right candidate.
BROOKS TRAP MILL
211 Beechwood Street,
Thomaston, ME
(207)354-8763

(8/24)

CUSHING GARAGE/
MOVING SALE
Saturday-Sunday,
August 28, 29
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
66 Meadow Lane
Everything goes: china, glass,
furniture, linens, quilts,
fabrics, tools, books.
(8/24)

FOR SALE
2019 CAMPER TRAILER.
Forest river surveyor premium.
Loaded. Svt267rbs. Bought new
as a leftover. Sleeps 6. Value
package. Fall program package.
1/2-ton towable. Only 167 miles.
Lived in 5 months waiting for
house. New retail $36,193.25.
àv retail now $27,193.25. Our
price, $22,590. Trailer is in Warren. Joe, 207-975-6583. (kr)

HELP WANTED
HIRING CARING PEOPLE
— Do you have a loving heart?
Cared for elderly? Raised children? Volunteer? Train to be a
home care worker and make
a valuable contribution to the
senior population. Call 3547077. Full and part time, flexible hours. Stop by for free coffee
at 641 St. George Road, South
Thomaston, Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Or … email reception@askforhomecare for consideration. A
rewarding opportunity. (kr)
DELIVERY PERSON —
Sproul’s Furniture has an immediate opening for a year round
delivery person. Must be honest,
reliable, able to lift furniture, do
basic maintenance and provide a
clean drivers license. Please stop
in for an application, pay based
on experience.76 Main Street
Newcastle, 563-3535. (kr)
ARBORIST/TREE CLIMBER — Established mid-coast
company dedicated to quality tree
care and preservation seeks experienced tree climber skilled in aesthetic pruning, cabling, bracing,
removals to join our talented team.
Must be conscientious, responsible, committed to quality and safety. Current Maine arborist license,
clean driver’s license. Smokefree workplace. Equal opportunity
employer. TREEKEEPERS LLC
at 236-6855. (8/24)

Five Town CSD Adult Ed
Office
(special education)
2 col. x 7.5"

Camden Rockport Middle School
Special Education
Educational Technician II
Full Time with Benefits
(35 hrs/week)
Fall 2021 Opening
Camden Rockport Schools is an exceptional school district
located in a scenic coastal community and provides a highly
competitive salary and benefits package. As a district, we
are committed to equity, excellence, the environment, and
forward thinking. Our simple, but powerful mission drives
our work – Be Kind. Work Hard. Keep Learning. We highly
value our sense of place and surroundings which boast
mountains, lakes, rivers, a ski hill, and the ocean.
Camden Rockport Middle School, housed in a beautiful
new building, serves just under 400 students in grades
5 – 8 from the towns of Camden and Rockport. CRMS
has been implementing a Project Based Learning model
of curriculum and instruction and values students’ active
engagement in the learning process.
Opening for an Ed Tech II working on a Special Educational
Life Skills Team with students (grades 5-8) for special
education for a variety of needs that may include cognitive,
social, behavioral/emotional disabilities. May also work with
individuals or small groups of special education students
providing curriculum support, including the introduction
of new learning pre-planned in collaboration with the
supervising teacher or appropriate content specialist.
This is a full-time position with benefits. Maine Department
of Education Educational Technician II authorization
required. Preference will be given to those with Special
Education Experience.
Please apply online at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp.
Applications accepted until suitable candidate
found.
MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
207-236-3358
hr@fivetowns.net
EOE
Please Note: Only complete and submitted Applitrack
Applications will be reviewed for interview consideration.
A complete application must consist of the Applitrack
application, cover letter & resume, copy of transcripts
& DOE Authorization, and three current letters of
recommendation.

NOW HIRING!

Gray’s Heating Oil
(technicians and delivery
drivers)
TECHNICIANS
and
3 col. x 2"

DELIVERY DRIVERS

Heating Oil • Kerosene • Propane
Equipment Installation
Family Run Business
17 Depot Road, Warren, ME • 207-354-6380
Contact: Graysheatingoil.com

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Five Town CSD
(fall coaching openings)
2 col. x 5"

Free Press
(help wanted ad)
2 col. x 5.5"

Camden Hills
Regional High School
Fall Coaching Openings
Cross Country Assistant
Boys Freshman Soccer

The Five Town CSD is currently accepting applications
for Fall 2021 for Assistant Cross Country Coach and
Boys Freshman Soccer Coach.
Experience preferred. Must have or be willing to obtain
First Aid & CPR Certification.
Responsibilities include instructing & supervising
student athletes during practice and during home/away
games. Coaches are expected to abide by the Maine
Principals Association’s by-laws and code of ethics.
Traveling is necessary for away games with the school
providing transportation.
Coaching applications are available by contacting
the Superintendent’s office at (207)236-3358.
Applications accepted until suitable candidates found.
Interested applicants should submit an application,
a resume, the names of three references, and DOE
fingerprinting documentation, if available, to the
address below:
Five Town CSD
Attn: Human Resources
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
(207) 236-3358
EOE

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

Five Town CSD
(educational technician II)
2 col. x 7"

Camden-Rockport Elementary School
Educational Technician II
Regular Education
Full-time with Benefits
Fall 2021 Opening

Camden Rockport Schools is an exceptional school district
located in a scenic coastal community and provides a highly
competitive salary and benefits package. As a district, we are
committed to equity, excellence, the environment, and forward
thinking. Our simple, but powerful mission drives our work – Be
Kind. Work Hard. Keep Learning. We highly value our sense of
place and surroundings which boast mountains, lakes, rivers, a
ski hill, and the ocean.
Camden Rockport Elementary School, nestled in a spacious
setting with woods and fields adjacent to the high school, serves
approximately 360 students in grades PreK-4 from the towns
of Camden and Rockport. CRES uses a responsive classroom
structure, has a robust system of supports for students, and will
be launching a nature-based pre-K in the fall of 2021.
We are looking for a dynamic, experienced, enthusiastic
professional who loves children and enjoys working
collaboratively with teachers and other professionals to
support student learning through behavioral and/or academic
interventions. The position requires some duty responsibilities.
The ideal candidate will have experience in literacy/ math
workshops, outdoor education, and have a warm, kind heart
along with a flexible and resilient approach to life.
Applications accepted until candidate found.
Please apply on-line at www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Please Note: Only complete and submitted Applitrack Applications
will be reviewed for interview consideration.
A complete application must consist of the Applitrack application,
cover letter & resume, copy of transcripts & DOE Authorization,
and three current letters of recommendation.

MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3358
EOE

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS CONTINUE NEXT PAGE

Help Wanted
We’re seeking an inside
sales/marketing representative
for our Belfast office.
This is a full-time position,
8am - 5pm, Monday - Friday and
includes a benefit package

Passionate about Sales?
Competitive salary plus
commission for a bright, motivated,
detail oriented person. Strong sales
experience, communication and
organization skills preferred.
Please send resume and
cover letter to: admanager@
freepressonline.com
No calls or walk-ins please.

Five Town CSD Adult Ed
Office
(athletic director)
2 col. x 7"

Camden Rockport Middle School
Athletic Coordinator
Part-Time Hourly Position
Opening Fall 2021
Camden Rockport Schools is an exceptional school district
located in a scenic coastal community and provides a highly
competitive salary and benefits package. As a district, we
are committed to equity, excellence, the environment, and
forward thinking. Our simple, but powerful mission drives our
work – Be Kind. Work Hard. Keep Learning. We highly value
our sense of place and surroundings which boast mountains,
lakes, rivers, a ski hill, and the ocean.
Camden Rockport Middle School, housed in a beautiful new
building, serves just under 400 students in grades 5 – 8
from the towns of Camden and Rockport. CRMS has been
implementing a Project Based Learning model of curriculum
and instruction and values students’ active engagement in
the learning process.
CRMS is looking for an Athletic Coordinator to provide
leadership and coordination for an interscholastic athletic
program that emphasizes maximizing student participation
and teamwork, and enable students to fulfill their potential
for physical, social and emotional growth. This staff member
would run the logistics of the Middle School’s athletic
program and provide site management on game days and
sometimes on practice days. The coordinator will also assist
the Assistant Principal with hiring and evaluating coaches,
budget preparation, program evaluation and major decisions
about team structure. Hours range from 0-25 hours per
week and vary according to season and required duties, paid
at $20 per hour. Availability from 3pm on is essential to the
role. Hours vary each day and week.

Please apply online at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp.
Accepting applications until suitable candidate
found.
MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane, Camden, ME 04843
Phone (207)236-3358
Fax (207)236-7810
EOE
Please Note: Only complete and submitted Applitrack
Applications will be reviewed for interview consideration. A
complete application must consist of the Applitrack application,
cover letter & resume, copy of transcripts & DOE Authorization,
and three current letters of recommendation.
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
WAREHOUSE / PRODUCTION POSITION
Brooks Trap Mill
(warehouse/produciton
FULL TIME W/OVERTIME
VACATION & PTO
position)
HEALTH INSURANCE
2 col.
x 3"
DENTAL INSURANCE

HELP WANTED CONTINUED

Grasshopper Shop-Rockland
(now hiring full- part time ...)
2 col. x 4"

PAID HOLIDAYS

We are looking for a dependable person
who works well with people, is willing
to handle a variety of tasks. Forklift
experience is helpful but not necessary.
We are happy to train the right person.
Please apply in person
BROOKS TRAP MILL
211 Beechwood Street,
Thomaston, ME
(207)354-8763

Rockland Elks 1008
Rockland
Elks Lodge for a
is now
taking applications

1008
PART No.
TIME
BOOKKEEPER

Our needs
require
a full service
Bookkeeper who
(help
wanted
pt bookeeper)
oversees the Lodge’s financial data and compliance by
2 col.
x 4.5"
maintaining
accurate
books on accounts payable and
receivable, and financial entries and reconciliations.
They will perform accounting tasks such as monthly
financial reporting, general ledger entries, and record
payments and adjustments.
Skills
Quick Books - Microsoft Excel, – Data Entry – High
Attention to Details – Accounting Knowledge – Working
Knowledge of Spread Sheet Development – Good
Communication and Time Management Skills
Duties, but not limited to:
Maintain accurate record of Financial Transactions and
maintain General Ledger - Data Entry of payables and
receivables and income - Monthly reports generated for
the trustees, Balance Sheet and Income – Statements –
participate in development of annual budget – Monthly
reports to the Grand Lodge – Deposits to the bank
The successful applicant will report directly to the
Treasurer, be a liaison to our accountant, maintain
confidentiality, and attend meetings as requested by
the Board of Trustees. The hours are flexible and it is
anticipated to be approximately 20 hours per week.
The salary will be based on the qualifications of the
applicant.
Please send Resumes to:
The Rockland Elks 1008
Attention - Steve Ames, G.M.
P. O. Box 983, Rockland, Maine 04841
Send DIGITAL resumes to elksmgr1008@gmail.com

Five Town CSD Adult Ed
Office
(custodial positions)
2 col.
x 6"CSD/MSAD #28
Five
Town
Camden-Rockport

CUSTODIAL OPENINGS
$500 Sign-on Bonus
The Five Town CSD and MSAD #28 are two integrally
connected and innovative school districts in a beautiful
coastal community that pride themselves on nurturing
an incredible array of opportunities for their 1400
students, top salaries for their employees, excellent
health insurance, and a great working environment. As
districts, we are committed to equity, excellence, the
environment, and forward thinking.
Five Town CSD & MSAD #28 are now hiring year-round,
full-time and part-time Custodians for our schools. The
normal work schedule for these positions is 3 PM to
11:30 PM. Successful candidates will be able to work
a flexible schedule including weekend rotation and be
willing to adapt to different assignments from day to
day. Current Maine Department of Education Criminal
History Records Check Approval is required for this
position (may be completed at the time of hire).
The pay scale for this position starts at $17.32/hour and
increases based on experience. Five Town CSD/MSAD
#28 offer a comprehensive benefit package including
single health insurance at no cost to the employee, paid
vacation and personal days, paid holidays, and paid
sick time. Five Town CSD/MSAD #28 are also offering
a $500 sign-on bonus, payable after 130 work days.
For a paper application – please contact
Human Resources at 236-3358, ext 4306.
You may also apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Applications accepted until suitable candidate is found.
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Camden ME 04843
(207)236-3358
EOE

NOW HIRING

Full/Part Time Sales Associate
We are seeking energetic, enthusiastic people who would
love to work in Rockland’s anchor store serving the public.
Must be 16 or older, mature, reliable, friendly, and able to
stand for 6-8 hour shifts. Computer skills important; retail
experience preferred but not necessary. People skills a
must! Applicants must be available to work a combination
of daytime and evening hours, including one weekend day.
Starting pay $12.50 and up, based on experience.
All positions offer generous store discount, plus health
insurance for full-time (30+ hours) employees.
Apply in person at 400 Main Street, Rockland

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

Swans Island
Company
SWANS
ISLAND
(swans island company
COMPANY
hiring)

seeks
individuals
2 col.
x 2.5"interested in joining
our growing crafts based company.
Book Keeper
Customer Service
Weaving and Stitching (Full/Part-time)
Will Train

We offer a 401K plan, paid time off, competitive pay,
and a well organized, team based work environment.
Please respond to:

bill@swansislandcompany.com

Five Town CSD
(adult & community
education evening assistant)
2 col.
x 6.5"
Five Town
CSD (Camden area)

Adult & Community Education
Evening Assistant
Part-time Position
October 2021 Opening

The Five Town CSD is an exceptional school district
located in a scenic coastal community and provides
a highly competitive salary and benefits package. As
a district, we are committed to equity, excellence, the
environment, and forward thinking. Our goal is to foster
intellectual and creative excellence while building strong
character. We highly value our sense of place and
surroundings which boast mountains, lakes, rivers, a ski
hill, and the ocean.
The Five Town CSD is seeking a true ‘people person’ to
join our award-winning adult education program team.
You’ll serve as the point for teachers and students
during evening hours of class operation. This person
will be able to problem-solve, assist teachers in the
preparation of instructional materials, register students,
and assist all evening students who participate in the
program. Organization, attention to detail, experience
with computers, and self-motivation are the primary
requirements of this position. Hours are generally 3:30
- 8:30, Monday through Thursday during the school year.
Anticipated start date 10/18/21.
Current Maine Department of Education Criminal History
Records Check Approval is required for this position (may
be completed at the time of hire).
Please apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Applications accepted until
suitable candidate found.
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
Phone: (207)236-3358
Fax: (207)236-7810
EOE
Please Note: Only Complete and submitted Applitrack
Applications will be reviewed for interview consideration.
A Complete application must consist of the Applitrack
Application, cover letter & resume, copy of transcripts &
certification and three current letters of recommendation.

END HELP WANTED ADS

HELP WANTED

FIREWOOD

GROUNDPERSON/LANDSCAPER — Established midcoast company dedicated to
quality tree care seeks person
to assist arborists/climbers
with tree preservation, pruning,
planting. Must be conscientious, responsible, committed
to quality and safety. Work is
physically demanding, environmentally rewarding. Clean driver’s license, reliable transportation. Prefer experience, but will
train. Smoke-free workplace.
Equal opportunity employer.
TREEKEEPERS LLC. Call
236-6855. (8/24)

FIREWOOD — Cut and split
and delivered. 691-6758. (kr)

WANTED

(kr)

OPPORTUNITY

U N I O N FA R M E Q U I P MENT RENTALS: Tractor/
loader/back-hoe, excavator,
wood splitter, wood chipper.
Delivery available, reasonable
rates. 1-800-935-7999. (kr)

FARM & HOME
NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm
& Home, the former Union
Agway, Heald Highway, Route
17, in Union. 785-4385. (kr)

(kr)

Are You a Widow
PROJECT FREEDOM
We need serious and motivated and In Need of Assistance,
Personal Care,
people for expanding health
and wellness industry. High Housekeeping and Errands?
speed internet/phone essential. I can do a couple of hours a
week on a volunteer basis.
Perfect for savvy social
Call Carol at 594-4708.
media fans.
(8/31)
207-613-5517.

ALLIS CHALMERS GARDEN TREE SERVICES
TRACTOR, HD 112 or HD 212
desired. Rockport, 596-6303. (kr) GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
• Tree, brush removal
A ROUGH CARPENTER to
• Pruning
build a garage and breezeway in
• Aerial truck or climber
Warren. Start the first week of
September. Cash paid. Retired is • Chipping, stump-grinding
• Lots Cleared
fine. Set your own hours, work
Free Estimates
at your own pace. Young buck
here for heavy lifting. Please call Licensed & Insured Arborist
Matt Green, 322-0320.
Joe, 207-975-6583. (8/31)
— Reasonable Rates —
(kr)
LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into
cash. Roll those dice and give me
SERVICES
a call, 441-7929 or 993-2629. (kr)
SOULE’S CARPENTRY
LUCKY LADY — I want to
Siding, roofing, garages,
buy your junk cars and trucks,
window replacement,
pay up to $500. Roll my dice
decks and more.
because I pay the best price.
Free estimates.
993-2629 or 441-7929. (kr)
Fully insured.
Call 691-6758.
EQUIPMENT
Ask for David.

RENTAL

SERVICES

JR’S PAINTING
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
Painting & Staining,
FIREWOOD — cut, split, Sheetrocking, Pressure Washdelivered. CFMI, 975-1147. (kr)
ing, Plaster Repair.
Free estimates. References.
Fully Insured.
BUSINESS
273-6116.

RENTAL
SENIOR HOUSING — The
Homesteads in Cushing and
Owls Head have vacancies
for seniors who wish to live
in a home-like environment
but need homemaking and/
or personal/nursing services.
The Homesteads provide a
small, intimate setting where
frail elderly can age in place
and pay for services as needed
at significantly lower rates
than traditional medical facilities. We have enjoyed a reputation for high-quality meals
and services for more than 25
years. Information and pictures
of available rooms/suites can be
accessed by calling 354-7077 or
at www.homeshareinc.com. (kr)

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
SPACE — available now, 2-3
days/week, month-to-month.
Must be COVID-conscious/
(kr)
safe. Clean, spacious, south-facing windows, furnished. ScentBCB PROPERTY
free, chemical-free space. Heat
SERVICES
and electric included. Ample
- Tree & Brush Removal
parking. For more information
- Light Clearing, Chipping
and pictures, please call or text
- Field Mowing, Bush Hogging 701-1702. (kr)
- Rototilling
- Tractor Services
STORAGE
• MAINTAINING ALL YOUR
WATERMAN BEACH
OUTDOOR SPACES •
STORAGE
BETTER CALL BEN
10 x 15 unit, $100
207-542-3299
10 x 20 unit, $120
(8/31)
10 x 25 unit, $140.
South Thomaston, 975-1326.

HELP WANTED CONTINUED

Five Town CSD Adult Ed
Office
(chorus teacher)
Camden
2 col.Rockport
x 6.5" Middle School
Chorus Teacher
Part Time Position 2/5 Time
Fall 2021 Opening

Camden Rockport Schools is an exceptional school
district located in a scenic coastal community and
provides one of the highest salary and benefits packages
for teachers in the state of Maine. As a district, we are
committed to equity, excellence, the environment, and
forward thinking. Our simple, but powerful mission drives
our work – Be Kind. Work Hard. Keep Learning. We
highly value our sense of place and surroundings which
boast mountains, lakes, rivers, a ski hill, and the ocean.
Camden Rockport Middle School, housed in a beautiful
new building, serves just under 400 students in grades
5 – 8 from the towns of Camden and Rockport. CRMS
has been implementing a Project Based Learning model
of curriculum and instruction and values students’ active
engagement in the learning process.
CRMS is looking for a part-time chorus teacher who loves
working in a team-oriented environment, enjoys teaching
adolescents and is proficient in choral conducting and
keyboard skills. The ideal candidate will be able to
present musical concepts and vocal pedagogy in a
sequential way by planning and implementing weekly
lessons, sectionals and running full group rehearsals that
lead to biannual concerts.
State of Maine teaching certification with Music K-12
(614) Endorsement required.
Please apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp.
Applications accepted until suitable candidate
found.
Superintendent of Schools
MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane, Camden, ME 04843
(207) 236-3358
EOE
Only Complete and submitted Applitrack Applications
will be reviewed for interview consideration. A Complete
application must consist of the Applitrack Application,
cover letter & resume, copy of transcripts & certification
and three current letters of recommendation.

(kr)

SELF HELP
AND SUPPORT
NA HOTLINE
For meeting information
1-800-974-0062
www.namaine.org
AL-ANON HOTLINE
For meeting information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-498-1844
NAMI MAINE
Free support group with a
non-denominational spiritual
component for individuals
and/or family members affected by mental illness.
FMI: Penelope, 207-975-6188.
2nd and 4th Wed., 5:30-7 p.m.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rockland
Enter through door by flagpole,
follow signs. Park in lot off
Limerock Street.
Is Food a Problem for You?
Having Trouble Staying
Away from a DRINK?
Looking for help?
Alcoholics Anonymous
is here for you.
Statewide virtual meetings
listed at
csoaamaine.org
www.maineaa.org
AA Hotline: 1-800-737-6237
REFUGE RECOVERY — A
non-theistic, Buddhist-inspired
approach to recovery from
addictions. Wed., 6-7:30 p.m.,
and Sun., 6-7:30 p.m., The
Dancing Elephant, 16 School
St., Rockland. FMI: rrrockland
me@gmail.com.
BUSINESS DEBTORS
ANONYMOUS MEETING
Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Camden, John Street United
Methodist Church, Rm. 3.
ONGOING SOCIAL AND
SUPPORT GROUP — Lesbians 40+, coupled or single,
living in Camden/Rockland
area. FMI: 631-0249 or e-mail
mwpbooks@midcoast.com.
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read

Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
___ Vehicles ___ Boating ___ For Rent ___ For Sale
___ Help Wanted ___ Real Estate ___ Services ___ Wanted
___ Yard Sale ___ Other
Name
Adress
Town
Phone

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=$
Subtotal = $
Times # of weeks ad to run
x
TOTAL Due = $
If Paying by Credit Card Just Call in Your Ad
Copy at 596-6696 Or, enclose payment and:
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden

SELF HELP AND SUPPORT
Domestic Abuse Helpline
for Men and Women
Support Group.
FMI: 1-866-786-0758.
PE T L OS S S U P PORT
GROUP — first Saturday
monthly, community room,
P.A.W.S., 123 John St., Camden,
10-11 a.m. FMI: 236-8702.
MIDCOAST DEPRESSION
AND BIPOLAR SUPPORT
ALLIANCE
Peer Run Support Groups Open to
Anyone Living with Mental Issues,
Diagnoses or Mood Disorders.
Meets Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. at
the First Universalist Church in
Rockland; corner of 345 Broadway and Court Street. Parking
and entrance are at the back of
the church. FMI: 230-4684 and
505-2663.
AL-ANON MEETINGS
Waldo County
- Mon., noon-1 p.m. First
Baptist Church annex,
95 High St., Belfast.
- Wed., 7 p.m. Monroe Community Church basement,
26 West Main St., Monroe.
- Thurs., 7 p.m. First Baptist
Church annex, 95 High St.,
Belfast.
FRIDAY NOON OA
Belfast
First Baptist Church
High Street
Info: 207-382-6446
PARENTS WITHOUT
PARTNERS
20 single parents needed to start
new group. Age and custody
arrangements are not a factor.
Meetings to be held in Montville.
FMI: tommycarter1962@
yahoo.com.

B R A I N I N J U RY A N D
AL-ANON MEETINGS
STROKE SUPPORT GROUP
Knox County
— Survivors of brain injury and Mon., 7-8 p.m., St. John Episstroke, their family and friends copal Church, Thomaston.
are welcome the 4th Wed. month- Thurs., 5 p.m., Our Lady of
ly from 4 to 5 p.m. at the Maine Good Hope Catholic Church,
Center for Integrated Rehabilita- Camden.
tion Rockland. Open to all, please Sat., 10-11 a.m., Pen Bay Phyjoin us! 11 Lime St., Rockland, sicians Building, Rockport.
ME. FMI: 596-7555.

School Union 69
(snow plow bid - appleton
villageVillage
school)School
Appleton
2 col. x 4.5"

SNOW PLOW BID

Glenwood “C” Wood Cookstove, needs restoration work,
$100. 774-602-2601.
Non-Motorized Lawn Mower,
like new, 16-inch cut, ideal for
smaller lawns, retails $99, my
price $50. 230-1195.

School Union 69
(snow plow bid - lincolnville
central Central
school) School
Lincolnville
2 col. x 5"

SNOW PLOW BID
The Lincolnville Central School is seeking bids for
snow plowing and sanding for the 2021-2022 school
year.
Bids should contain separate costs for sanding and
plowing per storm and for the season.

Specifications are available at the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools.

Specifications are available at the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools.
Contact info: Phone: 207 763-3818
or email: wendy.tricomi@fivetowns.net

Contact info: Phone: 207 763-3818
or email: wendy.tricomi@fivetowns.net
Bids must be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools by 12:00 P.M. on
Wednesday, September 22, 2021.

Bids must be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools by 12:00 P.M. on Friday,
September 10, 2021.

Each separate bid envelope must be clearly marked
“Appleton Village School Snow Plowing Bid” or and
addressed to:

Each bid envelope must be clearly marked
“Lincolnville Central School Snow Plowing Bid”
and addressed to:

Snow Plow Bid - AVS
Superintendent’s Office SU #69
444 Camden Road
Hope, ME 04847

Snow Plow Bid
Superintendent’s Office SU #69
444 Camden Road
Hope, ME 04847

The Appleton School Committee
reserve the right to accept or reject
any and all bids.

The Lincolnville School Committee
reserves the right to accept
or reject any and all bids.

EOE

EOE

KNOX
(knoxHOTEL
hotel) APARTMENTS
192 Main
St. Thomaston
2 col.
x 2.5”

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$29,580 for 1 Person
$33,840 for 2 Persons
If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

MAINELY
ANTIQUES & PAPER

McKenny, Reed
(mainely antiques and paper)
2 col. x 1.5"
Is LookIng to Buy toys,
PhotograPhs, sIgns,
MagazInes & More

596-0077

or email: metprant@yahoo.com
FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

School Union 69
SNOW
PLOW BID
(snow plow bid - hope

Hopeelementary
Elementary
School
school)

The Hope
Elementary
2 col.
x 5"School is seeking bids for
snow plowing and sanding for the 2021-2022 school
year.
Bids should contain separate costs for sanding and
plowing per storm and for the season.
Hope Elementary requests sweeping of sand after
the season, if possible. See specifications.
Specifications are available at the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools.
Contact info: Phone: 207 763-3818
or email: wendy.tricomi@fivetowns.net
Bids must be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools by 12:00 P.M. on Friday,
September 10, 2021.
Each bid envelope must be clearly marked “Hope
Elementary School Snow Plowing Bid”” and
addressed to:

Snow Plow Bid
Superintendent’s Office SU #69
444 Camden Road
Hope, ME 04847
The Hope School Committee
reserves the right to accept
or reject any and all bids.
EOE

Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.

FOR SALE

NATIONAL SUICIDE
PREVENTION HOTLINE
1-800-273-8255.
24 hours/day;
7 days/week.

The Appleton Village School is seeking bids for snow
plowing only for the 2021-2022 school year.

MARKET BASKET
Please read: As long as the
total price of all your items is
$100 or less, it’s FREE (ads
must include prices for all items
or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We
can only accept ads that are 20
words or less. We cannot accept
ads over the phone — we do
accept faxes (596-6698). Market Basket ads must be received
by noon Wednesday for inclusion in the next week’s issue.
NO BUSINESS, SERVICE or
YARD SALE ADS qualify for
the Market Basket. Ads that
do not follow these guidelines
cannot be printed.

WALDO COUNTY AREA
PROSTATE CANCER FELLOWSHIP GROUP — Second
Tuesday, monthly, 6:30 p.m.,
Belfast. FMI: Mark, 338-8372.

Applications
are now
being taken for the
Methodist
Conferenc

Clic Gear 3.5+ Golf PushcWomen’s Black Kodiak Biker Boots, brand new, size 9-1/2,
$40. Antique art deco mirror,
27x34”, $40. 315-1402.
Air Conditioner, 5,000 BTU,
good condition, good for small
room, $25. 563-5114.
Two United States Stamp
Albums, beginners editions, a
good starter set with a limited
collection of stamps already
begun, $25. 975-5665.
Bookcase, $35. Kitchen table,
$35. Extra-long necktie, $5.
Night stand, $20. 338-3227.
Brand New Steam Tent, great
for weight loss, Wayfair sent
by mistake, $89. ananur@twc.
com. ■

Weight Bench with leg lift and
all the weights, $25. 273-2807..
Ryobi Router, $65. Router
template guide kit, never used,
$20. 236-8525.
1-Person Backpacking Tent,
Eureka Solitaire, only slept in
twice, back in box, $50. 7855442.
Lovely German Soup Toureen
from Soufflenheim, no cracks,
lid included, can send pics, $20.
563-7100.
Basketball Hoop Stand,
Spaulding, mobile, good shape,
$30. Another one for $15. 4857130, Rockport.
Dartboard, made by Brookstone, solid wood casing, $100.
596-6344.
OEM 1967 Mustang Wheelcovers, 14-inch, $20 each or Electronic Typewriter, Brother
SX-4000, like new, $95. 236$65 set. 230-1195.
3583.
Wonderwasher Personal
Washing Machine, electric
FREE PRESS
table top basket, great for RVs,
new, $50. 596-6004.
ADS WORK!

MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads accepted.
Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines —
Ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we cannot take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail, but you can fax
your ad to 596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it — copies from newsprint don’t fax well, and we
can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of paper and fax that — remember to include your phone number. 11 And about the handwriting: If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.
7

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.
Free: 2-Year-Old Chicken
WANTED
Flock, 5 pullets and 1 mellow
Free: Printer, Epsom Stylus rooster (Brahmas and Barred Wanted: Reliable Working
Photo R280, older model but still Rocks). 763-3474, evenings.
Clothes Dryer for senior citizen.
works fine, except with Apple’s
230-7027, leave message. ■
Big Sur. 491-6549. ■

FREE

Wanted: Looking for Free
Children’s Books in good condition for Little Free Library in
Rockland (books will be free to
kids). 596-3359.
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What Trump Is—

continued from page 23

I recognized when Trump announced his bid for the presidency in 2015 what sort of character was throwing his hat
in the ring. His corrupt dealings with contractors and workers are well documented in court filings, making him infamous to those not bedazzled by reports of gold toilets and
international real estate deals. Twenty-five years ago Trump
reneged on paying contractors $1.2 million for work done
for him on the Taj Mahal Casino. The casino was never successful and was bankrupted under circumstances that, in spite
of the business failure, netted Trump a substantial windfall. Court battles eventually earned those contractors 30
cents on the dollar, battles that drove many of those contractors into bankruptcy.
For demolition of the Bonwit Teller building to make room
for building the Trump Tower, Trump again stiffed at least
200 Polish workers brought in as cheap labor. It took years
for the Polish workers to get paid a fraction of what was owed
them. Other union workers on the project sued Trump when
he breached their contract for labor. The Italian mafia connections Trump used to circumvent a Teamsters strike and
bring in cement for the building of Trump Tower is not a
lot different from his consorting with Russian mafia figures
in shady real estate deals, some of which have been under
scrutiny for money laundering. Contractors, due to lack of
payment by Trump and his business organization, have filed
thousands of suits in courts. This brings to mind the many
cities still seeking payment for police and other services rendered during Trump rallies, payments collectively in the many
thousands of dollars he refuses to make to this day.
The Mueller Report provides several examples of obstruction of justice, laying out evidence of interference in federal
investigations that Mueller said could be used to indict Trump
after he left office. At least 2,000 prosecutors have said the
evidence is so strong that had any other person besides a
sitting president been faced with this evidence they would be
under indictment. This was after Trump became Individual
1, the unindicted co-conspirator, in the felony campaign
finance conviction of Michael Cohen relating to payment to
Stormy Daniels to hide her sexual encounter with Trump.
Not-insignificant corollaries to this seedy affair are the dozens
of allegations by highly credible women, some still actively
pursuing suits in court, of sexual harassment, sexual abuse,
even rape by Trump. The Trump Foundation has been closed
due to corrupt misuse of funds, New York State is pursuing
tax fraud charges covering years of tax avoidance and
Trump’s Inaugural committee is under investigation for funneling money into the family business illegally.
Innocent until proven guilty is a bedrock principle in
American jurisprudence. You can’t deny, though, that many
high-end white-collar criminals have walked away from justice behind legal technicalities, false witnesses and prosecutors willing to cut shady deals. Where there’s smoke there’s
fire, and looking at a burning building burning as brightly
as Trump has his entire business career, there is little doubt,
in my mind at least, what Donald Trump is at his very core.
Stephen Demetriou, Waldoboro

Thanks and Good Luck————————————————————————————————

What do I know? Well, I listen and read. Here are a few
items I came across. The G-20 group of nations driving the
global economy, which acknowledges environmental disintegration, adjourned with no specifics addressing our future
or leadership in this regard. President Biden makes noises
like rejoining the Paris Accord, but his appointee John Kerry is hardly front and center. Senator Joe Manchin, apparent wolf in sheep’s clothing, holds the Democrats hostage,
anything progressive “socialistic” anathema, while 70 million Trumpers are astoundingly unpersuasive with a do-nothing agenda and denial that anything is wrong except any
assertion that he is a loser. We are told of record-breaking
hot spots around the world, weather gone berserk, devastating wildfires from California to Turkey, polar ice melt alarm
of rising seas, now-regular thousand-year floods, songbird
extinction and insects their food, human social upheavals
one after the other like never before. These so-called coincidences just some of the news recently detailed not buried
by COVID-19.
One commentator stated that it can take seven years to
implement curriculum change in our schools and no system
has begun to educate our youth as to what is happening, to
say nothing of history, action, or appalling practices newly
made clear to me. Not only kids need education. Climate
change is the major event, apparent for decades, and a periodic update of the conclusions of 234 country-nominated
scientists is out, following analysis of over 14,000 independent studies. Their 2013 assessment mandated immediate
work on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, their timeline
well-known and drastic but impartial and vitally necessary.
Selfish bickering aside, with a single, existential issue before
us, survival, you’d think it unifying in its urgency. Instead,
ostriches and procrastinators. We are eight years further
down the road toward irreversibility, tribalists with poisonous outputs of our own making still increasing and unsustainable despite a hint of the possible — thanks to lockdown
— Earth-saving mitigation. And the clock keeps ticking.
Shunning commercial TV, I tried to watch the Olympics only
to abandon that “wasteland” again, promoting ever more
maddening business as usual, shilling for corporations, their
survivals our buying more stuff. In spite of the sea-changing opportunity inspired by the virus-induced pause for
reflection and a new administration, no one wants to be the
messenger, much less reminded, of the bad news. What pandemic? Extinction you say? The party’s on, it’s Mardi Gras,
let the good times roll; eat, drink, and be merry, y’all. How
The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.

quickly we forget the rest. Boring, hounding — advertising,
their proven success — exactly what we need. Nary a one,
God forbid pro bono, public service announcement. They
may be “the message” but don’t get it: the emperor has no
clothes. There, I’ve said it.
Who cares and really thinks things are normal? Is this
1930s Germany? It is about leadership and discipline, I guess.
For one, I wonder and care, and this is my thing: anyone
I meet hears my point of view passed along here, always
with the invitation to act or please convince me I’m wrong.
Aging seriously, I try to simplify greenly, vote, get vaxxed,
and speak up, if only to plead for help. I don’t know what
else to do with my billions in the time I have left, maybe
play and shoot for the moon, again. Sorry, I jest, being truly sorry that I don’t have the means or other redeeming idea
and won’t live long enough to be surprised by the happy outcome in unity of a fate with such obvious alternatives for
our grandchildren. Thanks and good luck.
Phelps Bristol, Owls Head

Electric Cars: A Solution?—

Related to the climate change problems, electric cars are
being proposed as a solution. There are a couple of things
to consider when thinking about this as a means of saving
our planet.
First, after observing the recent widespread negative
response to face masks and vaccinations, one can’t help
but predict an even wider negative reaction from a large part
of our population when they are told by our government that
they have to use electric cars.
Second, and more important, where is the electric energy to come from to power these millions and millions of
vehicles? Watching the news, it seems apparent that we are
having difficulty supplying enough electricity to satisfy current uses, yet electric car supporters seem to dream that we
can easily fulfill this new demand by utilizing wind and solar
energies. Watch Michael Moore’s film “Planet of the
Humans” and you will get a more realistic evaluation of the
wind/solar limitations. Does that mean that we will be forced
to accept widespread construction of nuclear power plants
so that we can continue to keep our heads in the sand regarding the real problem?
As I have pointed out in the past, climate change is real,
as are waste disposal, shrinking water supplies, decreasing
fish populations, decreasing mineral supplies, etc., etc., etc.
These are all symptoms that our limited planet is having difficulty with the approximately 7 billion people who inhabit it. Unfortunately, the 7 billion is going to be 14 billion in
just 40 years and 28 billion in 80 years.
Addressing only the symptoms while ignoring the main
cause will be an exercise in futility. Acting this way would
be like bailing your boat with a teacup while ignoring the
three-foot hole in the hull!
Don Saastamoinen, Rockland
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Rockland, ME
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Is Your Lawnmower
Ready for Summer?

Vinyl Siding & Windows
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FREE ESTIMATES
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Auto Repair Service
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Service, Inc.
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TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Blue Bloods (In
Blue Bloods “Identity” Blue Bloods “Some- Blue Bloods “The
Blue Bloods “Naughty Blue Bloods “Behind
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
thing Blue”
Real Deal”
or Nice”
the Smile”
Big Bang Big Bang MasterChef Dominique Crenn challenges
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Å
Theory
Theory
the chefs. (N) (In Stereo) Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Big Brother (N) (In
House Calls With Dr. 48 Hours (N) (In
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å
Phil (N) Å
Stereo) Å
Corden
207
Inside
America’s Got Talent Family Game Fight! Chicago Med “I Will NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
(N) Å
(N) (In Stereo) Å
Come to Save You” CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Press Your Luck (N) The $100,000 Pyra- Superstar “John
Nightline
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Fortune
(N) Å
Å (DVS)
mid (N) Å (DVS)
Ritter” (N)
News 8 Live! Å
PBS NewsHour (In Nature (In Stereo) Å When Whales Walked: Journeys in Deep
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Time (In Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Riverdale (N) (In
In the Dark “Power
WMTW TMZ Å 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Stereo) Å
Trip” (N) Å
News 8
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Big Brother (N) (In
House Calls With Dr. 48 Hours (N) (In
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
Phil (N) Å
Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Early Edition Å
Early Edition Å
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
SportCtr 2021 Little League World Series
Baseball MLB Baseball: Los Angeles Dodgers at San Diego Padres. (N)
NFL Live Å
30 for 30
30 for 30
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
MLB Baseball: Minnesota Twins at Boston Red Sox. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox Hours
Telethon MLB Baseball
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Married at First Sight The honeymoon
Married at First Sight Married at First Sight Married at First
continues in the Keys. (N) Å
(N) Å
(N) Å
Sight Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Money Court (N)
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››‡ “Johnny Belinda” (1948) Movie: ››› “Miracle in the Rain” (1956) Movie: ›››› “The
Jane Wyman, Lew Ayres. Å (DVS)
Jane Wyman, Van Johnson. Å
Yearling” (1946)
“So Big” (1953)
(5:30) Movie: ››
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å Movie: ›››‡ “Gladiator” (2000) Russell Crowe. A fugitive
general becomes a gladiator in ancient Rome. Å (DVS)
“The Meg” (2018)
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk Nora
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk Nora
Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Far From Home” (2019) Tom Hol- American Horror
American Horror Story: Double Amer.
land. Spider-Man and Mysterio battle four elemental creatures.
Story
Feature “Pale” (N) Å
Horror
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Full
George George George
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Lopez
Lopez
Lopez
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
KIller
Neigh
Neigh
Court
Court
Court
Court
(5:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››› “Jaws” (1975) Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw. A
Movie: ››‡ “Jaws 2” (1978, Suspense)
Roy Scheider, Lorraine Gary. Å
“The Rock” (1996) man-eating shark terrorizes a New England resort town. Å
Real Housewives
Real Housewives/Beverly
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
“How to Lose”
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) Movie: “Nature Movie: “A Country Wedding” (2015,
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
of Love”
Romance) Jesse Metcalfe. Å (DVS)
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
David
Gaither
Stage
Worship Gospel
Elevation S. Fur
TBA
Prince
Access
Cnt. Cars Cnt. Cars Counting Cars
Counting Cars
Counting Cars
Cnt. Cars Cnt. Cars Counting Cars
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Feet-Killing Me
Feet-Killing Me
Dr. Pimple Popper
Expedition Un.
Expedition Unknown “America’s Titanic”
Hunting Atlantis (N) Expedition Un.
Expedition Un.
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Younger King
King
King
King
King
“Despicable Me”
Movie: ››› “Despicable Me 2” (2013)
Good Trouble (N)
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Big City Raven’s Raven’s Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Home
Home
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
Northwest Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
Lone Star Law
(6:30) Movie: ›‡ “Gods of Egypt” (2016) Movie: ››‡ “Bad Boys” (1995, Action) Martin Law- Movie: ››‡ “Godzilla” (2014)
Nikolaj Coster-Waldau. Å
rence, Will Smith, Tea Leoni. Å (DVS)
Aaron Taylor-Johnson. Å
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Big Bang Big Bang MasterChef Chef Niki Call Me Call Me FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
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Kat
Kat
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
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Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Big Brother (N) (In
Neighbor- B Positive Bull “My Corona” (In News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Stereo Live) Å
hood
Stereo) Å
Corden
Å
207
Inside
Brooklyn Brooklyn Making It “Shed
Law & Order: Orga- NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
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Nine
Hack” (N) Å
nized Crime Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Holey Moley “Silent When Nature Calls The Hustler “Next
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune
Night, Holey Night” With Helen Mirren
Level Hustle”
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Greenlight Seeing
The Carol Burnett
Votes for Women:
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Canada Show Å
The History
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Coroner A body is
The Outpost (N) (In WMTW TMZ Å 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
found in the maze.
Stereo) Å
News 8
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Big Brother (N) (In
Neighbor- B Positive Bull “My Corona” (In CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo Live) Å
hood
Å
Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
2021 Little League World Series
Heisman The Herbies
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportsCenter (N)
Bark in the Park (N)
Movie: ››‡ “Turner & Hooch” (1989)
AKC National
Heisman Herbies
MLB Baseball: Minnesota Twins at Boston Red Sox. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Little Women: Atlanta Little Women: Atlanta “Model Mayhem” The Little Women: Atlanta “Music City Meltdown” Little Women: Atlanta
Å
Å
girls do an alter ego photoshoot. (N)
Amanda gets invited to Nashville.
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Bar Wars Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Bar Wars
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ››› “7 Faces of Dr. Lao” (1964) Movie: ››‡ “The Mating Game” (1959) “Will Success Spoil
“The Brass Bottle” Tony Randall, Barbara Eden. Å
Debbie Reynolds, Tony Randall. Å
Rock Hunter?” Å
Bones “The Soldier Movie: ›‡ “Law Abiding Citizen” (2009) Movie: ›› “Contraband” (2012, Action) Mark Wahl- “Contraon the Grave” Å
Jamie Foxx, Gerard Butler. Å (DVS)
berg, Kate Beckinsale, Ben Foster. Å (DVS)
band”
Office
The Office Å
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
South Pk
(5:00) “Spider-Man: Movie: ›‡ “Baywatch” (2017, Comedy) Dwayne
Movie: ›‡ “Baywatch” (2017, Comedy) Dwayne
Far From Home”
Johnson, Zac Efron. (In Stereo) Å
Johnson, Zac Efron. (In Stereo) Å
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Cube Shanden The Cube “Lean on The Cube Shanden Full
Wipeout
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
and Mae compete.
Me” Å
and Mae compete.
Frontal
Å
Killer Couples Å
Buried in the Backyard Å
Catching a Serial Killer: Sam Little Å
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 (N)
Kids Behind Bars
Accused: Guilty
Cold Case Files
The First 48 Å
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “Gran Torino” (2008) Clint Eastwood. A Movie: ››› “Gran Torino” (2008) Clint Eastwood. A
“Jaws 2” (1978)
veteran faces his longtime prejudices. Å
veteran faces his longtime prejudices. Å
Million Dollar
Million Dollar
Top Chef Chat
Movie: ››› “Selena” (1997, Biography) Jennifer Lopez. Å
Beat
Beat
Bobby and Giada
The Globe Å
Restaurant: Im.
Beat
Beat
Bobby and Giada
(6:00) Movie: “Coun- Movie: “A Little Daytime Drama” (2021,
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
try at Heart”
Romance) Jen Lilley, Ryan Paevey. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
Praise (N) Å
Drive
Insights TBA
Why Is
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Feet-Killing Me
My 600-Lb. Life “Cillas’ Story”
Dr. Pimple Popper
Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue “A Golden Opportunity” (In Stereo) Å
Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
“Despicable Me 2” grownMovie: ›› “The Other Woman” (2014) Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Sponge. Sponge. “Alvin and the Chipmunks”
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch “Dedication” Å
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
(6:29) Movie: ››‡ “Bad Boys” (1995)
Movie: ›› “Bad Boys II” (2003) Martin Lawrence, Will Smith.
Movie: ››‡ “CanMartin Lawrence, Will Smith. Å (DVS)
Two detectives battle a drug kingpin in Miami. Å (DVS)
dyman” (1992)
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TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
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Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
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MTV
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Lifetime
Spike TV
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Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN
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TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
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59
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Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

TECHNICIANS

SHEPARD Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram
Has an immediate opening for an
Automotive Technician
• TOP PAY & BENEFITS
• 3RD GENERATION NEW CAR DEALER
Email Work History/Resume to:
josh@shepardcars.com
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Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 “Ke Ku Hawaii Five-0 “Ka
Hawaii Five-0 (In
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Stereo) Å
’Ana” Å
Hale Ho’ Okauweli” Stereo) Å
Komo Pae”
La Ma Nowemapa”
Big Bang Big Bang WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
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Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Secret Celebrity
The Greatest AtHome Blue Bloods “Fallen News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Renovation (N)
Videos (N)
Heroes” (In Stereo)
Corden
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Inside
American Ninja Warrior “Semifinals 4” The Dateline NBC (N) (In NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
semifinals conclude. Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Shark Tank (In
20/20 (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Washing- FiringGreat Performances (N) (In
Beyond PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Burden of Truth (N) Dynasty “The British WMTW TMZ Å 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Å (DVS)
Are Coming” (N)
News 8
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Secret Celebrity
The Greatest AtHome Blue Bloods “Fallen CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Renovation (N)
Videos (N)
Heroes” (In Stereo) News
Corden
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
BST Fridays (N)
Curran’s Curran’s BST Fridays Å
MLS Soccer
MLS Soccer
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportsCenter (N)
High School Football: Milton (Ga.) at North Cobb (Ga.). (N)
Professional Fighters
UFC
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Cleveland Indians. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Major Crimes “CitiMajor Crimes “Out of Major Crimes “The
Major Crimes Å
Major Crimes Å
Major Crimes “Out of
zens Arrest” Å
Bounds” Å
Shame Game” Å
Bounds” Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time
Shepard Smith
Money Court Å
Money Court Å
Money Court Å
Money Court Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ›› “Rush Hour 2” (2001) Å
›› “Rush Hour 2”
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ››› “Wuthering Heights” (1939) Movie: ››‡ “The Dark Angel” (1935)
Movie: ››› “’Til
Divorce of Lady X” Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier. Å
Fredric March, Merle Oberon. Å
We Meet Again”
Movie: ››‡ “Man of Steel” (2013) Henry Cavill. Young Clark
All Elite Wrestling:
Movie: ››› “300” (2006, Action) Gerard
Kent must protect those he loves from a dire threat.
Rampage (N) Å
Butler, Lena Headey. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Jim Gaffigan: Quality Time
South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ›› “Men in Black: International” (2019, Sci- Movie: ›› “Men in Black: International” (2019, Sci“Spy” (2015) Å
ence Fiction) Chris Hemsworth. (In Stereo) Å
ence Fiction) Chris Hemsworth. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ››‡ “San Andreas” (2015, Action) Dwayne Movie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018, Action) Dwayne John- ELEAGUE (N) (Live)
Johnson, Carla Gugino. Å (DVS)
son, Naomie Harris, Malin Akerman. Å (DVS)
(Part 3 of 3) Å
Snapped
Killer Siblings Å
Killer Siblings Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48: Killer
Cold Case Files (N) American Justice
Accused: Guilty
The First 48: Killer
(5:00) Movie: ›››› “The Godfather”
Movie: ›››› “The Godfather, Part II” (1974, Crime Drama) Al Pacino, Robert Duvall.
(1972) Marlon Brando, Al Pacino. Å
Michael Corleone moves his father’s crime family to Las Vegas. Å
Below Deck
Below Deck
Movie: ››‡ “Olympus Has Fallen” (2013, Action)
Movie: “London Has Fallen”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) Movie: “It Was Movie: “Check Inn to Christmas” (2019) Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Always You”
Rachel Boston, Wes Brown. Å (DVS)
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
Cece Winans
Cece Winans
Cece Winans
Cece Winans
Prince
J. Rubin
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever After? (N)
90 Day: Other
Darcey & Stacey
90 Day
90 Day Fiancé
Gold Rush: Pay Dirt Gold Rush (N) Å
Dino Hunters (N)
Expedition Unknown (In Stereo) Å
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Loud
Loud
Loud
TBA
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
(5:45)
Disney
Disney’s Disney’s Magic Bake- To Be Announced
Disney’s Magic Bake- To Be Announced
“Frozen” Princess Magi
Off Å
Off Å
River Monsters
River Monsters: Deadliest Man-Eaters
River Monsters
River Monsters
River Monsters
(4:55) Movie: ››
Movie: ››› “John Wick” (2014) Keanu SurrealEstate “Quar- Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009, Ac“Bad Boys II”
Reeves, Michael Nyqvist. Å (DVS)
antine” (N)
tion) Vin Diesel, Paul Walker. Å
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Tuesday, August 24, 2021

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
MLS Soccer: LA Galaxy at Los Angeles FC. LEGO Masters (In
FOX23
The Nite Game of Talents (In Two and Two and
Banc of California Stadium. (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Half Men Half Men
News
Show
Stereo) Å
Voices of Big Bang S.W.A.T. “U-Turn” (In NCIS: New Orleans 48 Hours (In Stereo) WABI TV5 Nite Show Opry (N)
Hope
Theory
Stereo) Å
“Choices”
We
Å
NASCAR Cup Series: Coke Zero Sugar 400. From Daytona International Speedway in
NEWS- Saturday Night Live “Dan Levy;
Daytona Beach, Fla. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
CENTER Phoebe Bridgers” Å
Wheel of Jeopardy! America’s Funniest black-ish black-ish The Ultimate Surfer WMTW Castle Strange
NightFortune
Home Videos
Å (DVS)
News 8 murder scene. Å
watch
As Time Still Opn Doc Martin Martin’s Father Brown “The
Shakespeare and
Austin City Limits (In UnderA Chef’s
Goes By Hrs
unusual first patient. Queen Bee” Å
Hathaway -- Private Stereo) Å
ground
Life Å
Modern Modern Mike &
Mike &
2 Broke 2 Broke WMTW TOTAL
Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Family
Family
Molly
Molly
Girls
Girls
News 8 MAINE
Burgers Burgers
Voices of Judge
S.W.A.T. “U-Turn” (In NCIS: New Orleans 48 Hours (In Stereo) CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
Å
Hope
Judy
Stereo) Å
“Choices”
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
United Fight
Super High Roller
World Poker
College Football: Alcorn State at North Carolina Central. (N)
UFC Fight Night: Barboza vs. Chikadze (N) (Live)
High School Football
E60
The Herbies
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
Extra
Red Sox My Story Red Sox My Story Red Sox NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
MLB Baseball
“The Secret Lives of Movie: “Killer Cheer Mom” (2021, SusMovie: “Pom Poms and Payback” (2021, Movie: “Killer Cheer
Cheerleaders”
pense) Denise Richards. Premiere. Å
Suspense) Emily Killian. Premiere. Å
Mom” (2021)
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Unfiltered with
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
CNN Newsroom
CNN Newsroom
Stanley Tucci
Stanley Tucci
Stanley Tucci
Stanley Tucci
Undercover Boss
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
The Profit Å
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Bar Wars Jokers
(5:15) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ››› “Point Blank” (1967) Lee
Movie: ››› “The Professionals” (1966) Movie: ›››
“The Dirty Dozen” Marvin, Angie Dickinson. Å
“Pocket Money”
Lee Marvin, Burt Lancaster. Å
(5:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “Ready Player One” (2018) Tye Sheridan. A teen Movie: ››‡ “Detective Pikachu” (2019)
finds adventure in a virtual reality world in 2045. Å (DVS)
Voice of Ryan Reynolds. Premiere.
“Man of Steel”
(6:30) Movie: “The Waterboy” Movie: ›› “Just Go With It” (2011) Adam Sandler. Movie: ›‡ “Blended” (2014) Å
››› “X-Men: Days Movie: ››› “Bumblebee” (2018, Action) Hailee
Movie: ››› “Bumblebee” (2018, Action) Hailee
of Future Past”
Steinfeld, John Cena. (In Stereo) Å
Steinfeld, John Cena. (In Stereo) Å
“Harry
Movie: ›››‡ “Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban”
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire”
Movie: ›› “Godzilla: King of the Monsters” (2019) Kyle Chan- Miracle
(5:30) Movie: ››
The Cube “Lean on The Cube
“The Meg” (2018)
dler. Godzilla collides with Mothra, Rodan and King Ghidorah.
Workers Me” Å
Accident, Suicide
Accident, Suicide
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
“Bourne Suprm.”
Movie: ››› “The Bourne Ultimatum” (2007) Å
Movie: ››‡ “Den of Thieves” (2018) (In Stereo)
(6:00) “Revenge of Movie: ››› “Fast Times at Ridgemont Movie: ››‡ “Sixteen Candles” (1984,
Eden: Untamed
the Nerds” (1984)
High” (1982, Comedy) Sean Penn. Å
Comedy) Molly Ringwald. Å
Planet (N) Å
“The Proposal”
Movie: ››‡ “The Proposal” (2009) Sandra Bullock. Movie: ››› “Bridesmaids” (2011) Kristen Wiig.
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “As Luck Would Have It” (2021)
Movie: “Just My Type” (2020) Bethany Joy
Movie: “Sweet Pecan Summer” (2021)
JoAnna Garcia Swisher. Å (DVS)
Lenz, Brett Dalton. Å (DVS)
Christine Ko, Wes Brown. Premiere. Å
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars “Rick’s Big Triumph” (N)
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Say Yes, Dress
Say Yes, Dress
90 Day: The Single Life Å
90 Day: Single Life 90 Day
Say Yes, Dress
Moonshiners: Back Moonshiners: Backwoods Hearts (N)
Moonshiners: Backwoods Hearts (N)
Moonshiners: Back
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
“Pitch Perfect 3”
Movie: ›››‡ “Bohemian Rhapsody” (2018) Rami Malek. Premiere. Å
›› “Sweet Home Alabama”
(6:00) “Shrek” Å
Dylan
Unfi
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Disney
Descen- Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Disney’s Magic Bake- Raven’s Raven’s
Princess dants:
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Off Å
Home
Home
The Zoo
The Zoo
The Zoo
Buddies Buddies The Zoo
The Zoo
(6:30) Movie: ››› “John Wick: Chapter Movie: ›››‡ “John Wick: Chapter 3 -- Parabellum” (2019,
›› “Jersey Shore
2” (2017) Keanu Reeves. Å (DVS)
Action) Keanu Reeves, Halle Berry. Å (DVS)
Shark Attack” Å
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10:30

11:00

Single Wide

Double Wide
11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Paper Soldiers”
“The Chosen One”
“Kill House”
“History”
“Lokhay”
“Drive” Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang Hell’s Kitchen “All Hell HouseDuncan- FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Breaks Loose”
Broken
ville (N) (N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Half Men
Å
Big Bang Big Bang Neighbor- BobYoung
United
NCIS: Los Angeles News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
hood
Abishola Sheldon States
Å (DVS)
Corden
207
Inside
American Ninja Warrior “National Finals 1” The Wall “Annalee
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
The finals return to Las Vegas. (N)
and Lily” (N) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Bachelor in Paradise (N) (In Stereo) Å
The Ultimate Surfer WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
News 8 Live! Å
Fortune
(DVS)
(N) Å (DVS)
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Antiques Roadshow Antiques Roadshow POV “The Song of
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Å
Å
Stereo) Å
the Butterflies” (N)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Roswell, New Mexico The Republic of
WMTW TMZ Å 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
(N) Å
Sarah (N) Å
News 8
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Neighbor- BobYoung
United
NCIS: Los Angeles CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight hood
Abishola Sheldon States
Å (DVS)
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Baseball Baseball Boston Sports
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Tampa Bay Rays. (N) (Live)
MLB Baseball: Atlanta Braves at Los Angeles Dodgers. (N)
Primetime at the U.S. Open From Flushing, N.Y. (N) (Live)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Tampa Bay Rays. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Rizzoli & Isles “Just Rizzoli & Isles “Food Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles “A New Rizzoli & Isles “...
Rizzoli & Isles “Food
Push Play”
for Thought”
Day” Å
Goodbye” Å
for Thought”
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Super Heists (N)
Super Heists Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ›‡ “Rush Hour 3” (2007, Action) ›‡ “Rush Hour 3”
(6:00) ››‡ “These Movie: ›› “Footlight Parade” (1933)
Movie: ››› “Love Me or Leave Me”
Movie: ›››› “YanWilder Years” Å
James Cagney, Joan Blondell. Å
(1955) Doris Day, James Cagney. Å
kee Doodle Dandy”
“Knight’s Movie: ››› “Doctor Strange” (2016, Action) Bene- Titans “Donna Troy” Movie: ››› “Rogue One: A Star Wars
Tale”
dict Cumberbatch, Chiwetel Ejiofor. Å (DVS)
(N) Å
Story” (2016) Felicity Jones. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
South Pk
“Mission: ImposMovie: ›› “The Equalizer 2” (2018, Action) Denzel Movie: ›› “The Equalizer 2” (2018, Action) Denzel
sible Rogue Nation” Washington, Pedro Pascal. (In Stereo) Å
Washington, Pedro Pascal. (In Stereo) Å
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American Rick and Tuca &
Wipeout “Wipe-pedia Wipeout
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad (N) Morty
Bertie
Vol.1”
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS “Endgame”
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS “Child’s Play” NCIS “Faith”
Hoarders Å
Hoarders: Coming Clean “Cindy” (N)
Hoarders Å
Hoarders Å
Hoarders-Clean
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “Tombstone” (1993) Kurt Russell, Val Kilmer. Doc Movie: ››› “The Rock” (1996, Action)
“Con Air” (1997)
Holliday joins Wyatt Earp for the OK Corral showdown. Å
Sean Connery, Nicolas Cage. Å
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Movie: ›› “London Has Fallen” (2016) “London Fallen”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Ben & Jerry’s
Best
Best
Beat
Beat
Ben & Jerry’s
(6:00) “Baby, It’s
Movie: “Falling for Vermont” (2017) Julie Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Cold Inside” (2021) Gonzalo, Benjamin Ayres. Å (DVS)
Church
Potters
Praise (N) Å
Cahn
McManu God
Love
Praise Å
Prince
Cahn
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
Darcey & Stacey
Darcey & Stacey
90 Day: Single Life 90 Day: Single Life 90 Day Diaries (N)
Darcey & Stacey
Street-Memphis
Street-Memphis
Getaway Driver (N) Monster Garage (N) Getaway Driver
Street-Memphis
M*A*S*H M*A*S*H Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“The Notebook”
Movie: ››› “The Fault in Our Stars” (2014) Premiere. Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Big City Disney’s Magic Bake- Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Off Å
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Last Frontier
Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets” (2002) Daniel Radcliffe,
Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
Rupert Grint. A malevolent force threatens the students at Hogwarts. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
Å
Å

Modular
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12:30

Criminal Minds “To a Criminal Minds “Blue Criminal Minds “Killer Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “The
Better Place”
Angel”
App”
“Lucky Strikes”
Bunker”
Simpsons Great
Bob’s
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
Å
Å
North
Burgers Guy
(N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Big Brother (N) (In
The Equalizer “Judg- NCIS: Los Angeles News
Van
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
ment Day”
“Love Kills”
Susteren
Time
NFL Preseason Football: Cleveland Browns at Atlanta Falcons.
NEWS- American Ninja War- Inside
Mercedes-Benz Stadium. (N) (In Stereo Live)
CENTER rior Å
Edition
(6:00) NFL Preseason Football: New Eng- The Chase (N) (In
To Tell the Truth (N) WMTW Soledad Major Crimes “Flight
land Patriots at New York Giants. (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
News 8 O’Brien Risk” Å
Sanditon on Master- Lucy Worsley’s Royal WICKED in Concert Exploring the music of Halifax: Retribution Lucy Worsley’s Royal
piece Å
Myths
Wicked. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Myths
Modern Modern DC’s Legends of
Wellington Wellington WMTW Soledad TOTAL
TMZ (N) (In Stereo) Extra (N)
Å
Å
Family
Family
Tomorrow (N) Å
News 8 O’Brien MAINE
60 Minutes (N) (In
Big Brother (N) (In
The Equalizer “Judg- NCIS: Los Angeles CBS 13 Sharyl
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
ment Day”
“Love Kills”
News
Attkisson
Time
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Golf
Golf
Ninja Warrior
Postgame Live (N)
Ninja Warrior
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
MLB Baseball: New York Yankees at Oakland Athletics. (N)
SportCtr MLS Soccer: Timbers at Sounders
SportCtr
CFL Football: Calgary Stampeders at Winnipeg Blue Bombers.
X Games
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
Games
Cruisin’ Cruisin’ Golf
Fame
Dining
Red Sox NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
MLB Baseball
“Who Is Killing the Movie: “The Wrong Cheer Captain” (2021) Movie Å
Movie: “The Wrong
Cheerleaders?”
Vivica A. Fox. Premiere. Å
Cheer Captain”
Sunday Night
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Sunday Night
Life, Liberty
Revolution
CNN Newsroom
History of the Sit
CNN Special
CNN Special
State-Union
Newsroom
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
Week-Johnson
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: ›››› Movie: ›››› “Anastasia” (1956, Drama) Movie: ››‡ “Arch of Triumph” (1948)
Movie: ››››
“Casablanca”
Ingrid Bergman, Yul Brynner. Å
Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer. Premiere. “Goodbye Again”
Animal Kingdom
Movie: ››‡ “The Mule” (2018) Clint
(6:00) Movie: ››› “Ready Player One” Animal Kingdom
“Gladiators” (N)
“Gladiators”
(2018) Tye Sheridan. Å (DVS)
Eastwood, Bradley Cooper. Å
(6:00) ›› “Just Go With It”
Movie: ›‡ “Blended” (2014) Adam Sandler. Å
Movie: › “Joe Dirt” (2001) David Spade.
Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Far From Home” (2019) Tom Hol- Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Far From Home” (2019) Tom Holland. Spider-Man and Mysterio battle four elemental creatures.
land. Spider-Man and Mysterio battle four elemental creatures.
“Harry Potter”
Movie: ›››‡ “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” “Harry Potter-Phoenix”
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Love Life Movie: ››‡ “Just Friends” (2005) Ryan “Ugly
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Reynolds, Amy Smart. Å (DVS)
Å
Truth”
Charmed to Death
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Charmed to Death
Charmed to Death
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
American Justice
American Justice
The First 48 Å
(4:53) Movie: “EnThe Walking Dead
The Walking Dead
Talking Dead (N) Å The Walking Dead “Acheron Part Walking
emy of the State”
“Acheron Part 1”
“Acheron Part 2”
2” (In Stereo) Å
Dead
Housewives
Housewives
Shahs of Sunset (N) Å
Housewives
Teyana Teyana Shahs
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Buddy vs. Duff (N)
Battle of the
Beat
Beat
Buddy vs. Duff
(6:00) “Sweet Pecan Chesapeake Shores Movie: “The Sweetest Heart” (2018) Julie Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Summer” Å
(N) Å
Gonzalo, Chris McNally. Å (DVS)
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Carpen
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo D. Praise Å
Praise Å
The Machines
The Machines
The Machines
Ma
Ma
The Machines
The Machines
90 Day Fiance
90 Day Fiancé: The Other Way (N)
Love-Mama’s Boy
90 Day: Other
90 Day: Other
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid (N) (In Stereo) Å
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
“Bohemian Rhap” Movie: ›› “Sweet Home Alabama” (2002) Josh Lucas Å
Movie: ››‡ “The Notebook” (2004)
“Alvin-Chipmnk”
“Alvin and Chipmunks: Squeakquel”
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Mom
Disney’s Magic Bake- Disney’s Magic Bake- Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Big City Big City
Off Å
Off Å
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
(6:05) Movie: ›››‡ “John Wick: Chapter Movie: ›‡ “Gone in Sixty Seconds” (2000, Action)
Movie: ››› “X-Men” (2000,
3 -- Parabellum” (2019) Å (DVS)
Nicolas Cage, Angelina Jolie, Giovanni Ribisi. Å
Action) Hugh Jackman. Å

Over 20 Model Homes on Display!

Rte. 90 Warren • 273-2610 • BoggsHomes.com

12:00

Criminal Minds
“Wheels Up”
LEGO Masters “Land
& Sea”
60 Minutes (N) (In
Stereo) Å
Tokyo Paralympics

10:30

11:00

FREE
State-wide
delivery
& set-up
on all
new
homes

11:30

12:00

12:30

Chicago Fire “Rear Chicago Fire “Two
Chicago Fire “Leaving Chicago Fire “It Ain’t Chicago Fire (In
Chicago Fire “God
View Mirror” Å
Families” Å
the Station”
Easy” Å
Stereo) Å
Has Spoken” Å
Big Bang Big Bang LEGO Masters “Flip Fantasy Island (N) (In FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
My Block” (N)
Stereo) Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS COVID compli- FBI “Discord” The
FBI: Most Wanted
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
ance duty.
team hunts a killer. “Criminal Justice”
Corden
207
Inside
America’s Got Talent “Semi-Finals 1” (N) (In College Bowl USC
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Stereo Live) Å
versus Alabama. (N) CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Bachelor in Paradise (N) (In Stereo) Å
The Ultimate Surfer WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
News 8 Live! Å
Fortune
(DVS)
(N) Å (DVS)
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Native America “Na- Generation 9/11 People who lost fathers on PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ture to Nations”
Sept. 11. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern DC’s Stargirl (N) (In Supergirl “Dream
WMTW TMZ Å 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Stereo) Å
Weaver” (N) Å
News 8
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
NCIS COVID compli- FBI “Discord” The
FBI: Most Wanted
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight ance duty.
team hunts a killer. “Criminal Justice”
News
Corden
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
2021 U.S. Open Tennis: First Round. (N) (Live)
SportsCenter
SportsCenter (N)
NFL Live Å
E60
SEC Storied
30 for 30
NFL Live
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Tampa Bay Rays. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
ROH Wrestling
Rizzoli & Isles “The Rizzoli & Isles
Rizzoli & Isles “Bos- Rizzoli & Isles “Lost & Rizzoli & Isles “It
Rizzoli & Isles
Best Laid Plans”
“Knockout” Å
ton Keltic”
Found”
Takes a Village”
“Knockout” Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
The Profit (N) Å
The Profit Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Bar Wars Bar Wars Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) “Dr. Jekyll
Movie: ›››› “The Best Years of Our Lives” (1946) Fredric
Movie: ››‡ “Design for Liv- “I Marr’d
and Mr. Hyde” Å March. Three World War II veterans come home. Å (DVS)
ing” (1933) Fredric March.
Wtch”
(5:00) “Rogue One: Movie: ››› “Avengers: Age of Ultron” (2015) Robert Downey Movie: ››‡ “Solo: A Star Wars Story”
A Star Wars Story” Jr. The Avengers reassemble to battle a technological villain.
(2018) Alden Ehrenreich. Å (DVS)
Office
The Office Å
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
South Pk
Movie: ›› “Divergent” (2014) Shailene Woodley. A young
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ›‡ “The Divergent Series: Al“Daddy’s Home 2” woman discovers a plot to destroy those like her. (In Stereo)
legiant” (2016) Shailene Woodley. Å
(5:05) “Fast Five”
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
American Ninja Warrior “Semifinals 1”
Movie: “Fast Five”
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Miracle
Miracle
Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinfeld
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Workers Workers
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
“Bourne Identity”
Movie: ››› “The Bourne Supremacy” (2004) Å
Movie: ›› “Pain & Gain” (2013) Mark Wahlberg.
(5:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››› “Forrest Gump” (1994) Tom Hanks, Gary Sinise. Movie: ›‡ “Pixels” (2015, Comedy) Adam
“Tombstone” Å
A slow-witted Southerner experiences 30 years of history. Å
Sandler, Kevin James. Å
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Vanderpump Rules Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Money Hungry (N)
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
(6:00) Movie: “Sun, Movie: “Save the Wedding” (2021) Kasey Golden
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Sand & Romance” Landoll, Travis Burns. Å (DVS)
Church
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Buried: Knights
History’s Greatest Mysteries Å
History’s Greatest Mysteries Å
History’s-Mysteries
Welcome
Fat Fabulous
Fat Fabulous
Welcome
Love-Mama’s Boy
Fat Fabulous
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch (N) Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Hunting Atlantis
Deadliest Catch
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
››› “The Fault in Our Stars” Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017) Julia Roberts. Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Sponge. Patrick
Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
The Zoo (In Stereo) North Woods Law: Wildside (N)
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods
“Harry- Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince” (2009) Daniel
Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
Å
Å
Å
Å
Phoenix” Radcliffe. New dangers lurk for Harry, Dumbledore and their friends.

CL
C
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C A R S

“Always on” Taillights an Effective Safety Enhancement;
“Pilgrim’s” Car Reflects Progress in Cleaner Energy
DEAR CAR TALK: We have occasional days of poor visibility — be it fog, rain, snow or just that half-light we get at dusk
and dawn. During these times, I have followed cars I can barely
see, and often wonder why they don’t have their taillights on.
Then I discovered that automakers did not include taillights in
the daytime driving lights system. It can’t be that expensive to
include this feature in the car’s computer code, and it would
be a big safety feature. Thank you for your Car Talk section
in the paper. I look forward to reading it every week. — Gary
RAY: You’re right, Gary. Daytime running lamps are “always
on” lights that are usually incorporated with the headlights.
They’re not the same as headlights. They’re dimmer, and
they go on and off automatically when the car is driven.
They’re designed to give you extra visibility with oncoming
cars. And most countries require them.
But not the United States. Most cars here have them anyway,
because they’re a cheap and effective safety enhancement —
and because carmakers have to include them on their cars for
Canada, Europe and most other countries anyway.
But there are no daytime running taillights that we know of.
It would make sense, for those times you mention. Of course,
drivers are supposed to turn on their full head- and taillights
during times of poor visibility — fog, rain, snow, dusk, dawn
or sharknado. Most state laws require lights on under those
conditions. But we know people forget. So including taillights
in the DRL system would be a smart idea.
If you’re concerned about people seeing you, Gary, one thing
you can do is simply leave your full lights on all the time. Most
cars now kill the lights when you turn off the ignition. So the
danger of forgetting to switch them off and waking up to a dead
battery is exponentially lower than it was in years past.
That’ll give you some peace of mind that other drivers can
see you in all conditions, and you won’t ever have to remember
to turn on your lights when conditions change. Of course, it
won’t help you see those other light-less vehicles. But with
your headlights on, at least you’ll get a quick look at the make
and model before you smack into their rear bumper.
DEAR CAR TALK: I was out for my biweekly run, and I saw
that one of my neighbors had parked some wheeled conveyance
in his driveway that I didn’t recognize. It had no markings or
emblems. So I said to him, “Greetings, Pilgrim, what breed of
Detroit Horse you got parked there in your drive?” Well, he
smiled and proudly told me: “This is a Tesla. I’m doing my part
to lessen carbon emissions and pollution. I’m going green and
doing my part to save the Earth for my grandchildren.” Well, not
knowing too much about anything and having a mouth that runs
faster than my brain, I said: “Well ... unless you have a windmill
farm or solar panels in your backyard, all the electricity generatACROSS
1 Coal
6 Vogue
11 Fix, as a copier
16 Weak and ineffectual
21 Magna cum -22 Four-bagger
23 Sister’s girl
24 Departure
25 Baseball’s -- Banks
26 Latin dance
27 Hardware item
28 Speeder’s nemesis
29 Food or shelter
31 Kind of salad
33 Put down turf
35 Pretend
36 Volcanic dust
37 Icicle locales
38 Fish without scales
39 Gets more out of
41 Sen. Kennedy
42 Soupy
44 Nasal tone
46 Greenhorns
51 Bldg. manager
52 Actor -- Grey
53 Leak giveaway
57 Puccini works
58 Throws rocks at
59 Very funny people
60 Monsieur’s “yes”
61 Tobacco product
62 Cowboy competition
63 Soda fountain treats
64 Got a ticket
66 “Wheel of Fortune”
		purchase
67 Psychics may see them
68 Electrical units
69 Split
70 “Stormy Weather” singer
72 Endorse
73 Little brooks
74 Kept order
75 Like the ocean
77 Gusting
78 Hardly a wallflower
79 Yellow fruits

82 Uses a paper towel
83 Soap unit
84 Bring to an end
88 New York island
89 Ore deposits
90 Praise
91 Sidelines cry
92 Faucet hookups
93 Oven gadget
94 Attic end
95 Wise Athenian
97 Social insect
98 Buyer
99 Quick raid
100 Stiff
101 Exude moisture
103 Legal claim
104 Pitcher Nolan -105 Dry cell
106 Indianapolis team
108 Submarine (hyph.)
110 Coffee container
111 Granola kin
114 Word from the pews
115 Hawthorne’s town
117 CEO degree
120 Mdse. bill
121 Fiddle-de- -123 Flood
125 Single throb
127 Hue
129 Implied but unsaid
131 Like gymnasts
133 -- Lama
134 Seacoast events
135 Love in a gondola
136 Doctrine
137 Apprehension
138 Totally exhausted
139 Spud
140 Future flowers
141 Brainy club

ed around here is from burning fossil fuels. So you’re not really
decreasing carbon emissions or helping the planet.” Surprisingly,
he let out a string of every expletive I’ve ever heard, a few new
to me, expertly strung together that conveyed that he wasn’t in
agreement with my evaluation. Was I right? If I was wrong,
Pilgrim, I do apologize, I stand corrected, and if I may say so,
it has been a privilege having you as a neighbor and an honor
knowing such an exemplary American and parent! If I was right,
Pilgrim, with the “green” you spent on that Tesla, you could have
bought each of your grandkids a new Corolla. — Mark
RAY: Mark, I’m afraid this “Pilgrim” bit isn’t the only thing
of yours that’s out of date. Your knowledge of electricity generation is also behind the times.
Utilities have been adding natural gas and renewable sources
to their generation mix for years now. So in the vast majority of the country, electricity comes from a mix of fossil and
renewable fuels.
Some states are further along than others in this transition. But
the percentage of solar and wind has increased markedly in recent
years and is increasing all the time. Obviously, every solar panel
or wind turbine that’s added to your state or regional grid makes
electric cars that much cleaner. But they’re already cleaner than the
equivalent individual gasoline engine — by a significant margin.
Plus, it’s easier to control pollution at a handful of power
plants than to control pollution in the engines and exhaust
systems of millions of individual cars.
Any particular car can be running too rich, have a bad sensor
or be driving with a worn-out catalytic converter. And that’s
hard to police. Power plants, simply because there are fewer of
them, are easier for regulators to keep an eye on.
Finally, electric cars remove air pollution from our most
crowded places. So if you live in a city or the suburbs, where
the sheer density of people and cars concentrates pollution,
driving an electric car is a kind thing to do for your friends,
family and neighbors.
So rig up the Santa Maria, Mark, sail back down to your neighbor’s house, apologize and invite him over for Thanksgiving.
©2021 BY RAY MAGLIOZZI AND DOUG BERMAN

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 20.

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Don’t just live. Thrive.

Bartlett Woods is a community where
activities, culture & fine dining abound.
Call Lori today & find the key to your new home!

Bartlett Woods is a 55-plus active adult community

DOWN
1 Helen, in Spanish
2 Equine moms
3 Cluster
4 Falco or Brickell
5 Brooklyn Dodger great
6 Prospers
7 Put to flight
8 Tube trophies
9 Lincoln’s st.
10 Tow
11 Invisible
12 Politely
13 Twitches
14 Chuck Yeager, e.g.
15 Gulls’ cries
16 Wildlife protector
17 Mountain overlooking
		Troy
18 “Golden touch” king
19 Nobel Prize category
20 Nomad dwellings
30 Gluts
32 Leases
34 Dreaded exams
40 “Yuck!”
42 Bylaws
43 Able to deal with
		(2 wds.)
44 Whistles
45 Drenches
46 Sugar-free (hyph.)
47 Conjecture
48 Meat avoider
49 Novelist -- Levin
50 Train component
51 Roomy vehicle
52 Dumps a lover
54 Column type
55 Soft leather
56 Put up cedar shakes
58 Bess’s man
59 Pep meeting
62 Destroys
63 Fungi
64 Do a dentist’s job
65 Dorm climbers
67 Urdu speaker
68 Winery’s need

69 Metes out
71 Diminish
73 Mellower
74 Tea variety
76 Cereal grains
77 Roomier
78 Poorly
79 “Bah!”
80 Make amends
81 Fake diamonds
82 About half of us
83 Havana native

85 Barter
86 Tom Mix movie
87 Not genuine
89 Shopper’s dread
90 The “k” in 24-k
93 Tease
94 “Naked Maja” artist
95 Poker winning
96 House site
98 Kukla’s pal
99 Weather system
100 Workers’ pay

bartlettwoods.com • Rockland • 207-593-1608
207.594.1159

102 HP wares
105 Cartridges
107 Most ancient
108 Out caller
109 Kitchen implement
110 Injured by a bear
111 Drizzles
112 Nerdy
113 Skirt the issue
114 Fancy neckwear
115 Vertebra locale
116 Sir opposite

117 La Scala site
118 Male guinea pigs
119 True inner self
122 “L’--, c’est moi”
124 Has a meal
126 Unlikely story
128 Bear’s refuge
130 Doctors’ org.
132 Mild expletive

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 20.
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www.truehall.com
Local Realtors Since 1956

$5 OFF COUPON
BRING IN AD

Good Food • Good Drinks 
Good Music • Great Friends

Next to happy clam • 691-0433

German 12
Restaurant
$5 OFF COUPON

ROAR CHARTER SERVICES 2

RELIABLE CHARTER SERVICE IN WEST PENOBSCOT BAY AND MUSCUNGUS BAY

U.S. RTE. 1
U.S. RTE. 1

RTE. 73

THOMASTON

HENRY KNOX
MANSION

372-8999

•

RTE.
131

CLARK
ISLAND

2

11
TENANTS
HARBOR

372-6479 • Main St., Port Clyde
portclydebakery.com

4
RTE.
131

TIM HOPPE

6

Breakfast & Dinner

16

14
15

The Wan-e-set
Restaurant
and Quarry Tavern
at the East Wind Inn

10

17

WWW.HOPPESTREESERVICES.COM
263 PORT CLYDE RD., TENANTS HARBOR

75

8

9
16

2

691-5335

12

11

PORT
CLYDE

TREE WORK • STUMP GRINDING
• FIREWOOD • BUCKET TRUCK
• FULLY INSURED
• CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
CERTIFIED MAINE ARBORIST

13

Call 372-8064
or 372-6366

WHITEHEAD
ISLAND

12

13

Come dine on the water 4
in beautiful Tenants Harbor

13

SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND

5

RTE. 73

1

Full Bar

15

SPRUCE
HEAD
RTE. 73

Home of the
Old Fashioned
Ice Cream Soda!

JESSIE’S PIES call ahead to order!
Take n Bake available as well.

Tenants Harbor

RTE. 73

3

Support Local • Order Year Round
Have It Shipped

BRING IN AD

Also Featuring Maine Coast Favorites
LUNCH • DINNER

SOUTH
THOMASTON

ST.
GEORGE
RIVER

Call (207)776-3200 or email spinnerlee7@gmail.com
or visit us at www.mvroar.com

OWLS HEAD
TRANSPORTATION
MUSEUM

MONTPELIER
RTE.
131

TO ROCKLAND
& CAMDEN

#

Cruise around The St. George Peninsula
with USCG Captain Jim “Spinner” Lee.

#

207.372.8952

A Trip Down
the St. George
Peninsula

11

3

Squid Ink Coffee

b

On The Dock – Port Clyde, Maine

Jan Lipson

CEO Chief Espresso Officer

6 Cold Storage Road
207 372 2088

MARSHALL POINT

Discover one of Midcoast
Maine’s best destinations

View our menu on the
East Wind Inn website
www.eastwindinn.com

BOOKS

5

67 Island Road, Spruce Head
(South Thomaston), Maine
Just off Rte. 73

Sat & Sun
11-5

“A Valued Resource for Schools & Libraries”
100,000 to choose from (most books $1-$2.50)
“A destination for 59 years… worth the drive”
Weekend Telephone: 1-207-594-7520

6

15

O

ne of Maine’s loveliest drives awaits you when you turn
off Route 1 onto Route 131 South (at the Montpelier
Mansion). Enjoy approximately 15 miles of grand views
— fields rolling down to the tidal portion of the St. George
River — the charming village of Tenants Harbor — Port Clyde,
departure point for Monhegan Island and home to the everso-photogenic Marshall Point Lighthouse & Museum. Heading
back up Route 131, take Route 73 through Clark Island, Spruce
Head and Owls Head for more of the best Maine has to offer.
(Don’t miss the reversing falls in South Thomaston and the
spectacular Owls Head Lighthouse.)
You can also begin your travel down the St. George
peninsula by taking Route 73 south out of Rockland. Explore
Owls Head, South Thomaston, Spruce Head and Clark Island.
At the junction of Routes 73 and 131S, turn left and continue
through Tenants Harbor, on to Port Clyde – the end of the
peninsula. To return, follow Route 131 back to Route 1 in
Thomaston. Take your time — you’ll be glad you did.

Fresh Local 16
Seafood
Our lobster rolls are a
whole lobster!
372-1112 • OPEN 7 DAYS

PORT CLYDE GENERAL
STORE17
Open 7 Days a Week

PORT Open
CLYDE
7 Days a Week
207-372-6543
GENERAL STORE 207-372-6543

We are a collaboration of business & community
in St. George. Please visit us at:
www.stgeorgebuinessalliance.com

Tenants Harbor
General Store

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK

7

The Black Harpoon…
Where the Locals meet!

Cold Beer u Wine u Deli u Gas
Groceries u Marina Services

8

Dine Inside Or On Our Deck!

Fresh Local Fish & Lobster, Seafood, Steaks, Full Bar
Full Menu In The Bar, Nightly Specials, Children’s Menu.
Visit us online and on Facebook

372-6304

9
372-6311 • Gas • Deli • Groceries
Beer & Wine • Grab & Go Meal Options

14

10

Karen M. Rizkalla, Broker/Owner
stgeorge-realty.com or karenriz.com

